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1 The Manual requires a choice of strategy
1.

The only reasonable interpretation of the Flood Operations Manual1 is that it
requires a conscious act, that is, to “choose” or “adopt” a strategy, that is,
W1, W2, W3 or W4, during the flood event. This section of the submissions
sets out parts of the manual which lead to this conclusion.

Purpose of the manual
2.

The manual’s purpose is to define procedures for the operation of the dams,
to reduce, so far as practicable, the effects of flooding associated with the
dams.2 This purpose is to be achieved “by the proper control and regulation
in time of the flood release infrastructure at the dams, with due regard to the
safety of the dam structures”.3

Implicit legislative recognition of importance of the manual
3.

The manual is a “flood mitigation manual” pursuant to Chapter 4 Part 2 of
the Water Supply (Safety and Reliability Act) 2008 (“the Act”), requiring
approval by the chief executive of the Department of Natural Resources.4

4.

The Manual provides that the prime purpose of incorporating flood
mitigation measures into the dams is to reduce flooding in the urban areas of
the floodplains below Wivenhoe Dam.5

5.

Operation of the dam in accordance with the manual gives Seqwater
protection from liability as provided for by section 374 of the Act.6

6.

The manual makes it clear that operating the dam in accordance with the
manual is a requirement, not a choice.

1

Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009.
2
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p3: para 1.3].
3
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p3: para1.3].
4
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p3: para 1.4].
5
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p10: para 3.3].
6
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p3: para 1.5]; Section 374, Water Supply (Safety and Reliability
Act) 2008.
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7.

In this regard, section 1.7 provides that the manual must be used for the
operation of the dams during flood events,7 the Act obliges Seqwater to
operate the dams in accordance with the manual in order to retain the
protection from liability,8 and the preface states:
Given their potential significant impact on downstream populations, it is
imperative that Wivenhoe and Somerset Dams be operated during flood
events in accordance with clearly defined procedures to minimise impacts
to life and property. This manual outlines these procedures and is an
approved Flood Mitigation Manual under Water Supply Act 2008.9

8.

The preface also makes clear the primary objectives of the procedures. It
states that they are, in order of importance, to:


Ensure the structural safety of the dams



Provide optimum protection of urbanised areas from inundation



Minimise disruption to rural life in the valleys of the Brisbane and
Stanley Rivers



Retain the storage at Fully Supply Level at the conclusion of the Flood
Event



Minimise impacts to riparian flora and fauna during the drain down
phase of the Flood Event10

9.

These objectives are repeated later in the manual, under the heading
General.11

10.

Merely having regard to these “objectives” when operating the dam will not
amount to compliance: the manual contemplates that the “objectives” and

7

Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p4: para 1.7].
8
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p5: para 2].
9
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009, [p1: para 1.1], bold added.
10
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p1: para 1.1].
11
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p9: para.3.1].
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“procedures” are different things. So, for example, section 5.2 “Operation”
provides:
The Senior Flood Operations and Flood Operations Engineers use the RTFM
[Real Time Flood Model] for flood monitoring and forecasting during flood
events to operate the dams in accordance with this Manual. This is done by
optimising releases of water from the dams to minimise the impacts of
flooding in accordance with the objectives and procedures contained in this
Manual.12

Management requirements in the manual which make clear that the
dam is to be operated in accordance with the manual
11.

Section 2.2 requires that a Senior Flood Operations Engineer is designated to
be in charge of Flood Operations at all times during a Flood Event and that
release of water at the dams during Flood Events is carried out under the
direction of the Duty Flood Operations Engineer.

12.

Section 2.3 provides that when rostered on duty during a Flood event, the
responsibilities of the Senior Flood Operations Engineer are as follows:


Set the overall strategy for management of the Flood Event in
accordance with the objectives of this Manual.



Provide instructions to site staff to make releases of water from the Dams
during Flood Events that are in accordance with this Manual.



Apply reasonable discretion in managing a Flood Event as described in
Section 2.8.13

13.

Section 2.4 requires that flood operations engineers:


Direct the operation of the dams during a flood event in accordance with
the general strategy determined by the Senior Flood Operations
Engineer.

12

Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p13: para 5.2], bold and underline added.
13
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p5].
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Follow any direction from the Senior Flood Operations Engineer in
relation to applying reasonable discretion in managing a Flood Event as
described in Section 2.8. Unless otherwise directed, a Flood Operations
Engineer is to follow this Manual in managing Flood Events and is not to
apply reasonable discretion unless directed by the Senior Flood
Operations Engineer or the Chief Executive.



Provide instructions to site staff to make releases of water from the Dams
during Flood Events that are in accordance with this Manual.14

The manual requires conscious consideration to be given to the
strategies in the manual
14.

Section 2.8 vests a discretion in the Senior Flood Operations Engineer to
depart from the manual, but a precondition to this discretion arising is that
the Senior Flood Operations Engineer holds the opinion that it is necessary
to depart from the procedures. This implies a requirement for the engineer to
have turned his mind to the procedures in the manual: that is, to have
consciously considered the strategies provided for in the manual and to have
rejected them as being appropriate to meet the flood mitigation objectives in
the circumstances.

15.

Section 8.4 “Flood Operations Strategies” makes it clear that the four
strategies are “used” during the operation of Wivenhoe Dam in a flood
event; and that the strategy used is “changed” in response to changing
rainfall forecasts and stream flow conditions.

16.

Section 8.4 provides:
There are four strategies (W1 to W4) used when operating Wivenhoe
Dam during a flood event as outlined below. These strategies are based
on the Flood Objectives of this manual.15

17.

Section 8.4 then repeats the objectives, set out above.

14

Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p6].
15
Bold added.
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18.

Section 8.4 contemplates that when one is within a strategy, then
consideration must be given to these objectives. It states: “Within any
strategy, consideration is always given to these objectives in this order,
when making decisions on dam releases.” Being “within a strategy” clearly
requires that the strategy has been invoked: that is conscious adoption. The
notion of being “within” the strategy appears again later in 8.4 in the
following way: “When determining dam outflows within all strategies,
peak outflow should generally not exceed peak inflow.”16

19.

Section 8.4 also states:
The strategy chosen at any point in time will depend on the actual
levels in the dams and the following predictions, which are to be made
using the best forecast rainfall and stream flow information available at
the time:


Maximum storage levels in Wivenhoe and Somerset Dams.



Peak flow rate at the Lowood Gauge (excluding Wivenhoe Dam
releases).



Peak flow rate at the Moggill Gauge (excluding Wivenhoe Dam
releases).

20.

Strategies are likely to change during a flood event as forecasts change
and rain is received in the catchments. It is not possible to predict the range
of strategies that will be used during the course of a flood event at the
commencement of the event. Strategies are changed in response to
changing rainfall forecasts and stream flow conditions to maximise the flood
mitigation benefits of the dams.17

21.

This terminology implies contemporaneous choice, such choice (and
changes to that choice) being made by taking into account rainfall forecasts,
flow conditions and maximum storage levels in the dam. The fact that the
choice is to be informed by forecasts is compelling. It would be nonsensical

16

Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p22: para 8.4], bold added.
17
Emphasis added.
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to suggest that a strategy could be determined retrospectively by reference to
forecasts which were issued at some time in the distant past.
22.

Section 8.4 expresses the active concept of contemporaneous selection of a
strategy. It sets out a flow chart “showing how best to select the appropriate
strategy to use at any point in time”.18

23.

The flow chart is a “decision tree”, again requiring actual selection of
strategy depending on the circumstances which are operating at any point in
time. For example, if Wivenhoe is not likely to exceed 68.5 metres, it
requires “use” of strategy 1; if it is likely to exceed 68.5, it requires further
decision making down the tree.

18

Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p23: para 8.4].
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24.

The flow chart appears below:19

19

Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p23].
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25.

The language of the flow chart is clear. It directs the reader to actually use
the relevant strategy. It is not something which can be designed after the
event.

26.

Mr Tibaldi’s evidence on 15 April 2011 illustrates that point. He stated:
The flowchart is on page 23 and the sentence prior to the flowchart
says: "A flowchart showing how best to select the appropriate
strategy", so previously we have got all our information together,
now we're coming to the stage where we're going to select the
appropriate strategy - "a flowchart showing how to best select the
appropriate strategy to use at any point in time is shown below." So
once you've got all your information together, now you have got to
select your strategy, now you go to the flowchart. You will notice in
the flowchart that forecast is not mentioned at all, but the engineer that
has to choose the strategy has to make an engineering judgment or a
judgment about what is likely. He is asked essentially two questions
about what is likely. The first question is about the likely level in
Wivenhoe Dam. Again, he has got to make a judgment on what is
likely. He can assign whatever weight his judgment feels worthy in
terms of the forecasts. Now, as I said, generally given the great
uncertainties in the QPF as provided by BOM, no weight is provided to
those forecasts. However, as I said, there are three circumstances under
which you may provide – assign some weight to those forecasts.20

27.

The manual then sets out the conditions when Strategy W1 is utilised, and
the primary consideration which operates under it.21 It requires that there be
a “switch” to W2 or W3 as appropriate if the level of Wivenhoe reaches EL
68.5 m AHD.22 Again, the word “switch” connotes contemporaneous
thought and action.

20

Transcript, John Tibaldi, 15 April 2011, Brisbane [p441: line 13-33], bold added.
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p24].
22
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p26 – 27].
21
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28.

The manual provides that W2 is a “transition strategy”: the word “transition”
connotes contemporaneous thought and planning. The manual sets out the
conditions under which W2 can be invoked, and that, as a transition strategy,
“the primary consideration changes from Minimising Impact to Downstream
Rural Life to Protecting Urban Areas from Inundation”.23

29.

It provides that “the intent of Strategy W2 is limit the flow in the Brisbane
River to less than the naturally occurring peaks at Lowood and Moggill,
while remaining within the upper limit of non-damaging floods at Lowood”.
“Intent” implies a state of mind which is directed to a desired result: that
state of mind must necessarily be contemporaneous with events.

30.

In respect of W3, the manual sets out the conditions for it being invoked, and
the primary considerations when operating under it.24 Again, the manual
prescribes what must be the intent of the engineer while operating under it:
The intent of Strategy W3 is to limit the flow in the Brisbane River at
Moggill to less than 4000 m3/s, noting that 4000 m3/s at Moggill is the
upper limit of non-damaging floods downstream.

31.

As with W4, the manuals sets out the conditions for it being invoked, the
primary considerations operating and the intent of the strategy.25

32.

There is only one way to interpret the combined effect of these provisions: a
Flood Operations Engineer was required, as a conscious act, to “choose” or
“adopt” a strategy as defined by the manual.

33.

That this is what is required was accepted by the flood operations engineers
and Mr Allen:
a. Mr Tibaldi accepted that a strategy must be adopted during the flood
event:26 he accepted that it is impossible but to read the manual as

23

Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p27].
24
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p28].
25
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset
Dam, Revision 7, November 2009 [p29].
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requiring that a flood operation engineer make a choice of strategy during
the event.27
b. Mr Ayre accepted that the manual requires the conscious choice of a
strategy at the time the dam is being operated28 and that compliance could
not be achieved by retrospectively constructing a version of events as to
the way the dam was managed.29
c. Mr Malone agreed that for engineers operating the dam during a flood
event, one of the strategies must be engaged,30 but observed that some of
the strategies are dictated by the lake levels and maximum releases (and
thus don’t require a conscious decision to be made to move to a particular
strategy).31
d. Mr Ruffini accepted that the word “chosen” on page 22 of the manual
means that the flood operations engineer on duty has to choose a strategy,
that is, he has to make a conscious decision as to what is the appropriate
strategy to apply.32
e. Mr Allen agreed that the manual requires the adoption of a single strategy
at any one time.33
34.

That choice of strategy will dictate the “primary consideration”. This is
necessarily a reference to the consideration which must be foremost in the
mind of the Flood Operation Engineer when determining release rates. The
manual then sets out the means by which this primary consideration
objective is to be achieved. It does not permit merely having the primary

26

Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5069: line 31]. See also [p5071: line 10]
where Mr Tibaldi agreed with the proposition that 8.4 of the manual says that there are four strategies
used when operating the dam – operating, not when writing about it afterwards: [p5071: line 8]. See
also [p5072: line 9]; [p5068: line 16], although, his view given in evidence, is that there was no
requirement for the engineer operating the dam to actually turn their mind to the strategy which was
applicable at any given time: [p5079: line 45].
27
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5077: line 18].
28
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5213: line 12]. See also [p5214: line 57]
where Mr Ayre accepted that the manual requires the adoption of a strategy at the time of the event so
there can be no mistake, if that is done, as to what the primary consideration was.
29
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5213: line12].
30
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5296: line 27].
31
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5373: line 33].
32
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5421: line 55].
33
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5904: line 56]. See also [p5924: line 4] where
Mr Allen agreed with the proposition that “by requiring a conscious engagement of strategy, the
manual requires the engineer on duty to adopt a particular state of mind, that is to say a particular
primary consideration”.
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consideration in one’s mind without having first consciously selected the
strategy: there is more to a strategy than that.
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2 The March report: a record of strategy choice
35.

The manual requires Seqwater to prepare a report after each flood event, and
that the report must contain details of the procedures used, the reasons
therefore and other pertinent information.34 Seqwater must forward the
report to the chief executive of DERM within six weeks of the completion of
the Flood Event.35 The report prepared in purported discharge of these
obligations is the March Report.

36.

The March Report was constructed in such a fashion as to give the clear
impression that the engineers had made choices of strategy during the flood
event: that is they had consciously and overtly adopted the strategies referred
to therein at the relevant time. The effect of the March Report is to paint a
clear picture of compliance with the Manual.

The executive summary
37.

The executive summary contains propositions that things were done “in
accordance with the Manual”. In this regard, it includes the following
statements:
a. “During the January 2011 Flood Event, operational decisions were made
in accordance with the Manual.”36 (This proposition was also contained
in the Conclusion.37
b. The dam was operated “in accordance with the Manual”.38
c. “The data collection and flood modelling systems used to support
decisions made during the Event performed well and assisted informed
decision-making, in accordance with the Manual.”

38.

These statements, that the dam was operated in accordance with the Manual
convey that there was compliance with all aspects of the Manual, including
those aspects of the Manual which mandate selection of strategy during the
event.

34

Section 2.9 of the manual; page 8.
Section 2.9 of the manual; page 8.
36
Exhibit 24, The March Report [piii].
37
Exhibit 24, The March Report [p223].
38
Exhibit 24, The March Report [piv].
35
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Express statements of strategy selection
39.

Chapter 2 contains a series of tables covering a period of the flood event
during which “there was a transition or change to the flood operations
strategy used, as defined by the Manual.”39 The paragraphs preceding the
group of tables contains the following statement:
“Each table also provides a summary of relevant background
information and a summary of the information that was used to make
decisions during the period covered by the table. This information
includes:
The strategy used and/or adopted during the period...”40

40.

The heading “Strategy” in the final column within those tables, and other
entries, create the unambiguous impression that what is written reflects
decisions to transition into and out of strategies were made during the flood
event. Such entries include:
a. Page 10, period between 7.42 am, 6 January 2011, until 2.00am, 7 January
2011, under heading “Background”: “Strategy W1A and Strategy W1B”..
Transitioned from Strategy W1A to W1B once the Wivenhoe lake level
exceeded 67.50 m.
b. Page 11, period between 2.00 am, 7 January 2011, until 9.00am, 7 January
2011, under heading “Background”: “Strategy W1B”… Transitioned from
Strategy W1B to W1C once the Wivenhoe lake level exceeded 67.75m.
Under heading “Strategy”: “Strategy W1B (Lake level greater than
67.50m, maximum release 380m3/s)”… Water was held in Wivenhoe Dam
in an attempt to keep Burtons Bridge trafficable, in accordance with
Strategy W1B.
c. Page 12, period between 9.00am, 7 January 2011, until 3.00pm, 7 Jan
2011, under heading “Background”: “Strategy W1C”... Transitioned from
Strategy W1C to Strategy W1D once the Wivenhoe Dam lake level
exceeded 68.0m. Under heading “Strategy”: “Strategy W1C”… Releases
from Wivenhoe Dam were managed in an attempt to ensure Mt Crosby

39
40

Exhibit 24, The March Report [p9] (emphasis added).
Exhibit 24, The March Report [p9] (emphasis added).
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Weir and Fernvale Bridge remained trafficable, in accordance with
Strategies W1D and W1E.
d. Page 13, period between 3.00pm, 7 January 2011, until 2.00pm, 8 January
2011, under heading “Background”: “Transition from Strategy W1D to
W1E to W3”… Transitioned from Strategy W1D to W1E when the
Wivenhoe Dam level exceeded 68.25m (22:00 on 7 Jan 2011).
Transitioned from Strategy W1E to W3 as it became apparent Wivenhoe
Dam level would exceed 68.5m (08:00 on 8 Jan 2011). Strategy W2 was
by-passed as it was not possible to achieve this strategy by limiting the
flow in the Brisbane River to less than the naturally occurring peaks at
Lowood and Moggill. Under heading “Strategy”: “Strategy W3” … The
strategy transitioned from W1 to W3 as it became apparent Wivenhoe
Dam level was likely to exceed 68.5m and Strategy W2 couldn’t be
applied. Strategy W3 also required lower level manual objectives to be
considered…consideration was given to minimising disruption to
downstream rural life and endeavouring to keep Mt Crosby Weir Bridge
and Fernvale Bridge trafficable.
e. Page 14, period between 2.00pm, 8 January 2011, until 1.00am, 9 January
2011, heading “Background”: “Strategy W3”. Under heading “Strategy”:
“Strategy W3”…Strategy W3 required the flow at Moggill to be lowered
to 4,000m3/s as soon as possible after the naturally occurring peak at
Moggill (excluding Wivenhoe Dam releases). This was already achieved.
Strategy W3 also required lower level Manual objectives to be considered.
Therefore, with lake levels rising slightly (Wivenhoe Dam) and falling
(Somerset Dam) consideration during this period remained on minimising
disruption to downstream rural life and endeavouring to keep Mt Crosby
Weir Bridge and Fernvale Bridge trafficable. Wivenhoe Dam outflows
were more than doubling the natural peak flows at Moggill. Increasing
releases from Wivenhoe Dam to produce a flow rate at Moggill of up to
3,000m3/s would have meant transitioning back to operating strategy W1
in around 18 hours from this time. Therefore, increasing Dam releases
could not be justified given the resulting impacts such a flow would have
downstream, especially on localised flooding in Brisbane.
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f. Page 15, period between 1.00am, 9 January 2011, until 8.00am, 9 January
2011, heading “Background”: “Strategy W3”. Under heading “Strategy”:
“Strategy W3”… Strategy W3 required the flow at Moggill to be lowered
to 4,000m3/s as soon as possible after the naturally occurring peak at
Moggill (excluding Wivenhoe Dam releases). This was already achieved.
Strategy W3 also required lower level Manual objectives to be considered.
Therefore, with lake levels falling at both Dams, consideration during this
period remained on minimising disruption to downstream rural life and
endeavouring to keep Mt Crosby Weir Bridge and Fernvale Bridge
trafficable. Wivenhoe Dam outflows were more than doubling the natural
peak flows at Moggill. Increasing releases from Wivenhoe Dam to produce
a flow rate at Moggill of up to 3,000m3/s would have meant transitioning
back to operating Strategy W1 in around 18 hours form this time.
Therefore, increasing Dam releases could not be justified given the
resulting impacts such a flow would have downstream, especially on
localised flooding in Brisbane.
g. Page 16, period between 8.00am, 9 January 2011, until 2.00pm, 9 January
2011, heading “Background”: “Strategy W3”, and heading “Strategy”:
“Strategy W3”.
h. Page 17, period between 2.00pm, 9 January 2011, until 7.00pm, 9 January
2011, heading “Background”: “Strategy W3”, and heading “Strategy”:
“Strategy W3”
i. Page 18, period between 7.00pm, 9 January 2011, until 1.00am, 10
January 2011, heading “Background”: “Strategy W3”, and heading
“Strategy”: “Strategy W3”.
j. Page 19, period between 1.00am, 10 January 2011, until 9.00am, 10
January 2011, heading “Background”: “Strategy W3”. Under heading
“Strategy”: “Strategy W3”… The approach in the Manual which states the
intent of Strategy W3 is to limit the flow in the Brisbane River at Moggill
to less than 4,000m3/s and protect urban areas from inundation, was
adopted. Advice received from Brisbane City Council that the upper limit
of non-damaging floods was below the 4,000m3/s stated in the Manual was
noted and taken into account in the decision making processes.
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k. Page 20, period between 9.00am, 10 January 2011, until 3.00pm, 10
January 2011, under heading “Background”: “Strategy W3”… At 15:00,
the attempt to restrict Brisbane River flows at Moggill to 3,500m3/s was
abandoned due to rainfall in the Dam catchments. A new target of
4,000m3/s was set in accordance with the Manual, on the basis that
Strategy W3 intends to limit the flow in the Brisbane River at Moggill to
less than 4,000m3/s and minimise urban damage. Under heading
“Strategy”: “Strategy W3”… Continued to follow the approach in the
Manual which states the intent of Strategy W3 is to limit the flow in the
Brisbane River at Moggill to less than 4,000m3/s.
l. Page 21, period between 3.00pm, 10 January 2011, until 8.00pm, 10
January 2011, heading “Background”: “Strategy W3”. Under heading
“Strategy”: “Strategy W3”… The strategy continued to be not releasing
flows that would cause high level urban inundation until it was certain it
could not be avoided.
m. Page 22, period between 8.00pm, 10 January 2011, until 4.00am, 11
January 2011, under heading “Background”: “Strategy W3”… In
accordance with the Manual, a target flow of 4,000m3/s at Moggill was set
on the basis of Strategy W3 to limit the flow in the Brisbane River at
Moggill to less than 4,000m3/s. Under heading “Strategy”: “Strategy
W3”… Consideration focused on protecting urban areas from inundation
and minimising urban damage. The target maximum flow at Moggill
remained 4,000m3/s. The approach in the Manual, which states the intent
of Strategy W3 is to limit the flow in the Brisbane River at Moggill to less
than 4,000m3/s, continued to be followed… At 21:00, the Dam Safety
Regulator was asked for permission to exceed a level of 74.0m in
Wivenhoe Dam for a short period (maximum 12 hours) without invoking
Strategy W4, provided the safety of the Dam could be guaranteed.
41.

Chapter 4, “Flood event procedures” stated that “When the Flood Operations
Centre was mobilised, the Duty Flood Operations Engineer ensured the
following actions were undertaken:
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“Determined gate operations strategies for Somerset and Wivenhoe
Dams based on the resulting data from the operations spreadsheet and
in accordance with the strategies outlined in the Manual.”41
42.

Table 9.1.1 provides full details of inflows into and releases from Wivenhoe
Dam for the duration of the January 2011 Flood Event. The Report then
states “Details of the strategies used in determining these releases and how
these strategies comply with the Manual are contained in Sections 2 and 10
of this Report.”42

43.

This asserts that strategies were “used” and that that use complied with the
Manual. So too does the following statement from Chapter 10, “ Flood
Management Strategies and Manual Compliance”, section 10.4, ‘Wivenhoe
Dam – Manual Compliance’:
Table 10.4.1 summarises the strategies used in the operation of Wivenhoe
Dam during the January 2011 Flood Event and provides explanations of how
the use of these strategies complies with the Manual.43

44.

Table 10.4.1 outlines the dates and times of when strategies were
implemented in accordance with the Manual.44 Relevant extracts from that
table which show that the Report was representing that strategies had in fact
been selected, and applied, are set out below:
a. Page 187, period between 7.42 am, 6 January 2011, until 2.00 am,
7 January 2011, heading “Strategies used during the period”: “Strategy
W1A”, under heading “Explanation of strategies used during the period”…
At the start of the Event, Strategy W1A was used because the lake level
was between 67.25m and 67.60m… The strategy transitioned from
Strategy W1A to Strategy W1B once the lake level exceeded 67.50m.
b. Page 187, period between 2.00 am, 7 January 2011, until 9.00 am,
7 January 2011, heading “Strategies used during the period”: “Strategy
W1B”, under heading “Explanation of strategies used during the period”…

41

Exhibit 24, The March Report [p41] (emphasis added_.
Exhibit 24, The March Report [p153] (emphasis added).
43
Exhibit 24, The March Report [p186] (emphasis added).
44
Exhibit 24, The March Report [p187 - 195].
42
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The strategy transitioned from Strategy W1A to Strategy W1B once the
lake level exceeded 67.50m… The strategy transitioned from Strategy W1B
to Strategy W1C once the lake level exceeded 67.75m.
c. Page 188, period between 9.00am, 7 January 2011, until 3.00pm, 7
January 2011, heading “Strategies used during the period”: “Strategy
W1C”, under heading “Explanation of strategies used during the period”…
The strategy transitioned from Strategy W1B to Strategy W1C once the
lake level exceeded 67.75m… The strategy transitioned from Strategy W1C
to Strategy W1D once the lake level exceeded 68.00m.
d. Page 189, period between 3.00pm, 7 January 2011, until 10.00pm, 7
January 2011, heading “Strategies used during the period”: “Strategy
W1D”, under heading “Explanation of strategies used during the period”…
The strategy transitioned from Strategy W1C to Strategy W1D once the
lake level exceeded 68.00m… The strategy transitioned from Strategy
W1D to Strategy W1E once the lake level exceeded 68.25m.
e. Page 189, period between 10.00pm, 7 January 2011, until 8.00am, 8
January 2011, heading “Strategies used during the period”: “Strategy
W1E”, under heading “Explanation of strategies used during the period”…
The strategy transitioned from Strategy W1D to Strategy W1E once the
lake level exceeded 68.25m. The strategy transitioned from Strategy W1E
to Strategy W2 once the lake level reached 68.50m.
f. Page 190, at 8.00am, 8 January 2011, heading “Strategies used during the
period”: “Attempt to transition to Strategy W2”, under heading
“Explanation of strategies used during the period”… At this time, it was
not possible to satisfy Strategy W2 by limiting the flow in the Brisbane
River to less than the naturally occurring peaks at Lowood and Moggill.
The calculated naturally occurring peaks at Lowood and Moggill were
530m3/s and 800m3/s respectively, whereas the release rate from the Dam
at this time was 927m3/s. Accordingly, it was not appropriate to switch to
Strategy W2, and Strategy W3 was adopted for use at 08:00 on Saturday 8
January 2011.
g. Page 191, period between 8.00am, 8 January 2011, until 8.00am, 9 January
2011, heading “Strategies used during the period”: “Strategy W3”, under
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heading “Explanation of strategies used during the period”… The
naturally occurring peak at Moggill was estimated to have occurred at
05:00 on 08 January 2011 (i.e. in the past). Strategy W3 requires the flow
at Moggill to be lowered to 4,000m3/s as soon as possible after the
naturally occurring peak at Moggill (excluding Wivenhoe Dam releases).
This was already achieved. Strategy W3 also requires consideration of
lower level Manual objectives, and on the basis of this requirement,
consideration during this period was given to minimising disruption to
downstream rural life and endeavouring to keep Mt Crosby Weir Bridge
and Fernvale Bridge trafficable.
h. Page 192, period between 8.00 am, 9 January 2011, until 7.00 pm,
9 January 2011, heading “Strategies used during the period”: “Strategy
W3”.
i. Page 193, period between 7.00 pm, 9 January 2011, until 8.00 am,
11 January 2011, heading “Strategies used during the period”: “Strategy
W3”, under heading “Explanation of strategies used during the period”…
By two thirds of the way through this period (20:00, 10 January 2011),
model results estimated Wivenhoe Dam to peak at 73.6m (excluding
forecast) and 74.3m (including forecast). A discussion with the Dam Safety
Regulator was held at 21:00 to obtain permission to exceed a level of
74.0m in Wivenhoe Dam for a short period without invoking Strategy W4
(provided the safety of the Dam could be guaranteed). This issue was
considered carefully at all times during the period in view of the continued
rainfall. At 04:00 on 11 January 2011, a period of intense rainfall
commenced within the Wivenhoe Dam catchment area. By 08:00, model
results estimated Wivenhoe Dam would peak at 74.5m (excluding forecast)
and 75.1m (including forecast). A decision was made to transition to
Strategy W4 and the Dam Safety Regulator, Seqwater CEO and the
Councils were advised of this decision. The Wivenhoe lake level was
73.70m.
j. Page 194, period between 8.00 am, 11 January 2011, until 12.00 pm,
13 January 2011, heading “Strategies used during the period”: “Strategy
W4”, under heading “Explanation of strategies used during the period”…
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On the basis of the information from the previous period, at the start of
this period it was decided to transition to Strategy W4.
45.

Of particular note is the following quote from chapter 16, “Review of the
Manual’s Objectives and Strategies”. It is there stated:
“As discussed in detail in Section 10, a range of strategies were used
during the Event, in accordance with the Manual. Having to apply the
strategies during such an extremely large and rare event provided
the opportunity to consider how the strategies are worded from a
practical sense.”45

Other Seqwater documents
46.

The impression that strategies were selected and implemented during the
flood event was reinforced by other material including:
a. Its 11 March 2011 submission to the Commission, its executive summary
states that:
“Seqwater acted carefully and in compliance with the terms of
the approved flood mitigation manuals which outline the
operational procedures to be followed during flood events. By
observing the operational procedures contained in the flood
mitigation manual, Seqwater does not incur civil liability for an
act done, or omission made, honestly and without negligence in
observing the procedures.”46
b. In the body of the submission, that the ‘Wivenhoe Flood Report (in section
10, and in the summary in section 2) identifies the steps taken by them
throughout the January 2011 Flood Event. The explanation provided in
those sections demonstrates that operational decisions were carefully
considered and made in accordance with the Manual.’47

45

Exhibit 24, The March Report [p217] (emphasis added).
Submission of Seqwater, 11 March 2011 [p9: para 34-35].
47
Submission of Seqwater, 11 March 2011 [p48: para 187].
46
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c. Its 4 April 2011 supplementary submission to the Commission, which
stated in relation to a criticism48 that the ‘decision not to implement
strategy W2 at period 4, and possibly subsequent periods, does not appear
to comply with the Manual flow chart…’, Seqwater assert that there was
no failure to comply because the requirements of strategy W2 could not be
fulfilled at the relevant time, so the appropriate course was to invoke
strategy W3, which they did.49
d. In the January 2011 report to the Minister, (see Part 5(c) The report to the
Minister: “The table clearly suggests that the strategies were actually
employed at the times indicated”).

48
49

By Mr Leonard McDonald.
Supplementary submission of Seqwater, 4 April 2011 [p43-44].
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3 Evidence of strategy choice: the flood operations engineers
47.

As noted above, the Wivenhoe manual demands that there be a conscious
engagement of strategy by the engineer on duty – that one be ‘chosen’ and
‘implemented’. And as is demonstrated in the preceding section of these
submissions, the March report is drafted and presented in such a way as to
give the impression that this is exactly what happened.

48.

At the outset, it is necessary to deal with the possibility that some party may
advance the argument that, since the manual dictates that once the lake level
is over 68.5 metres, there must be a change in strategy, then that is in fact
what happened. A more perfectly circular argument would be difficult to
compose. For the reasons identified above, the manual requires a conscious
choice of strategy. A change in strategy does not occur independently of
those operating the dam. It involves a state of mind – the current
investigation involves the question of the extent to which relevant minds
were engaged.

Gate openings on the morning of 8 January 2011
49.
It is also convenient, at this point, to deal with suggestions made in the
course of the hearings that the gate opening directives put in place for 8
January 2011 demonstrate that the flood engineers anticipated and intended
that strategy W3 would be engaged at or around 8:00am on 8 January
2011.50
50.

This contention was most comprehensively ventilated through Mr Ayre. Mr
Ayre said on 3 February 2012 that the decision to move to W3 was
effectively made by Mr Ruffini at 5:00 am on 8 January 2011.51 He
explained that Mr Ruffini analysed future inflows to the lake using a model,
recognised that it would go above 68.5m and put in place directives that
would inevitably result in W3 being engaged, as those directives resulted in
releases that exceeded the naturally occurring flow at Lowood.52 Mr Ayre,
who took over from Mr Ruffini as Duty Engineer and was the duty engineer

50

Transcript, John Tibaldi, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5138: line 46].
Transcript, Rob Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5213: line 9; p5214: line 58].
52
Transcript, Rob Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5212: line 5].
51
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at 8:00 am, therefore did no more than implement Mr Ruffini’s directives.53
Mr Ruffini supported this account of events but acknowledged that he had
not kept a record of that decision to go to W3.54
51.

On 11 February 2012, Mr Ruffini was taken to modelling and gate openings
from the morning of 8 January 2011 by Counsel for Seqwater55 and asked
about his consideration of W2 based on this information56:
Mr O’Donnell:
Do you have a recollection of addressing
based upon this information the availability of W2 if the lake
level crossed 68.5?
Mr Ruffini: As I said I think the spreadsheets are a good
record of my thinking at the time
Mr O’Donnell:

What was your thinking at the time?

Mr Ruffini: That, you know, if we had held it back then we'd
certainly - if we'd restricted it to those releases we wouldn't
have got an appropriate drain, wouldn't have drained the
storage within the seven days so we couldn't do it, and we were
already - and we needed to go to the higher releases.
Mr O’Donnell:
Did you draw any conclusions about
strategy W2 or its availability?
Mr Ruffini: As I said, I - if you asked me now to have a
direct recollection of that, as I said I can't say that today, sitting
here today I can recall that, but you know when I look at this
information then I would say yes, that is what I was thinking.
52.

Notwithstanding Mr Ruffini’s suggestion to the contrary, it is not possible to
infer that Mr Ruffini had chosen W3 as the strategy on the morning of 8
January 2011 from this information.

53.

The gate operations directed by Wivenhoe Directive 357 (issued by Mr
Ruffini at 4.50am, 8 January 2011) and Wivenhoe Directive 458 (issued by
Mr Ayre at 8.15am, 8 January 2011) are reflected in the gate operations

53

Transcript, Rob Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5213: line 57].
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5390: line 16] [p5396: line 8].
55
Transcript, John Ruffini, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6082: line 42].
56
Transcript, John Ruffini, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6084: line 53].
57
Exhibit 24, Appendix L [p4].
58
Exhibit 24, Appendix L [p5].
54
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spreadsheets relevant to model run 859 (3.00pm on 7 January) and model run
960 (7.00am on 8 January) and the operational version spreadsheet titled
‘SDWD-201101071800’61 which was presumably saved at 6.00pm, 7
January 2011. Assuming that these spreadsheets have been accurately
recreated and saved and not otherwise amended, it follows that Mr Malone,
who was on shift for model run 8, must have decided those gate openings
were appropriate moving into the future.
54.

The ‘without forecast’ model run at 3.00pm on 7 January does not predict
that the lake level will ever exceed 68.5 metres; the maximum lake level
predicted is 68.4 metres. Therefore, Mr Malone was operating in W1 with no
expectation of moving to W2 or W3 when he set those gate opening
sequences. That these gate openings were then implemented by Mr Ruffini
(who allegedly predicted the move to W3) and Mr Ayre (who transitioned to
W3 at 8.00 am on 8 January according to the March flood event report)
cannot lead to the conclusion that the gate openings were referable to a
decision to adopt strategy W3. On their face, the directives show the
continuation of the gate openings determined the previous evening as
appropriate for W1.

55.

Even if the directives put in place by Mr Ruffini were consistent with an
eventual transition to W3, that says nothing about whether such a transition
in fact occurred. That the lake level was predicted to exceed 68.5 metres
means that the flood engineers should have switched to strategy W3 in light
of the releases. It is relatively easy to conclude what the flood engineers
should have done; to reach that conclusion does not achieve a determination
of what they actually did.

59
Exhibit 524, Attachment 34, Full time-series sets and spreadsheets used to create the values and graphs
contained in Appendix A to the January 2011 Flood Event Report on the Operation of Wivenhoe and Somerset
Dams and the document named ‘Appendix A1’, Run 8 (no rainfall spreadsheet – ‘SDWD-run8_nr’).
60
Exhibit 524, Attachment 34, Full time-series sets and spreadsheets used to create the values and graphs
contained in Appendix A to the January 2011 Flood Event Report on the Operation of Wivenhoe and Somerset
Dams and the document named ‘Appendix A1’, Run 9 (no rainfall spreadsheet – ‘SDWD_run9_nr’).
61
Exhibit 524, Attachment 34, Full time-series sets and spreadsheets used to create the values and graphs
contained in Appendix A to the January 2011 Flood Event Report on the Operation of Wivenhoe and Somerset
Dams and the document named ‘Appendix A1’, ‘SDWD-201101071800’ in folder titled ‘Operational Versions’.
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56.

There are however, different ways in which it might be proved that, to the
extent that it is said to demonstrate compliance with the manual, the March
Report is accurate. This could occur upon acceptance of direct evidence
from the engineers themselves, that there was in fact, conscious, deliberate
selection of strategy.

57.

Alternatively, it might be open to infer from evidence as to what they ‘would
have done’ or what the practice ‘would have been’, that such selection
occurred.

58.

The qualifications in placing any reliance upon evidence in this latter
category is that it relies for its efficacy on the facts:
a. that there is some sort of well established practice, and
b. that those practising were so well drilled in their application of the practice
as to leave little room for doubt that it was followed on the given occasion.

Mr Tibaldi
59.

Mr Tibaldi was the principal author of the March report: the impression it
creates is discussed above. Unsurprisingly, Mr Tibaldi’s evidence did not
deviate from the account presented in the March report. In his statement of
25 March 2011, he represented that W3 was ‘adopted’ at about 8.00 am on
Saturday 8 January 2011.62 The same word, ‘adopt,’ was used in relation to
strategy W4,63 indeed, in that same statement, the decision to adopt W4 was
described as a ‘formal’ one.64

60.

In dealing with W2, Mr Tibaldi confirmed that it was ‘bypassed’.65 It was,
he said, simply not possible ‘to invoke’ that strategy ‘in a practical sense’.
The relating of the decision to ‘practical’ considerations reinforces the
notion that it was something done ‘in practice’, and does not suggest that it
was a part of an academic exercise after the event.

62

Exhibit 51,Statement of John Tibaldi, 25 March 2011 [p : para 34].
Exhibit 51, Statement of John Tibaldi, 25 March 2011 [p8: para 38].
64
Exhibit 51, Statement of John Tibaldi, 25 March 2011 [p11: para 54].
65
Exhibit 51, Statement of John Tibaldi, 25 March 2011 [p11: para 62].
63
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61.

Mr Tibaldi did not attempt to support the impression created by the report
with any direct evidence to the effect that he recalled engaging strategies at
any particular time. His memory, he said, did not now permit him to do so66
– there were many questions asked of him about matters which he said he
could not now recall. In terms of the way the dams were in fact operated,
then, the most Mr Tibaldi could do is say what ‘would have’ happened.

62.

As noted above, it is open to act on such evidence and reason from it a
conclusion about what did in fact happen. However, Mr Tibaldi offered little
in this kind of evidence to support the proposition that there was active
engagement with strategy selection during the operation of the dam. The
failure to document strategy selection is established. It was not standard
practice to discuss it at handover.67 There was no acknowledgement of any
requirement that a discrete act of strategy selection be undertaken during a
flood event.

63.

The overall effect of his evidence was that for so long as lake levels were
monitored and releases calculated, the ascription of strategy selection to
particular times was something which could wait until after the event.

64.

While the statements referred to in the report and paragraphs above are
clearly contrived to create the impression that an actual decision was made
about W3 during the flood event, Mr Tibaldi’s evidence does not, on any
analysis, advance the proposition that it was.

Mr Ayre
65.

In his statement of 23 March 2011, Mr Ayre included a table which set out a
‘summary of strategies implemented.’68 It includes a column which records
the ‘Time of Transition’.

66.

Similarly, his statement of 11 April 2011 listed69 the ‘actual times strategies
were implemented’70 by the flood operations centre. This information was
consistent with and reinforced the effect of the March Report.

66

Exhibit 51, Statement of John Tibaldi, 25 March 2011 [p11: para 62].
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5051: line 47]..
68
Exhibit 17, Statement of Robert Ayre, 23 March 2011 [p84: para 384]. Bold added.
67
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67.

Further, in his sworn testimony Mr Ayre indicated that W3 was ‘engaged’
with the directive issued by Mr Ruffini, which would have been ‘during the
handover … between John (Ruffini) and I’.71

68.

His evidence was that by 8.00 am on 8 January 2011 he had transitioned into
W3, 72 It was engaged at that time.73 All such statements suggested the
making of conscious decisions as required under the Wivenhoe manual.74 So
too does paragraph 44 of his seventh statement which says:
I also noted that the predicted peak lake level was above the limit of
application of strategy W1 and therefore I would need to transition to a higher
strategy W2 or W3.

69.

If the impression created by this evidence was to be accepted, then the
position would be quite clear, and compliance with the Wivenhoe manual, in
respect of the transition out of W1, would be established.

70.

However other aspects of Mr Ayre’s own evidence call into question
whether the engagement of strategies was a conscious act at any stage.
Indeed, one of the clearest statements made about the strategies, anywhere in
the evidence, is Mr Ayre’s acknowledgement that ‘strategy labels are
generally only attributed after the event as part of the reporting process’.75

71.

This concession is consistent with all that is known about the creation of the
March report, and betrays, at the very least, indifference towards the
proposition that the manual demands the actual adoption of a strategy during
the event.

72.

There is in fact evidence which suggests Mr Ayre did not believe that there
was a need for any particular thought process or analysis to occur at the

69

Exhibit 20, Statement of Rob Ayre, 11 April 2011 [p25: para 120].
Bold added.
71
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 12 April 2011, Brisbane [p155: line 39-49].
72
See Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5183: line 18-30]; Transcript, Robert Ayre, 12 April
2011, Brisbane [p156: line 15; p172: line 13].
73
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 12 April 2011, Brisbane, [p172: line 16].
74
See Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5209].
75
Exhibit 1049, Statement of Robert Ayre, 1 February 2012 [p5: para 28].
70
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point of moving out of W1. He acknowledged that, when he was actually at
that point, he could not consciously recall knowing whether he was in W2 or
W3.76 There was, he said, ‘nothing …which would have prompted’ him to
make a decision.77 He guessed that he ‘wasn’t really contemplating anything
other than we weren’t in W1’.78
73.

Such statements are, of themselves, enough to preclude reliance upon Mr
Ayre’s representations that strategies were actually implemented during the
event. Indeed, any suggestion that there was conscious engagement of
strategy was laid to rest in the following exchange:79
Q: I just want to clarify this. Is it your evidence that while the flood engineer is
managing the flood, the flood engineer does or does not have in mind, ‘What
is the current strategy I’m using?’
A: I believe we are aware of the objectives. We are aware of all of the
associated parameters or conditions that describe the relevant strategies but do
I go around necessarily thinking W3? No, not necessarily.

74.

It is as well also to include here reference to the following exchange:80
Q: On the basis of your evidence we’ve discussed before, your role as flood
engineer wasn’t one of deciding to transition it to the higher strategy, your role
was to use the higher strategy in managing the dam for the balance?
A: Yes
Q: ..while the water remained over 68.5?
A: On that occasion, yes.

76

Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5220: line 50].
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5190: line 4-48],
78
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5190: line 30-32].
79
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5273: line 50-60].
80
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5266: line 47 - p5267: line 23].
77
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Q: And you’ve given evidence yesterday in your earlier statements that you
were conscious that the water level had gone over 68.5 and, therefore, you
were required to apply a higher strategy?
A: Yes
Q: And you also said in evidence yesterday that during that day, you
appreciated your primary consideration had to be protection of urban
inundation?
A: Yes.
Q: And do you have a natural recollection of those being your thoughts on
Saturday, the 8th, while acting as a flood officer?
A: Yes. I suppose having done the previous Thursday night shift and also
having talked to Terry Malone when the event was being mobilised and,
indeed, when Terry first proposed a strategy at the start of the event, I was
very much aware that the sequencing they were putting in place was going to
be designed to meet the objective as such.
Q: So it’s your sworn evidence to the Commission that during your shift on
the Saturday, after 8 am, you were conscious that you had to apply a higher
strategy?
A: Yes. I was conscious that we were looking at the objective of optimising
the protection of urban areas.
Q: And that you did apply the higher strategy in managing the dam during
your shift?
A: I believe I did, yes.
75.

The proposition might be advanced that, by consciously engaging with the
requirement that protecting urban areas from inundation was an objective,
30
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and asserting that a ‘higher strategy’ was applied, there was no breach
occasioned merely by the failure to refer to the term ‘W3’.
76.

There are difficulties in allowing that this proposition could be supported by
evidence such as the passage just quoted.

77.

First, the evidence that a ‘higher strategy’ had been applied would be more
convincing had it not taken form as an adoption of a leading question during
sympathetic cross-examination. Especially is this so when, in answer to the
question about being conscious of the need at 8.00 am, to apply a higher
strategy, the answer given: ‘I was conscious that we were looking at the
objective of optimising the protection of urban areas’ was free of the term
‘primary consideration’.81 That answer could as well have been given in
response to any question about ‘consciousness’ during any strategy, since all
objectives must be always considered, albeit in differing orders.

78.

Second, while, the singularity of the primary consideration in W3 is obvious,
the same cannot be said about W2. To acknowledge that there was a need for
a ‘higher strategy’ does not establish that the move from W1 has been
effected according to the manual, which requires a choice between W2 and
W3.

79.

Third, to have force, the whole of the evidence would need clearly to
demonstrate that all relevant thoughts were now free from W1. As will be
seen below, that is simply not the case. Indeed, the existence of the 5:53 pm
situation report, the inference to be drawn from it and the evidence given
about it all point to a conclusion that if any strategy was dominating thought
processes at the time, it was W1. This is discussed below.

80.

If, notwithstanding Mr Ayre’s concessions, the argument is advanced that,
since he was a senior and experienced flood engineer, there can be no doubt
that his immediate response to a 68.5 metre lake level would have been to
snap over to W3. The evidence does not, however, permit that conclusion
about his state of mind. Even if the circumstances had warranted it, he was

81

Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5267: lines 18-20].
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not at all experienced in making the transition to W3.82 His instant
recognition of the situation he was in cannot be assumed.
81.

Parts of Mr Ayre’s statements and evidence were clearly calculated to give
the impression that decisions about strategies were in fact made at the time
of the event. In determining whether this evidence should be acted upon, it
would be open to have regard to all aspects of the evidence which have a
legitimate impact on Mr Ayre’s credibility. These include his ‘recent
invention’ of an explanation for his entry in the 8 January Situation Report
and his inconsistent and unconvincing accounts of the email which
forwarded the ‘Strategy summary log’.

82.

For current purposes, however, regard need only be had to Mr Ayre’s own
concession about the ‘labelling process’ and the uncertainties he experienced
as between W2 and W3. Those are a sufficient basis upon which to conclude
that his previously unqualified assertions about the ‘engagement’ and
‘implementation’ of W3 cannot be accepted.

Mr Malone
83.

Mr Malone’s oral testimony83 was that:84

a. during the flood event, ‘you’ll be adopting different strategies at different
time’, one or other of them;
b. whenever you are in a flood event, you are adopting and applying a
strategy;
c. a strategy involves a state of mind, that is to say, a primary consideration;
and
d. whoever is operating the dam must have a primary consideration in their
mind at any one time during the flood event.

82

Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5208: line 8].
By direct responses; and accepting propositions put to him.
84
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5296: line 41-52].
83
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84.

He also asserted that he knew as a fact that, when came on duty at 7.00 am
on 9 January 2011, the dam was operating in W3. He knew that because ‘it
would have been discussed at the handover that morning’.85

85.

He later allowed that he did not recall any specific conversation about
strategy.86

86.

Interestingly, he affirmed that W3 was ‘operated’ from about 8.00 am on
Saturday 8 January until it was realised on the Sunday night that the lower
level objective of keeping bridges open was no longer feasible.87 On any
version, W3 was (or ought to have been) applicable long after Sunday night.
In any case, the overall effect of Mr Malone’s testimony is that W3 was
‘operated’ well until the Tuesday morning. For current purposes it is enough
to record that within this affirmation there is an implied assertion that Mr
Malone was ‘operating’ the dam in W3 during his shift which began at 7.00
am on Sunday 9 January.

87.

He also gave evidence that he knew the basic requirements for the
determination of strategies of the lake levels and the flow rates – and did not
need to turn to the Wivenhoe manual to ‘see what were the requirements for
W2 or W3’.88

88.

If this were in fact so, it would support the proposition that conscious
engagement of strategy was easily done, and not something which required
much active mental effort. If that was accepted, it might be a small step to
infer that there was compliance.

89.

However, this assertion should be contrasted with his response when it was
put directly to Mr Malone that he had, during the January 2011 event, no real
appreciation of what was involved with the strategy W2.89 His answer, even

85

Transcript, Terrence Malone, 15 April 2011, Brisbane [p379: line 45-55].
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5299: line 5].
87
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5356: line 26].
88
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5356: line 1].
89
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6094: lines 35-40].
86
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when read in conjunction with the elaborations which followed,90 provides
no confidence that he did.
90.

Other parts of Mr Malone’s testimony also raise doubt about the proposition
that there was any conscious engagement of strategy by anyone, at least
during 8 and part of 9 January 2011. His evidence about his own state of
mind, as at the start of his shift on 9 January 2011, does not suggest that he
had attempted any differentiation between W2 or W3.91

91.

This is consistent with his evidence that, as at the time he wrote the report
for Mr Borrows on 15 January 2011,92 he did not ‘think anyone had decided
that we’d clearly skipped W2’93 and that his impression was that no-one was
really sure when W2 or W3 was engaged.94

92.

Mr Malone’s testimony about his consideration of the report by Mr Cooper
is also noted. Mr Malone said he read Mr Cooper’s report during the flood
event. That report contained a statement that ‘W2 would have been in place’
a day or so before 12 January 2011. Mr Malone said that, while ‘there were
some questions’ about Mr Cooper’s discussion of the application of
strategies, he saw ‘nothing untoward’ in the report; nor did anything stand
out as requiring his attention.95

93.

Mr Malone’s testimony provides no acceptable evidence, direct or indirect,
that strategies were engaged as required, nor did he establish any basis from
which it could be inferred that they must have been.

Mr Ruffini
94.

Mr Ruffini affirmed, in his statement of 24 March 2011, that details of what
happened at the Flood Operations Centre were set out on pages 41 to 44 of
the Seqwater Report. 96 These references to page numbers within the

90
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6099: lines 1-10, 45]; Transcript, Terrence Malone,
11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6100: line 20].
91
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5300: lines 28-38].
92
This report was emailed to the flood operations engineers and Mr Drury at 1.02 pm on 15 January 2011 (Exhibit
1050).
93
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5306: lines 2-4].
94
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5329: lines1-46].
95
Transcript, Terry Malone, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6095: line 5 – p6096: line 35].
96
Exhibit 42, Statement of John Ruffini, 24 March 2011[p12 :para 75].
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Seqwater report may have been made in error, but it is clear from Mr
Ruffini’s oral testimony that he had read through the main body of the
report, including going through the section concerning compliance with the
Wivenhoe manual. He stated that he endorsed that section as being accurate,
and had no reason now to think it was not accurate.97
95.

He asserted that the dams were operated in accordance with the Wivenhoe
manual.98 In his 29 March 2011 interview with the Commission he said that
he had been through ‘the compliance with the Wivenhoe Manual stuff’ 99
and allowed only that ‘there well could be little errors’.100 When taken
through the flood event summary,101 his attention was drawn to the entry on
page 13 which recorded that ‘Strategy 2 was bypassed’102 and explained the
dam drain down requirements to the questioner.

96.

Mr Ruffini began his recent testimony by giving what appeared to be direct
evidence that, during the shift which concluded at 7.00 am on Saturday 8
January 2011 he ‘started to transition into the W3 strategies’.103 He also
made reference to what he ‘would have’ done104 and what his ‘general
practice’ was.105

97.

However, his true state of mind was revealed when questioned about the
March report. Mr Ruffini swore that Mr Tibaldi, after describing the method
adopted for writing the report and putting all the information together,
provided it to the other engineers to see if it ‘matched their recollection’. Mr
Ruffini responded by telling him that it did match his recollection. In this
regard, his oral testimony was as follows:106
Q: What did you say in response to the query as to whether or not it matched
your recollection?

97

Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5413: lines 25-45].
Exhibit 42, Statement of John Ruffini, 24 March 2011 [p11: para 63].
99
Exhibit 43, interview transcript of John Ruffini, 29 March 2011 [p45: lines13-14].
100
Exhibit 43, interview transcript of John Ruffini, 29 March 2011 [p45: line 18].
101
Chapter 2, page 10 of the March report.
102
Exhibit 43, interview transcript of John Ruffini, 29 March 2011 [p47: line 36].
103
Transcript, John Ruffini, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5385: line 50].
104
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5394: lines 1-57].
105
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5391: line 25].
106
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5414: lines 31-47].
98
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A: When I reviewed it I thought what he had written was accurate.
Q: Did you say, ‘yes, that matches my recollection?’
A: Did I say, ‘That matches my recollection?’
Q: Yeah. That was the question he asked you?
A: Well, yeah, I would think – did I – yes, I think that – well, obviously, yeah,
I would have said that, yeah.
Q: So you told him, ‘Yes, that does match my independent recollection’?
A: That matches my recollection, yeah.
Q: So it wasn’t the case that you looked at it and came up with what your
recollections were?
A: No. Well, I don’t remember at the time as to – like, if he didn’t remember
– are you saying, okay, if we didn’t remember at the time exactly what we
were doing.
98.

The confusion at this point may have been triggered by memory of his
earlier evidence that his state of mind, at least in so far as it related to
strategies, was a deduction107 at which he arrived after looking at the March
report in order to come up with his ‘recollections’.

99.

In any event, overall, he made it clear that he did not mean, by any evidence
he gave, to give the impression that he had an actual recollection of strategy
engagement at the time.108 The only real interpretation of his evidence is that
Mr Tibaldi’s report achieved a complete displacement effect, whereby Mr
Tibaldi’s conclusions were substituted for any independent recollection Mr
Ruffini may have left.

100.

There is no direct evidence then, in Mr Ruffini’s account, of engagement
with strategies.

107
108

Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5398: line 50 – p5399: line 5].
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [5390: line 38; p5397: line 20].
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Conclusion
101.

The net effect of the evidence which might positively support the proposition
that there was engagement of strategies, and therefore compliance with the
manual, may be summarised as follows:
a. To the extent that any witness has endorsed or adopted the March report,
that is some direct evidence that strategies were adopted and implemented
as described in that report.
b. There are also, in the evidence, some direct claims to have actually
engaged strategies during the event. In particular, Mr Ayre has made
statements and given evidence to the effect that W3 was in fact
implemented at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011.
c. However, all such evidence is so tainted by contradiction and confusion as
to provide no basis for a conclusion that strategies were consciously
selected.
d. There is no evidence of any system or habit which would allow for the
conclusion that strategies ‘would have’ been adopted as required. The
absence of any clear understanding as to whether W2 or W3 was in place
demonstrates the further absence of any ‘innate’ understanding as to that
which was required.
e. Compliance cannot be established by an assumption that it must have
occurred.

102.

The absence of evidence establishing compliance with the manual does not
compel the view that there was non-compliance. Such a view, if it can be
formed, would have to be supported by inferences drawn from other
circumstances, consideration of which follows below.
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4 Evidence of strategy choice: the objective facts
Situation Report at 5.53 pm on 8 January 2011
103.

At 5.53 pm on 8 January 2011, a situation report was sent from the Duty
Engineer email account by Mr Ayre.109 In that situation report, under the
heading: Forecast Scenario – Based upon mid-range rainfall forecasts, the first
paragraph stated:
Assessments have been undertaken to determine possible
increases to releases given the high likelihood of significant
inflows in the next few days. The interaction with runoff from
the Bremer River and Warrill Creek catchment is an important
consideration as the event magnitude will require the
application of Wivenhoe Dam flood operation strategy W2
(Transition strategy between minimizing downstream impacts
and maximizing protection to urban areas).
Projections based upon the forecast rainfalls suggest flows of
up to 1,200 m3/s will emanate from the Bremer River
catchment. If similar rainfall magnitudes occur in the Upper
Brisbane and Stanley Rivers then increased releases may be
required from both Somerset Dam and Wivenhoe Dam.
Preliminary projections suggest that such a forecast will extend
the release duration until next Saturday 15 January, but midBrisbane River flows will be kept to a maximum of 1,800
m3/s. However, if falls are greater than those forecast releases
from Wivenhoe Dam may need to adversely impact Mt Crosby
Weir Bridge (1,900 m3/s) and possibly Fernvale Bridge (2,100
m3/s) but will be maintained below 3,500 m3/s.
[emphasis added]

104.

Mr Ayre accepted that he was not speaking, in that paragraph, about a move
directly from W3 to W2.110 Mr Ayre’s most recent explanation, on 3 February
2012, for this entry was:
It is possible that based on the forecast rainfall and the temporal
distribution of that forecast rainfall, current release rates will
drive the lake level down below the threshold limit, back into
W1, and then with the rainfall that was coming through on the
Sunday and the Monday, you would be back up into the range
again. However, this time the forecasted peaks in the Lockyer

109
110

Exhibit 1047, Situation report, 8 January 2011 at 5:53pm.
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5184: line 17].
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and the Bremer will be much higher than what they were
previously. 111
105.

In essence, Mr Ayre's 3 February 2012 explanation was that the strategy in use
on the afternoon of 8 January 2011 was W3 but the paragraph flagged the
possibility of having to move from the W1 strategy to the W2 strategy after
the strategy had changed from W3 to W1 as a result of a fall in the lake level.
112

There was some internal inconsistency in Mr Ayre’s evidence on 3 and 4

February 2012 as to when he was foreshadowing a change to W2. He initially
said that they would get back to W2 on ‘Sunday night, Monday’113. When he
was later asked whether he was ‘saying that there was a possibility that you
might get into W2 the following Tuesday’ he replied ‘Possibility’.114 The
following day, Mr Ayre was asked, ‘if the rainfall came with the inflows on
Tuesday or Wednesday increasing the lake level, if it goes back above 68.5,
you’re back in either strategy two or three?’ Mr Ayre responded, ‘[y]es, that’s
correct.’115
106.

Even Mr Ayre was prepared to accept that the entry was a ‘bit cryptic’.116

107.

In favour of this most recent explanation by Mr Ayre is that the paragraph
comes under the heading ‘Forecast Scenario – Based upon mid-range rainfall
forecasts’.

108.

However, there are a number of problems with Mr Ayre's recent explanation.

109.

First, it is inconsistent with Mr Ayre's previous explanation for the entry.
When he appeared before the Commission on 12 April of last year and was
asked about this entry, Mr Ayre said, ‘That was an error on my behalf.’117 Mr
Ayre then went on to say:

111

Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5223: line 28].
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5185: line 28].
113
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5188: line 57].
114
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5223: line 46].
115
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5276: line 39].
116
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5225: line 41].
117
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 12 April 2011, Brisbane [p172: line 14].
112
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a. ‘I was certainly contemplating, at the time I wrote that, that we were in
transition between strategy W1 and W3’.118
b. ‘I do acknowledge that I had inadvertently recorded strategy W2 at that
point in time but recognise that that wasn't correct, we had transitioned
into W3 earlier in the day’.119
c. at the time he would have thought they were applying strategy W2
‘otherwise I wouldn't have put it in the situation report’.120
110.

Mr Ayre's explanation to the Commission, in April 2011, that he mistakenly
thought on the afternoon of 8 January 2011 that strategy W2 was in operation
is irreconcilable with his explanation on 3 February 2012 that he knew
strategy W3 was being used on the afternoon of 8 January 2011 and he was
intending to communicate, in the 5.53 pm situation report, that the strategy
might change to W2 after first falling from W3 to W1.

111.

This inconsistency was put to Mr Ayre. His explanation was that he thought
he may have been confused by the line of questioning in April 2011 and ‘it
was a confusion between what the current situation was or what we were
talking about in that forecast scenario.’121

112.

In particular, on 3 February 2012, Mr Ayre attempted to explain his answer on
12 April 2011 that ‘I had inadvertently recorded strategy W2 at that point in
time but recognise that that wasn't correct, we had transitioned into W3 earlier
in the day’ as the product of confusion: 122
Mr Ayre:
Again, it was the context of were we talking
about the future operation or the point - or what we were
actually implementing at the time.
Mr Callaghan: Well, I'm sorry, but the question is did you think
that you were applying strategy W2?

118

Transcript, Robert Ayre, 12 April 2011, Brisbane [p172: line 21].
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 12 April 2011, Brisbane [p172: line 33].
120
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 12 April 2011, Brisbane [p172: line 47].
121
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5189: line 32].
122
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5190: line 83].
119
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Mr Ayre:
Well, I was applying strategy W2 in the forecast
scenario, yes.
113.

That answer is disingenuous. It is plain that Mr Ayre was saying on 12 April
2011 that he had been mistaken when he recorded W2 on 8 January 2011
because the strategy on that day was already W3. There is no room for
interpreting his 12 April 2011 evidence as the product of confusion. The
questions are clear. The answers are clear. Mr Ayre's attempt to say otherwise
on 3 February 2012 is troubling.

114.

The second problem with Mr Ayre's recent explanation is that, on his own
account, the move to W3 was a relatively rare and significant event.123 He
could not recall having operated under the W3 strategy before it was
implemented, he says, on the morning of 8 January 2011.124 He made no
contemporaneous record of having transitioned to this strategy under which,
he says, he had never operated in the past. Rather, on his evidence, when he
did make a reference in a record to any strategy on 8 January 2011, it was not
of the then applicable and surely significant strategy, not of the next strategy
that he anticipated would be engaged, but of a strategy that he forecast might
be employed after that next strategy. That is a difficult proposition to accept.

115.

The third problem with Mr Ayre's explanation is that it necessitates
acceptance of clear foresight as to the need for a change from W3 down to W1
and back to W2, and the means by which this would occur. This seems
inconsistent with his evidence that he did not distinguish on Saturday, 8
January 2011 between W2 and W3:
a. ‘I can't record [sic] with clarity - there was nothing at that point in time
that I needed to distinguish between Strategy W2 or W3.’125
b. ‘I was conscious that we weren't in W1. I knew we had transitioned. I
wasn't necessarily - I can't recall right now whether at 8 o'clock on
Saturday the 8th of January I was consciously aware that we were in W3.

123

Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5208: line 8].
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5208: line 14].
125
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5213: line 44].
124
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I know we'd transitioned out, but there was nothing happening at that time
that meant that I needed to differentiate between strategy W2 or W3.’126
c. ‘Well, all through the day I guess the volume that we had to manage was
effectively the same. There was no additional rainfall on the catchment, so
there was no real decision to be made necessarily once I put that gate
sequence in place. Nobody asked me what strategy we were in, so I guess I
didn't really need to actually know at that point, I suppose.’127
116.

The fourth problem is that the words, as written and in context, seem
incapable of conveying the information that Mr Ayre now says they were
meant to convey. Mr Ayre's evidence was that what he had written ‘was
predominantly a heads-up, I suppose, more internally for John Tibaldi, but it
was basically to give people an idea that there was certainly more rain coming,
but the current strategy could – adopted – sorry, adapt to it relatively
straightforward. The W2 reference is pretty meaningless, I suppose, for most
people in that context.’128 Yet, on Mr Ayre's most recent explanation:
a. ‘will’ should be understood as ‘may’
b. there was no indication of a fall to W1
c. the reference to W2 is, as Mr Ayre suggests, ‘pretty meaningless’. It
conveys nothing to the reader because the strategy of W3, that Mr Ayre
says was in place at the time, already required that the primary
consideration was protecting urban areas from inundation, and provided
for the possibility of higher release rates than under W2.

117.

To attempt to construe the words as conveying a need to go to W2 after a fall
to W1 from W3 is fanciful. The entry should be interpreted as its natural
meaning would suggest: the next strategy that will be required is one which
involves a transition of primary considerations appropriate to the magnitude of
the event. To the extent that Mr Ayre turned his mind to which strategy was

126

Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5220: line 49].
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5267: line 33].
128
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5223: line 37].
127
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being applied on the afternoon of Saturday, 8 January 2011, he believed it was
W1.
118.

Mr Ayre's attempt to suggest a different interpretation on 3 and 4 February of
this year could only be recent invention. On 11 February 2012, he was asked
when he had first advanced this explanation to anyone else.129 He said that he
could not recall when he had ‘first described it to anyone’ but believed that he
had ‘described that to the legal team when we were preparing statements’.130
He was asked if it appeared in any of his statements. He said, ‘[i]t would be in
the supplementary statement as such.’131 Mr Ayre’s supplementary statement,
signed by him on 29 March 2011,132 does specifically address the relevant
section of the 5.53 pm situation report.133 It says:
One important point to note from this situation report is the
information under the heading 'Forecast Scenario - Based on
mid-range forecasts'. The models that I used in preparing the
projections I refer to were based on 72 hour rainfall forecasts
(I note that the 72 hour forecast models were included in
Appendix K of the Wivenhoe and Somerset Dams Flood
Report 2011). The information contained in this section was
included to make the regional councils aware that:
(a)
If the forecast rainfall eventuated the flows could be
limited to 1,800m3/s and Fernvale Bridge and Mt Crosby Weir
Bridge could remain open;
(b)
If more than the forecast rainfall eventuated then
Fernvale Bridge and Mt Crosby Weir Bridge would be closed;
and
(c)
The model projections were that downstream flow
would still be maintained below 3,500m3/s (which is the W&S
Manual reference to 3,500m3/s at Lowood).

119.

It does not record any suggestion along the lines now advanced by Mr Ayre. It
does not suggest that any part of the 5.53 pm situation report was about
communicating information to Mr Tibaldi. It suggests that Mr Ayre was
equating W2 with having to close Fernvale Bridge and Mt Crosby Weir
Bridge while keeping releases below 3,500 m3/s at Lowood and that Mr Ayre

129

Transcript, Robert Ayre, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6107: line 1].
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6107: line 18].
131
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6107: line 25].
132
Exhibit 18, Supplementary Statement of Robert Ayre, 29 March 2011.
133
Exhibit 18, Supplementary Statement of Robert Ayre, 29 March 2011 [p20: para. 51].
130
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wished to communicate to the regional councils that it would be necessary to
move to this strategy if more than the forecast rainfall eventuated. Mr Ayre
appears to have confirmed this in his evidence last year.134
120.

Mr Ayre has had the same solicitors throughout the course of the Inquiry. It
was open to him to put on evidence from his lawyers recording that he had
told them of his explanation at an earlier time, before 3 February 2012. He did
not do so.

121.

Mr Ayre's evidence in respect of the 5.53 situation report cannot be accepted.
This conclusion must be added to the observations which can be made about
Mr Ayre’s credibility.

Flood event log, 3.30 pm, 9 January
122.

The flood event log records a meeting between the four flood engineers at
3.30 pm on 9 January 2011.135 This is significant, as a meeting between all
four of the engineers was rare. The entry in the flood log states:
Duty Engineer Conference held at the FOC: Attended by RA,
JR, TM with JT on conf phone. At this stage operating at the
top end of W1 and the bottom end of W2. …

123.

The entry has the initials ‘NGA’ as the person who made the entry.136 ‘NGA’
refers to Neville Ablitt, a flood officer. Mr Ablitt's evidence was that137:
a. He would have created the entry at 3:30 pm and written a brief description.
b. He probably wrote the words ‘Duty Engineer Conference held at the FOC:
Attended by RA, JR, TM with JT on conf phone.’
c. He did not believe he had written the remainder of the entry.

124.

Each of the four flood engineers was asked about this entry.

134

Transcript, Robert Ayre, 12 April 2011, Brisbane [p173: line 45].
Exhibit 23, Original and Unredacted Flood Event Log, 19 January 2011..
136
Exhibit 24, Seqwater – January 2011 Flood Event – Report on the operation of Somerset Dam and
Wivenhoe Dam, Appendix M identifies ‘Engineer 1’ as the author of entry at 3:30pm on 9 January
2012. ‘Engineer 1’ is Mr Ayre. Mr Ayre says that this is an error: Exhibit 1048, Statement of Robert
Ayre, 30 January 2012 [p16: para 121].
137
Transcript, Neville Ablitt, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5862: line 22].
135
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125.

Mr Tibaldi had participated in the conference by telephone and could not
recall the discussion other than his impression that ‘I couldn't understand why
they were getting concerned’.138

126.

Mr Tibaldi had commented on the flood event log that appeared as Appendix
M to Seqwater's report, ‘January 2011 Flood Event – Report on the operation
of Somerset Dam and Wivenhoe Dam’.139 Those comments were made by 21
March 2011. Next to the 3.30 pm entry, Mr Tibaldi's comment was:
Discussion on possible operational strategies over coming days.
Numerous scenarios were possible.

127.

That comment suggests that, at this time at least, Mr Tibaldi did have some
recollection of this conversation. In any event, he did not take any issue with
the content of the entry as at March of last year.

128.

The other three engineers were present at the flood operations centre for the
conference.

129.

Mr Ayre described the statement that they were ‘operating at the top end of
W1 and the bottom end of W2’ as ‘a Ruffini-ism’ and said that it ‘was an
expression that John Ruffini used, although I can't be exactly sure it was
him.’140 His explanation for what the statement meant was:
I think all he was trying to describe was the phase that we'd
been operating up to and that we were able to store water in the
dam at that point and make releases in a manner that optimised
the protection, but also had the benefit of keeping the highlevel bridges open.141

130.

That explanation does not sit easily with the proposition that the engineers
were operating under W3. But it is, in any event, speculation as to what Mr
Ruffini might have meant by a phrase he might have used.

138

Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5058: line 53].
Exhibit 1141, Transcript of Interview with Chloe De Marchi, 7 February 2012 [Exhibit 9].
140
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5193: line 29].
141
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5193: line 42].
139
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131.

Mr Ruffini had no recollection of using the words.142 He initially speculated
that the use of ‘W1’ and ‘W2’ might have been shorthand methods of referring
to the discharge rates but, having been taken through the logic of that
proposition, ultimately accepted that it ‘doesn't seem to make sense’.143

132.

Mr Ruffini had also previously commented on a draft of Appendix M in
response to a requirement of the Commission.144 Those comments were an
attachment to his 24 March 2011 statement. His comment on the 3.30 pm
entry was, ‘I can't recall the exact words spoken at this meeting. The
description provided is consistent with my recollection of the meeting.’ Mr
Ruffini made some attempt in his recent evidence to dilute this comment,
saying ‘I said I didn't remember the details of what was spoken at that meeting
but, you know, basically the general thrust of it was probably okay.’145 Mr
Ruffini's comment from March 2011 is not qualified in the way he suggested
in his recent evidence.

133.

Mr Malone could not recall anyone speaking during the conference about
being ‘at the top end of W1 and bottom end of W2’.146 However, he said that
he could ‘quite understand why it was stated.’147 The relevant exchange in the
evidence was:
Mr Malone: …the statement is correct. … It doesn't say we
are not operating under strategy 3. It says we are operating at a
particular point.
Mr Callaghan: You'd just better explain that for us?
Mr Malone: At this stage, we are operating at the top end of
W1 and the bottom end of W2. It says we are operating at a
particular point. It doesn't say we are operating under strategy
W1 or W2.
Mr Callaghan: So, that should be read to interpret, ‘Even
though we are in three, we are at one and end of two,’ is that
the way we should read it?
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Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5404: line 38].
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5403: line 9].
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Exhibit 42, Statement of John Ruffini, 24 March 2011, Annexure JLR-11.
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Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5402: line 30].
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Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5301: line 10].
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Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5301: line 13].
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Mr Malone: If you look at the levels … and the releases at
that particular point, that was the condition - those conditions
might also satisfy the top end of W1 or the bottom end of W2.
Mr Callaghan: Well, quite, they might, but----Mr Malone: But it doesn't say that you're operating under
strategy W2.
Mr Callaghan: Well, under, okay?
Mr Malone:

It says ‘at’.

Mr Callaghan: It's all in the prepositions, is it?
Mr Malone:
134.

Well, if we're being very precise, yes.

To accept this explanation is to accept that, rather than recording the strategy
they were actually operating under, the engineers instead used the opportunity
of all four being involved in a conference to note that the releases they were
making might also satisfy opposite ends of two other strategies under which
they were not operating.

135.

Once again, in respect of one of the critical points of investigation, the
Commission is faced with a collective loss of memory. None of the four flood
engineers admitted to having made the statement. None had a specific
recollection of having heard it. Three of them speculated as to what meaning it
might have, apart from its natural meaning, and none of those speculative
interpretations were reasonable interpretations of the statement. In any case,
none advanced the proposition that such interpretations were in fact what was
intended to be conveyed at the time.

136.

The argument may run that, since these were all experienced flood engineers,
steeped in the ways of the Wivenhoe manual, constantly updated with
information about lake level and flow rates, there could have been no
possibility that they were not aware of the Strategy engaged.

137.

This would be more convincing if the engineers had demonstrated such
knowledge at any point during the event (they cannot) or presented since with
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a consistent, coherent account of the manner in which Strategies were
engaged. As is demonstrated elsewhere they have not.
138.

There is a simple explanation for the entry: to the extent that any regard was
had to the Strategies in the Wivenhoe manual, the shared understanding of the
flood engineers at this meeting was that they were at the point of change from
W1 to W2.

139.

That is consistent with the evidence that suggests that Mr Tibaldi148, Mr
Ayre149 (though in his evidence this year he appeared to suggest that this was a
trap into which others might fall)150 and Mr Malone (though he denied he was
confused about the implementation of W2)151, at least, may have thought, at
the time, that the progression between strategies W1, W2 and W3 was linear
with W2 a necessary transition between W1 and W3.

Situation Report at 9.00 pm, telephone conference at 9.30 pm, Spiller
email at 11.07 pm on 9 January 2011
140.

A Situation Report was sent at 9.00 pm on 9 January 2011 that relevantly said:
The objective for dam operations will be to minimise the
impact of urban flooding in areas downstream of the dam and,
at this stage, releases will be kept below 3,500m3/s and the
combined flows is [sic] the lower Brisbane will be limited to
4,000m3/s. This is below the limit of urban damages in the City
reaches.152

141.

This is the first situation report that mentions protection of the urban
environment. This situation report was written by Mr Malone.

148

Exhibit 1036, Statement of John Tibaldi, 1 February 2012 [p4: para 25-26].
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 11 April 2011, Brisbane [p81: line 38]; Transcript, Robert Ayre, 11 April
2011, Brisbane [p83: line 17]; Transcript, Robert Ayre, 12 April 2011, Brisbane [p172: line 21 to p173:
line 38]; Transcript, Robert Ayre, 13 April 2011, Brisbane [p192: line 36]; Transcript, Robert Ayre, 13
April 2011, Brisbane [p193: line 7].
150
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5194: line 8].
151
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6099: line 45]. See also Transcript,
Terrence Malone, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6094: line 35].
152
Exhibit 24, Seqwater January 2011Flood Event Report on the operation of Somerset Dam and
Wivenhoe Dam, Appendix E [p21].
149
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142.

An explanation advanced by the flood engineers for the appearance at this
time of protection of the urban environment is encapsulated in this exchange
between counsel for Fernvale residents and Mr Malone: 153
Mr Rangiah: And then the next sentence is, ‘The objective for
dam operations will be to minimise the impact of urban
flooding in areas downstream of the dam.’ You see that?
Mr Malone:

I see that.

Mr Rangiah: And did you write this situation report?
Mr Malone:

Yes.

Mr Rangiah: And did you mean what you wrote in that last
sentence I took you to?
Mr Malone: Well, the objective of dam operations is to
always minimise the downstream impacts, but you've got to
take in context the circumstances under which that applies. I
can understand there's some confusion about tense but----Mr Rangiah: What is the confusion about tense that you are
referring to?
Mr Malone: Well, ‘will be’ and ‘the objective of dam
operations is always to minimise the impact of urban flooding’,
but what I'm talking about is the expected urban flooding in the
next day or two.
Mr Rangiah: And what do the words ‘will be’ suggest?
Mr Malone: I can understand how it suggests that ‘we will’
go to this sort of situation, but that's not the case. We were
already in that sort of situation of considering the impact of
down to urban flooding and there's plenty of references in the
document in the situation reports where we were doing that. I
suggest that's just a very poor choice of words which implies
that we were not considering it.
143.

Mr Tibaldi154 suggested a similar interpretation.

144.

The flood event log155 shows that Mr Drury spoke to Mr Ayre at 9.10 pm.

153

Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5333: line 33].
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5098: line 33].
155
Exhibit 23.
154
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145.

At 9.18 pm on 9 January 2011, Robert Drury sent an email to, among other
people, Daniel Spiller from the SEQ Water Grid Manager.156 The email
attached Technical Situation Report W34. TSR W34 was based on the 9.00
pm situation report. It included the statement from the 9.00 pm situation report
quoted above.

146.

At 9.30 pm on 9 January 2011, a telephone conference was held between,
among other people, Mr Spiller, Mr Drury and Debra-Lee Best.157

147.

Mr Drury did not have a specific recollection of the 9.30 telephone
conference.158 Mr Spiller initially said in his evidence that his recollection was
that during this teleconference Mr Drury had indicated that there had been a
change in objectives to protect against urban inundation and this ‘was the
genesis and the introduction to the teleconference’.159 However, some other
answers given by Mr Spiller were ambiguous:
Ms Wilson: And was it the case that Mr Drury told that
meeting that night that there had been a change in strategy?
Mr Spiller:
I can't recall the specific words that he used but
specifically - he did explain that the bridge would need to be
inundated and that that would occur in the next 24 hours. And I
believe it to be
consistent with what I - what was in the e-mails we received
from him in the technical situation reports and in the
summaries I subsequently sent out.
…
Ms Wilson: Was it discussed in terms of there was a change
of strategy from protecting rural areas to protecting against
urban inundation?
Mr Spiller:
I don't recall the details of that part of the
discussion. Certainly I think there was a discussion that said at
that time or going forward the impact - the primary objective
would be urban inundation.160

156

Exhibit 1080, Third Statement of Daniel Spiller, Page 104 of Annexure B.
Exhibit 1080, Third Statement of Daniel Spiller, Page 110 of Annexure B; Exhibit 1150, Statement
of Debra-Lee Best, 9 February 2012 [p1: para 6].
158
Transcript, Robert Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5479: line 10].
159
Transcript, Daniel Spiller, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5614: line 12].
160
Transcript, Daniel Spiller, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5416: line 1].
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148.

Ms Best took notes of that teleconference.161 Her notes relevantly against Mr
Drury’s name, ‘have to start releasing large’, ‘looking at urban inundations’
and ‘will impact on bridges’.162

149.

The flood event log shows that Mr Drury called and spoke with Mr Ayre at
10.20 pm in the flood operation centre. The entry relevantly records, ‘A
teleconference with Water Grid Manager and DERM was completed.
Explained 9.00 pm situation report. Water Grid Manager will be distributing
media release in the morning regarding closure of bridges.’

150.

At 11.07 pm that evening, Mr Spiller sent an email to a number of people,
including Minister Robertson, and copied to recipients that included Mr
Drury, that stated:
To date, the primary objective for this event has been managing
to prevent inundation of the Mt Crosby Weir and Fernvale
Bridges.
With the forecast volumes, this primary objective is being
changed to minimizing the risk of urban inundation.163

151.

An inference available on the evidence is that Mr Drury had informed Mr
Spiller and Ms Best, during the teleconference at 9.30 pm, that there had been
a change of objective to protecting against urban inundation. However, the
competing inference is that while Mr Drury spoke of protecting against urban
inundation, the identification of this as a ‘change’ to ‘primary objective’ was
supposition on the part of Mr Spiller. No finding should be made that Mr
Drury told Mr Spiller that there was a change to the primary objective.

Mr Drury’s email to Mr Spiller on the morning of 10 January 2011
152.

On the morning of 10 January 2011, at 8.13 am, Daniel Spiller, the Director of
Operations at the SEQ Water Grid Manager, sent an email to Robert Drury,
the Dam Operations Manager for Seqwater.164 That email asked:
Are you now operating under release strategy W2 or W3?

161

Exhibit 1150, 9 February 2012 Statement of Debra-Lee Best, [p1: para 3].
Exhibit 1150, 9 February 2012 Statement of Debra-Lee Best, Attachment DLB-23.
163
Exhibit 1080, Third Statement of Daniel Spiller, Page 116 of Annexure B.
164
Exhibit 1080, Third Statement of Daniel Spiller, 1 February 2012, Annexure B [p167].
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153.

At 8.23 am, Mr Drury replied:
W2165

154.

Mr Drury was asked why he said that the strategy was 'W2' in that email. His
answer was:
That would have been what I thought at the time. …
I didn't make it up. I assume at the time I just thought that was
what we were still on and to be honest it might have been from
an earlier report or it may have been what I thought at the
time.166

155.

Mr Drury was asked a number of times during the course of his examination
by different counsel for different parties what the basis of his understanding
was for the statement that the strategy in operation was W2 and some
suggestions were made to him. For example, counsel for SunWater suggested
to Mr Drury that he might have derived this understanding from reading a
situation report sent at 8.00 am on the morning of 10 January 2011.167

156.

During the course of his evidence, Mr Drury often spoke as if he had a
recollection of why he said 'W2'. For example:
…the W strategies were not a priority for operation in the field.
Me saying the wrong W strategy was purely on the top of
my head what I thought at the time. The strategies, the
releases, the Sitreps were all the important things. There
certainly wasn't comments on W strategies [in] those because
they were not at the time a priority, nor a necessity to think
about every minute of the day. … It's easy to go back now and
see the strategies are extremely important but those W
strategies at the time, when I said W2 and I thought it was right
and it was wrong, is not affecting the releases or the
information or what people were actually doing
subsequently.168

157.

However, it is apparent that Mr Drury had no actual recollection of how he
came to give the answer 'W2'. Indeed, as Mr Drury said when the topic was
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Exhibit 1080, Third Statement of Daniel Spiller, 1 February 2012, Annexure B [p169].
Transcript, Robert Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5485: line 50].
167
Transcript, Robert Drury, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5552: line 53].
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Transcript, Robert Drury, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5543: line 11].
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first raised with him on 6 February 2012, he did not actually recall even
sending the email:
Ms Wilson: Do you have any actual recollection of
responding to W2 or is this just something that you thought,
‘That's what would have happened’?
Mr Drury:
I don't recall sending an e-mail but at the time if
Dan just sent it through I would have answered what I thought
at the time …169
158.

Accepting Mr Drury's evidence that, as he said it, it must have been what he
thought at the time, there are two ways that Mr Drury could have come to
believe that the strategy in use was W2:
a. The first way is that, as suggested by counsel for SunWater,170 Mr Drury
came to this view based upon information contained in a situation report
he had received from the flood operations centre.
b. The second way is that Mr Drury came to this view based on what he was
told by somebody in the flood operations centre.

159.

There are several difficulties with accepting that it was by the first way that
Mr Drury came to the view that the strategy was W2.

160.

First, none of the situation reports say that the strategy is W2. The 5.53 pm
situation report of Mr Ayre, dealt with above, foreshadows that strategy as a
possible future. But that situation report was more than 36 hours old at the
time Mr Drury responded to Mr Spiller's question.

161.

Second, the proposition that Mr Drury engaged in such an exercise in
interpretation seems inconsistent with Mr Drury's evidence that he was ‘not
intimately knowledgeable with the manual’171 and that his role ‘was taking the
Situational Reports and moving them on’172. Counsel for SunWater suggested
to Mr Drury that he might have inferred that the strategy was W2 from the

169

Transcript, Robert Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5488: line 15].
See, for example, Transcript, Robert Drury, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5578: line 33].
171
Transcript, Robert Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5463: line 23].
172
Transcript, Robert Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5464: line 10].
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flow rates shown in the situation report sent at 6:30am on the morning of 10
January 2011.173 Mr Drury eventually gave an answer that seemed to suggest
this was possible.174 But the answer is ambiguous when read with the
preceding questions and answers. In particular, Mr Drury's answers that he
was not familiar with the differences in flow rates between W2 and W3175
make it difficult to know what it was that Mr Drury was allowing as a
possibility.
162.

Third, it is very difficult to accept that Mr Drury, with a cursory knowledge of
the Wivenhoe manual, was so reckless that he was willing to spontaneously
answer a direct question about the strategy under the Wivenhoe manual based
on an inference from ambiguous statements in a situation report. If that is what
happened, it suggests a profound failure on the part of Seqwater to manage
communications appropriately.

163.

Fourth, it overlooks the many opportunities for Mr Drury to check the strategy
with the flood operations centre. Mr Drury was asked a direct question by Mr
Spiller. He may not have regarded the information as particularly important,
but he was in regular contact with people at the flood operations centre which
was the immediate and logical place to obtain information about which
strategy was being applied. The flood event log176 shows:
a. On the evening of 9 January 2011, Mr Drury spoke to Mr Ayre at 9.10 pm,
10.20 pm and 10.45 pm.
b. Mr Ruffini spoke to Mr Drury at 12.55 am on the morning of 10 January
2011 and again at 5.05 am.

164.

If Mr Drury had not already been told by somebody at the flood operations
centre what strategy was being applied, he could have called and asked.

165.

The inference is open from the evidence that Mr Drury must have been told
that the strategy was W2 by somebody from the flood operations centre during

173

Transcript, Robert Drury, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5578: line 10].
Transcript, Robert Drury, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5578: line 20].
175
Transcript, Robert Drury, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5577: line 30].
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Exhibit 23, Original and Unredacted Flood Event Log, 19 January 2011.
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one of his regular calls. That inference is strengthened by the similar view
expressed by Mr Peter Allen to Mr Brian Cooper, dealt with below.
166.

Telling against that inference is Mr Drury’s evidence that he could not recall
having checked with anyone what strategy was being used177 and could not
recall ‘asking anyone or ringing’ the flood operations centre.178

167.

In those circumstances, although the evidence weighs towards the view that
somebody in the flood operations centre must have told Mr Drury that the
strategy in operation was W2, it is not possible to reach a concluded view
about that matter.

168.

Even if it was found that Mr Drury had been told by somebody in the flood
operation centre that W2 was being applied, it would not necessarily follow
that the view within the flood operations centre at 8.00 am on the morning of
10 January 2011 was that W2 was in operation. Mr Drury may have been
informed that the strategy was W2 at an earlier time on the evening of 9
January 2011 or early morning on 10 January 2011. The strategy might have
changed by 8.00 am on 10 January 2011 without anyone informing Mr Drury.

Teleconference at 8.30 am on 10 January 2011
169.

Representatives of the SEQ Water Grid Manager and representatives of
Seqwater had a teleconference at 8.30 am on 10 January 2011.

170.

There is a note of that teleconference that was prepared by Mr Lee Hutchison,
from the SEQ Water Grid Manager.179 It refers to W2 and W3.

171.

Mr Spiller said in his third statement that he clarified on the morning of 10
January 2011 that the strategy being used was W2 both in his email exchange
with Mr Drury ‘and during a subsequent teleconference that morning in which
he and Mr Peter Borrows, the CEO of Seqwater, were involved.’180

177

Transcript, Robert Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5489: line 48].
Transcript, Robert Drury, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5540: line 58].
179
Exhibit 1150, Statement of Lee Hutchison, 10 February 2012 [Annexure A].
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Exhibit 1080, Third Statement of Daniel Spiller, 1 February 2012 [p6: para. 19].
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172.

In his evidence, Mr Spiller clarified that he did not specifically recall who had
spoken about W2 and W3 during the teleconference, only that they had been
discussed.181

173.

Mr Barry Dennien, from the SEQ Water Grid Manager, also participated in
the teleconference. His evidence was that he had no specific recollection of the
term 'W2' being used during the meeting but he could recall that he had read
the minutes after the meeting and did not have any issue with the minutes.182
Mr Dennien agreed with a number of propositions put to him by counsel for
Seqwater: 183
Mr O'Donnell: In that 8.30 meeting where there's a note of
discussion about the point between W2 and W3, is it your best
recollection that the context in which - of the discussion that
note reflects was you were saying that the current flows in the
river are of the order of 3500 CUMECS. That's comfortable
levels. We can live with that. But if the flows increase above
that, we start to get to the risk be of people's homes being
flooded?
Mr Dennien: Correct.
Mr O'Donnell: And that was the context, wasn't it?
Mr Dennien: That was the context of that component part of
that bullet point, yes.
Mr O'Donnell: Thank you. Was that the substance of what was
said?
Mr Dennien: Yes.
Mr O'Donnell: It wasn't a discussion about what's the strategy
which the flood engineers are employing in their current
thinking about managing the dam, was it?
Mr Dennien: No.
Mr O'Donnell: That wasn't a subject that was actually raised in
the meeting, was it?

181

Transcript, Daniel Spiller, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5649: line 32].
Transcript, Barry Dennien, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5659: line 6].
183
Transcript, Barry Dennien, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5684: line 38].
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Mr Dennien: No, it was about the release requirement –
release rates.
174.

Mr Drury could not recall the teleconference.184

175.

Mr Peter Borrows, the CEO of Seqwater, participated in the conference. His
attention was directed to the references to W2 and W3 in the note made by Mr
Hutchison. He denied that there had been a discussion of the operating
strategies which the flood engineers were using at the time in managing
Wivenhoe.185

176.

Further statements were obtained from other participants in the telephone
conference. Those statements have been tendered.

177.

Mr Stan Stevenson, from Seqwater, took some notes of the conference.186 His
notes do not refer to any operating strategies. He has no recollection of the
terms ‘W1’, ‘W2’, ‘W3’ or ‘W4’ being used during the teleconference.187 But
he has no recollection of the teleconference independent from his notes.188

178.

Mr Paul Bird, from Seqwater, took some notes of the conference.189 His notes
do not refer to any operating strategies. Based on a review of his notes, he
does not believe there was a discussion involving the terms ‘W1’, ‘W2’, ‘W3’
or ‘W4’.190 He has no independent recollection of the teleconference.191

179.

Mr Michael Lyons, from the SEQ Water Grid Manager, recalls ‘that the 'W'
term was used during the teleconference’ but ‘cannot recall who used that
term or in what context’.192

180.

As noted above, Mr Hutchison took notes of the conference. Those notes refer
to W2 and W3. Mr Hutchison says that he prepared those minutes

184

Transcript, Robert Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5490: line 38].
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5964: line 19].
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Exhibit 1150, Statement of Stan Stevenson, 10 February 2012 [Annexure SS-1].
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Exhibit 1150, Statement of Stan Stevenson, 10 February 2012 [p1, para. 6].
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Exhibit 1150, Statement of Stan Stevenson, 10 February 2012 [p1, para. 3].
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Exhibit 1150, Statement of Paul Bird, 10 February 2012 [Annexure PB-1].
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Exhibit 1150, Statement of Paul Bird, 10 February 2012 [p2: para 6].
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‘contemporaneously using a computer in the Emergency Room’ and he ‘used
the same language as that used by the participants’.193 Mr Hutchison says that
he ‘would not have used terms like 'W2' and 'W3' in the Minutes unless they
were specifically mentioned by someone’ but ‘cannot recall who used the
expressions 'W2' and 'W3' and cannot remember in what context the terms
were used.’194
181.

None of the participants in the teleconference from Seqwater can recall the
terms 'W2' or 'W3' being used. Yet the evidence from Mr Spiller, Mr Lyons
and Mr Hutchison makes clear that those terms were used.

182.

On the evidence, the 8.30 am teleconference does not support the drawing of
any particular inference about the state of mind of the four flood engineers in
relation to the strategies prescribed by the Wivenhoe manual.

183.

184.

Mr Allen’s email to Mr Cooper at 10.57 am on 12 January 2011
185.

At 10.22 am on the morning of 12 January 2011, Mr Cooper sent an email to
Mr Allen that attached Mr Cooper's draft report into compliance with the
manual at Wivenhoe.195

186.

Mr Cooper's draft report relevantly stated:

193

Exhibit 1150, Statement of Lee Hutchison, 10 February 2012 [p3: para 10].
Exhibit 1150, Statement of Lee Hutchison, 10 February 2012 [p3: para 13 and 14].
195
Exhibit 1100, Statement of Peter Allen, 7 February 2012 [Annexure PHA63: p2].
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Until the last day or so, Wivenhoe Dam has been below EL74.0
and accordingly, would be operating under Strategy W1 …
Over the last couple of days, the storage level in Wivenhoe
Dam has increased to above EL 74.0 … This situation would
demand strategy W3 for Wivenhoe Dam …196
187.

Mr Allen replied to Mr Cooper at 10.57 am and relevantly said:
Just a couple of comments after a very quick read of your
report.
2nd page: Strategy W1 applies until the reservoir exceeds 68.5
and then it moves into W2 or W3. For the last day or so before
yesterday's big rise, it would have been in W2. It moved into
W4 at about EL 73.5 …197

188.

Mr Allen accepted in evidence that this email must have represented his
understanding at the time but he was uncertain as to from where he had
derived that understanding.198

189.

Mr Allen suggested that he had derived this understanding from the technical
situation reports and information he ‘could get on the internet’.199 However, he
acknowledged that he had not made his own assessment200 and had not turned
his mind to which of the W strategies might have been being employed201.
Consequently, what he said to Mr Cooper must have in turn been based on
something he had received or been told.202

190.

He accepted that what he said to Mr Cooper may have been based on
information he received during calls with people at the flood operations
centre.203

191.

The flood event log records:
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Exhibit 1100, Statement of Peter Allen, 7 February 2012 [Annexure PHA63: p8].
Exhibit 1100, Statement of Peter Allen, 7 February 2012 [Annexure PHA63: p1].
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Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5911: line 33].
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Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5910: line 36].
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Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5911: line 43].
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Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5910: line 12].
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a. A telephone call from somebody at the flood operations centre to Mr Allen
at 7.15 pm on 9 January 2011.
b. A telephone call from somebody at the flood operations centre to Mr Allen
at 9.00 pm on 10 January 2011.
c. A telephone call at 8.10 am on 11 January 2011 between Mr Tibaldi and
Mr Allen.
d. A telephone call at 4.41 pm on 11 January 2011 from Mr Allen to
somebody at the flood operations centre.
192.

It was suggested to Mr Allen by counsel for Seqwater that he must have drawn
an inference as to the strategy being used based on information contained in
the technical situation reports.204 Mr Allen accepted that this was possible but
said that he could not recall where he ‘got the W2 from’.205

193.

It cannot be accepted that Mr Allen derived his understanding that strategy
W2 was being employed from an inference he made from the technical
situation reports. His evidence was that he had not made his own
assessment.206 He knew that Mr Cooper’s report was a report for the Premier
as to compliance with the Wivenhoe manual207 and it is unlikely, in those
circumstances, that he would have so casually risked misleading Mr Cooper.
He was in contact with the people at the flood operations centre and could
have easily checked what strategy had been applied before W4 if he had any
doubt.

194.

The better inference from the evidence is that Mr Allen must have been
communicating to Mr Cooper what he, in turn, had been told by people at the
flood operations centre.

195.

It could only have been one or more of the flood engineers who communicated
that information to Mr Allen.

204

Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5938: line 30].
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5938: line 36].
206
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5910: line 33; p5911: line 43].
207
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5911: line 43].
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Other contemporaneous records from 8 and 9 January 2011
196.

In the period between 6am on 8 January 2011 and 9.00 pm on 9 January 2011
a number of documents were produced that indirectly touched on the choice of
strategy at Wivenhoe Dam: four situation reports, two technical situation
reports and 23 flood event log entries. A schedule of these documents was
prepared by the Commission and tendered as Exhibit 1046.208

197.

Any of these documents would have been an appropriate place in which to
record the operating strategy that was in place at the time.209 None of them
make mention of operating strategy W3 or to the prioritisation of the
prevention of urban inundation.210 All four of the situation reports mention
keeping certain bridges open.211

198.

Two of the items listed in Exhibit 1046, the situation report of 5.53 pm 8
January 2011 and the flood event log entry of 3.30 pm on 9 January 2011, do
refer to operating strategies. These are dealt with separately.

199.

None of the other entries makes specific mention of the operating strategy that
was in use at that time. The focus of the situation reports and technical
situation reports is on keeping particular bridges open. To this extent, they
tend to suggest that strategy W1 was in use at that time. However, it is not
possible to draw any firm conclusion from this material.

200.

The different operating strategies in the Manual give particular emphasis to
certain objectives, but all strategies require that the same objectives are
considered and in the same order of importance.212 As a result, with the
exception of the two items discussed elsewhere, all of these materials are
equally consistent with strategy W1, strategy W2 or strategy W3 having been
in place.

208

Exhibit 1046, Schedule of sitreps, TSRs and flood event log, tendered on 2 February 2012.
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2011, Brisbane [p5049: line 19].
210
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2011, Brisbane [p5049: line 28].
211
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2011, Brisbane [p5049: line 28].
212
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures at Wivenhoe and Somerset Dam, Version 7,
November 2009 [p22].
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Conclusion on contemporaneous documents
201.

None of the contemporaneous documents supports the view that the flood
engineers began operating under the W3 strategy at 8.00 am on Saturday, 8
January 2011. Rather, where those documents address strategy, they suggest
that, to the extent that the flood engineers were conscious of the strategies
provided for under the Wivenhoe manual:
a. throughout Saturday, 8 January 2011, and some time into the afternoon of
Sunday, 9 January 2011, the flood engineers believed they were operating
under W1.
b. at some point on the afternoon or evening of Sunday, 9 January 2011, they
identified the need to apply strategy W2.

202.

Hence:
a. Mr Ayre referred to W2 as a possibility in the future on the afternoon of 8
January 2011, in terms which suggested that it would be a step up from the
strategy then being implemented.
b. The 3.30 pm entry refers to being at the top of W1 and the bottom of W2.
c. Mr Allen, who was in communication with the FOC on the evening of 9
and 10 January 2011, believed that strategy W2 had been implemented.

203.

That view is also consistent with inferences available in respect of Mr Drury’s
communications with Mr Spiller. However, as noted above, the evidence is
not sufficiently conclusive to permit findings to be made in respect of Mr
Drury’s communications and the basis for those communications.
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5 The first attempts to record strategy choice
204.

In the period 15 to 17 January 2011 three documents were prepared that
purported to set out accounts of the choice and timing of the strategies used in
the January 2011 flood event: Mr Malone’s Summary of Manual, the Strategy
Summary Log and the brief to the Minister.

Mr Malone’s Summary of Manual document
205.

A Microsoft Word document with the file name Summary of Manual appears
to be the earliest written account of the strategies used at Wivenhoe Dam in
the January 2011 flood event.213

206.

Mr Malone’s authorship of the document is uncontested. At the time of its
creation all three of the other flood engineers were specifically invited to
review and comment on it, in an email which specifically drew Mr Tibaldi’s
attention to the attachment in which the document was enclosed.214

207.

The document is titled Summary of Manual of Operational Procedures for
Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe and Somerset Dam. It sets out an overview of
the Wivenhoe Manual and includes a summary of the ‘W’ strategies. Of
particular importance is italicised text in the document that sets out the times
at which the different W strategies were ‘exceeded’. Relevantly, that text
records that:215
The Flood Operations Centre was mobilised at 8am Saturday 6 January 2011.
…
[W1] was exceeded at 8am Saturday 6 January 2011.
…
[W2] was exceeded approximately 6pm Saturday 8 January 2011.
…
[W3] was exceeded approximately 9am Tuesday 11 January 2011.
[Italics in original document.]

213

Exhibit 1050, Email from Duty Engineer (Terry Malone) to Mr Ruffini, Mr Tibaldi, Mr Ayre, Mr Malone and
Mr Drury, 15 January 2011.
214
Exhibit 1050, Email from Duty Engineer (Terry Malone) to Mr Ruffini, Mr Tibaldi, Mr Ayre, Mr Malone and
Mr Drury, 15 January 2011.
215
Exhibit 1050, Email from Duty Engineer (Terry Malone) to Mr Ruffini, Mr Tibaldi, Mr Ayre, Mr Malone and
Mr Drury, 15 January 2011 [p3].
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208.

The times of the changes in operating strategies indicated in this document
differ from all other accounts (or reconstructions) of when the transitions
occurred, even allowing for the reference to W1 being exceeded on 6 January
rather than 8 January being a typographic error.216 The word ‘approximately’
is used to indicate that the times given may not be precise, but there is nothing
on the face of the document that suggests that it is intended as anything other
than a record of what had actually occurred during the flood event.

209.

The documentary record suggests that the Summary of Manual was written by
Mr Malone between 11.30 am and 1.02 pm on 15 January 2011.
a. The flood event log records that Mr Drury rang the flood operations centre
at 11.30 am on 15 January 2011 to request a summary of the operations
manual for Wivenhoe Dam, which ‘Terry’, 217 being Mr Malone,218 was to
provide after checking with all duty engineers.
b. At 1.02 pm, Mr Malone sent an email to Mr Ruffini, Mr Tibaldi, Mr Ayre
and Mr Drury entitled Summary of Manual that attached the file of the
same name.219 That email asked for comments on the document in advance
of it being passed by Mr Drury to Mr Borrows. The text of the email
indicated that the attachment had been prepared because Mr Borrows had
asked for a two page summary of the manual. That email also included, in
bold red font, the phrase ‘JT bring out the red pen!’.
c. The flood event log records that at 1.10 pm Mr Allen rang the flood event
centre to ask about the summary and was told by Mr Malone that the
summary was with the other engineers for checking.220 It further records
that at 1.15 pm Mr Drury rang with questions about the summary.221

210.

In oral evidence Mr Malone confirmed that he was the author of the Summary
of Manual and that he intended his email attaching it to be an invitation for

216

Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5305: line 18].
Exhibit 23, Flood Event Log [p32].
218
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5303: line 37].
219
Exhibit 1050, Email from Duty Engineer (Terry Malone) to Mr Ruffini, Mr Tibaldi, Mr Ayre, Mr Malone and
Mr Drury, 15 January 2011.
220
Exhibit 23, Flood Event Log [p32].
221
Exhibit 23, Flood Event Log [p32].
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feedback on the document.222 Mr Malone explained that the Summary of
Manual reflected his understanding, at that time, of the way in which the dam
had been operated, although noted that it covered periods for which he was not
the duty engineer.223
211.

Mr Malone explained that most of the document had been created by cutting
and pasting text directly from the manual, perhaps with some minor
adjustments. The main aspect of the document on which he was inviting
feedback was the italicised points that referred to the timing of strategy
changes.224 In particular, Mr Malone was interested in feedback on the
transition times for W2 and W3, which Mr Malone understood had occurred at
times when he was not on duty.225

Feedback on Mr Malone’s summary
212.

It appears that Mr Malone did not receive any feedback on the Summary of
Manual.

213.

Mr Malone was unable to recall ever receiving any comments on the
document. He explained that this was not a cause of concern to him as he
understood that Mr Tibaldi would take up the document and re-edit before it
was circulated, possibly without coming back to Mr Malone.226 Mr Malone
said he had no further contact with the document and did not know whether it
had ever reached Mr Borrows.227 He accepted that it was possible the
document might have been passed on to Mr Allen.228

214.

None of the other engineers could recall providing any comment on the
document.
a. Mr Ayre had some recollection of Mr Malone having worked on a
document similar to the Summary of the Manual on 15 January 2011.229

222

Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5303: line 43].
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5303: line 43].
224
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5305: line 9]; 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5381:
line 26].
225
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5381: line 36].
226
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5304: line 8].
227
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5306: line 21; p5307: line 1].
228
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5319: line 1].
229
Transcript, Rob Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5196: line 9].
223
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He remembered receiving the email Mr Malone sent at 1.02 pm, but not
the attached document.230
b. Mr Ruffini said he had no ‘real’ recollection of seeing or discussing the
document.231
c. As for most of 15 January 2011, Mr Tibaldi had no recollection of the
email sent by Mr Malone or the entry in the flood event log.232 He
accepted that the request by Mr Malone for ‘JT bring out the red pen’ was
a reference to Mr Tibaldi’s reputation for extensively editing documents
that he was invited to review 233 and as an invitation to review the
attachment to the email with his usual thoroughness.234
215.

Mr Drury, who is recorded by the flood event log as having made the request
for the summary to be created, and as having made a call to the flood
operations centre to discuss it shortly after it was circulated, was unable to
offer any explanation as to the document’s purpose or subsequent use.

216.

In oral evidence Mr Drury accepted that he made the call to the flood
operations centre at 11.30 am on 15 January 2011, 235 but was unable to recall
why he had asked for it. He suggested that, based on the timing he might have
made the request so that Mr Burrows could have a short summary of the
manual prior to a teleconference being held at 2.00 pm that day. 236

217.

Mr Drury could not remember the questions he rang to ask at 1.15 pm,
although accepted he might have made the call.237 Mr Malone had no
recollection of this conversation with Mr Drury.238

218.

Mr Navruk was the flood officer on duty at the time Mr Malone received the
request to provide the Summary of Manual, at the time Mr Malone drafted it

230

Transcript, Rob Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5196: line 17].
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5405: line 54; p5406: line 7].
232
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5062: line 46; p5063: line 4; p5063: line 43].
233
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5063: line 9].
234
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5063: line 29].
235
Transcript, Rob Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5494: line 50].
236
Transcript, Rob Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5495: line 2; p5495: line 56].
237
Transcript, Rob Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5499: line 14].
238
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5319: line 22].
231
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and at the times the follow up calls from Mr Drury and Mr Allen were
received. Mr Navruk accepted he made the entries in the flood event log that
recorded communications about the document,239 but had no recollection of
having seen it.240

No further circulation
219.

No record has been identified to show whether the Summary of Manual was
ever put to any further use, or if it was ever passed on by Mr Drury to Mr
Borrows.

220.

Mr Drury was not certain, but thought that he probably had not passed the
Summary of Manual on to Mr Borrows as originally intended. He implied that
this was because it was superseded by other materials drafted later on 15
January 2011 for the Minister.241 Mr Drury was unable to say whether, at the
time he received Mr Malone’s summary, he regarded it as consistent with his
understanding of the strategies engaged during the flood event.242

221.

Mr Borrows had no recollection of either having requested243 the Summary of
Manual, or having ever seen it.244

222.

Mr Allen had limited recollection of the document or the call he is recorded to
have made at 1.10 pm. He suggested the purpose of his call was to ensure that
a summary of the manual was available for the purpose of a review that would
occur at a later date, rather than to discuss its content. 245 He had some
recollection of having seen a document similar to the Summary of Manual, but
was not sure if he had actually seen the particular document.246

Confusion between W2 and W3
223.

It may well be that the Summary of Manual was, at least at the time it was
written, regarded by all four engineers as an acceptable account of the
strategies that were used. Its language is clear and, despite having been
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Transcript, Albert Navruk, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5971: line 7].
Transcript, Albert Navruk, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5970: line 24].
241
Transcript, Rob Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5497: line 9].
242
Transcript, Rob Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5498: line 14].
243
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5956: line 30].
244
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5957: line 1; p5958: line 1].
245
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5916: line 31].
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Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5917: line 16].
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circulated under cover of an email expressly requesting feedback, none of the
flood engineers raised any concerns about its contents and could be taken to
have acquiesced to its accuracy.
224.

On balance, the Summary of Manual should be seen as Mr Malone’s attempt
to document the strategies that were used for the purpose of informing senior
management. The document is not a lengthy one, and the very fact that it
purports to record the progress of strategies is noteworthy. No such effort had
been made during the event itself. The title of the document suggests what
must have been obvious: the actions of the engineers were going to be closely
scrutinised by others, beginning with senior management. The question would
be asked: Had there been compliance with the manual? And the contents of
the document indicate a recognition that at least part of the answer to that
question would involve an examination of which strategy was engaged, and
when.

225.

Mr Malone explained that he did not regard the Summary of Manual as
definitive and, in particular, had little confidence in his attribution of the times
at which W2 and W3 were exceeded. He explained, against interest, that at the
time he prepared the Summary of Manual, none of the engineers were clear on
whether or not W2 was skipped during the flood event.247 When asked, Mr
Malone rejected the possibility that the strategy timings shown in the
Summary of Manual could be correct248 or that he had ever considered that
they might be.249

226.

This explanation itself raises serious concerns about the choice and
documentation of the strategies used at Wivenhoe dam. Not only did Mr
Malone not know that W2 was skipped (as it was said to be in the 2 March
2011 report), but, seemingly, none of the engineers did. This document, and
Mr Malone’s associated testimony, should be added to the body of evidence
which suggests that for periods the engineers operating Wivenhoe dam simply
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Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5306: line 9].
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p6092: line 42].
249
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p6092: line 51].
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did not know whether they were in W2 or W3 and, accordingly, were in
breach of the manual.
227.

There is some significance, also, to Mr Ayre’s acknowledgment that Mr
Malone was working on such a document and that he received the email
attaching it. Knowledge about the energy being applied to such tasks at this
time is relevant to any assessment about what is said later about different
accounts of strategy selection.

228.

A further matter of concern is that Mr Malone took no steps to alert the other
flood engineers, or any other person, to his concern that his Summary of
Manual was unlikely to be correct.250 It seems unlikely that Mr Malone
believed that the other engineers would be able to recall the strategies that
were used – if so, he could simply have asked them and his work would have
been unnecessary. If, as he acknowledges, he thought that others might be also
be confused, then he must have known his account was speculative. The most
likely explanation may be that Mr Malone knew that none of the engineers
knew which strategies had been used and that an exercise to reconstruct what
had occurred would have to be undertaken. He therefore saw his Summary of
Manual as similar to an early draft of that exercise. Such an approach raises
fewer concerns about the potential for the Summary of Manual to confuse, but
means at least that Mr Malone knew from an early stage that no account of
strategy choices made existed or was easily discoverable. His subsequent
statements and actions must be seen against that background.

The strategy summary log
229.

A document that has been the subject of considerable interest is the Excel
spreadsheet entitled Strategy Summary Log.251 The provenance of this
document is controversial, but its contents are striking.

230.

Strategy Summary Log records that changes in W strategies occurred at the
following times:

250
251

Transcript, Terrence Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p6093: line 1].
Exhibit 1051, Email from Duty Engineer (Rob) to John Tibaldi, 15 January 2011, Attachment.
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a. Strategy W1 was engaged at or around 7:00 am on 6 January 2011252
b. Strategy W2 was engaged at or around 3:30 pm on 9 January 2011253
c. Strategy W3 was transitioned to at or around 7:15 pm and was engaged
by 9:04 pm on 9 January 2011254
d. Strategy W4 was engaged between 6:12 am and 12:00 pm on 11
January 2011.
231.

The times of the changes in operating strategies indicated in this document
differ from all other accounts (or reconstructions) of when the transitions
occurred.

The documentary record
232.

It seems that Strategy Summary Log was created by ‘saving as’ a version of
the flood event log on the evening of 15 January 2011. It was saved onto the
shared network space for the flood operations centre in the same electronic
folder as the flood event log.

233.

On the face of the document it is a record of the times at which different
operational strategies were engaged at Wivenhoe Dam. The points of
transition are unmistakably highlighted in bright yellow. Entries that were
contained in the flood event log, but which did not relate to choice of
strategies, were deleted. The name given to the file, the choice of rows to
delete and the insertion of the bright yellow rows make it clear that the
primary purpose of this document was as a record of the strategies that were
used.

234.

Four emails have been identified that attached Strategy Summary Log. The
copies of Strategy Summary Log attached to the emails are identical.

252

Exhibit 1051, Email from Duty Engineer (Rob) to John Tibaldi, 15 January 2011 [p2].
Exhibit 1051, Email from Duty Engineer (Rob) to John Tibaldi, 15 January 2011 [p7].
254
Exhibit 1051, Email from Duty Engineer (Rob) to John Tibaldi, 15 January 2011 [p8].
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a. At 6.57 pm on 15 January 2011, perhaps soon after the creation of the
spreadsheet, it was emailed from the Duty Engineer address to Mr
Tibaldi by a person who signed off as ‘Rob’.255
b. At 7.51 pm on 15 January 2011, Mr Tibaldi emailed the document to
the Duty Engineer email address.256
c. At 1.03 pm on 17 January 2011, Strategy Summary Log was emailed
from the Duty Engineer address to Mr Allen and Mr Drury.257
d. At 6.06 pm on 17 January 2011, the email sent to Mr Allen and Mr
Drury, including attachments, was forwarded from the Duty Engineer
address to Mr Ruffini’s email address.
235.

If this document was prepared, or closely reviewed, by a flood engineer then it
is significant as a record of that engineer’s recollection (or perhaps
reconstruction) of the strategies that were used. It might be of lesser
significance if it is the creation of a flood officer, although, as discussed
further below, the fact that it was brought into existence at all has freestanding
relevance.

The creation and circulation of Strategy Summary Log
236.

With the exceptions of Mr Ayre and Mr Allen, the evidence of those involved,
or potentially involved, in the creation and circulation of Strategy Summary
Log was characterised by a total lack of recollection.

Mr Tibaldi
237.

Mr Tibaldi said he had no recollection of the document or the emails sent to
and from him on 15 January 2011. He accepted that the 6.57 pm email
appeared to have been sent to him and assumed that he would have opened the
email and looked at the attachment at the time.258 He also accepted that it
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Exhibit 1051, Email from Duty Engineer (Rob) to John Tibaldi, 15 January 2011, 6:57pm.
Exhibit 1052, Email from John Tibaldi to Duty Engineer with attachment, 15 January 2011, 7:51pm.
257
Exhibit 1076, Email from Duty Engineer to Rob Drury and Peter Allen, 17 January 2011, 1:03pm.
258
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5065: line 12].
256
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appeared that he had sent an email that attached Strategy Summary Log at
7.51 pm that evening to then Duty Engineer, Mr Ruffini.259
238.

Mr Tibaldi acknowledged that on the same evening, 15 January 2011, he was
working on preparing part of a report for the Minister.260 This timing could
suggest that Strategy Summary Log was drafted to assist in preparing that
report, which did include a summary of the strategies used and the times at
which they were employed. (It is noted however, that those times as recorded
in the report to the Minister differed from those in Strategy Summary Log.)

Mr Ruffini
239.

Mr Ruffini accepted that an email attaching the strategy summary was sent to
him.261 He could not recall viewing the document or discussing it, but assumed
that he would have opened the email.262 Mr Ruffini disclaimed any
involvement in the preparation or review of the document.263

240.

Mr Ruffini accepted that the email attaching the Strategy Summary Log was
sent from the duty engineer account to Mr Drury and Mr Allen at the time that
Mr Ruffini was on duty, but had no recollection of sending the document
himself.264 He thought it unlikely that he would have sent the document to Mr
Drury or Mr Allen unless one of them had requested it.265

Mr Ayre
241.

Mr Ayre was the only witness able to recall anything about the creation of
Strategy Summary Log, although his evidence was variable and in parts
speculative. Mr Ayre assumed that the document was created in the time
between 5.30 pm and 7.00 pm on 15 January 2011.266 He said that he believed
he had not created the document and he was unable to recall who had.267 He
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Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5065: line 25-33].
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5066: line 40].
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Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5408: line 1].
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Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5408: line 10].
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Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5410: line 53].
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Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5408: line 55].
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Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5409: line 1].
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Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5294: line 21].
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Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5287: line 35]; Exhibit 1048, Statement of Rob Ayre, 30
January 2012 [p9: line 53].
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accepted it was possible he might have worked on it in collaboration with
others.268
242.

Mr Ayre’s best explanation of the origin of the document was that one of the
flood officers was told to do a high level filter of the flood event log on 15
January 2011. Mr Ayre suggested that in order to complete that task, the flood
officer created the separate spreadsheet Strategy Summary Log, stripped out
the information that did not relate to strategy and made an assessment of the
strategies used based on the remaining information, but in ignorance of release
rates, lake levels and naturally occurring flows.269 Mr Ayre suggested that:270
At the time we simply said, ‘Here's a copy of the manual. Have a go at
allocating what your interpretation is of the strategy at that given time’
When asked, Mr Ayre accepted that this was a reconstruction of events rather
than an actual recollection.271 If so, it is a reasonably detailed reconstruction.

243.

Mr Ayre rejected the suggestion that he might have been the person who
inserted the strategies after a flood officer had done an initial edit of the
document.272 He pointed to the inclusion of strategy W4B in the spreadsheet,
which he said all duty engineers knew had never been engaged.273 However,
Mr Ayre did not rule out the possibility that he created the document in the
first instance and then made suggestions as to how someone else might
complete the task.274

244.

Mr Ayre suggested that Mr Navruk or Mr Pokarier was probably the author of
the Strategy Summary Log.275 At one point Mr Ayre suggested that he
delegated the task of creating the Strategy Summary Log to one of Mr Navruk,
Mr Pokarier, or possibly Mr Drury.276 When questioned further on this point
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Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5293: line 18].
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5242: line 38]; [p5244: line 41]; [p5246: line 9].
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Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5246: line 9].
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Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5293: line 55].
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Exhibit 1049, Statement of Rob Ayre, 1 February 2012 [p9: para 67].
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Transcript, Robert Ayre, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6110: line 23]; Exhibit 1049, Statement of Rob Ayre, 1
February 2012 [p10: para 76].
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Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5201: line 9; p5293: line 19].
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Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5243: line 19].
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Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5293: line 39].
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Mr Ayre was unsure as to whether it was himself, Mr Tibaldi or Mr Drury
who had given the instruction to the flood officer,277 but was relatively
confident that it was one of the three.278 The document was then sent to Mr
Tibaldi to assist him with preparing the briefing for the Minister.279 Mr Ayre’s
understanding was that Mr Tibaldi would review the document.280
245.

Mr Ayre explained that the Minister’s office had requested that the briefing for
the Minister focus on what had occurred on 11 January 2011 and that,
accordingly, this was the focus of the engineers’ work.281 For this reason,
apparently, the work of considering the timing of strategies other than W4 was
delegated to a flood officer or Mr Drury. Mr Ayre accepted that this process
was flawed, but said that at the time there were not enough resources or time
to do a comprehensive report and that it would have been grossly unfair to
make the already exhausted flood engineers work through the night to verify
all aspects of the work that was done.282

246.

Mr Ayre gave inconsistent accounts about whether the ‘Rob’ who sent the
6.57 pm email attaching Strategy Summary was himself or Mr Drury. On 30
January 2012 Mr Ayre provided a statement to the Commission saying that he
sent the email,283 but then provided a second statement on 1 February 2012
stating that he no longer believed this to be true.284 He acknowledged that he
had seen media coverage on 31 January 2012 that referred to Strategy
Summary Log and the 6.57 pm email.285 In oral evidence Mr Ayre said that he
had no specific recollection286 and simply did not know whether or not he had
sent the email.287

247.

Mr Ayre had some recollection that ‘a document like’ Strategy Summary Log
was discussed amongst the engineers, looking at it on a computer screen, and
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Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5293: line 39].
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5293: line 51].
279
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5243: line 23].
280
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5245: line 39].
281
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5247: line 8].
282
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5247: line 43]. In saying so Mr Ayre appears to have
assumed that Strategy Summary Log was created for the purpose of the Minister’s brief.
283
Exhibit 1048, Statement of Rob Ayre, 30 January 2012 [p9: para 53].
284
Exhibit 1049, Statement of Rob Ayre, 1 February 2012 [p9: para 66].
285
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 11 February 2012 [p6109: line 26].
286
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5245: line 30].
287
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6109: line 45].
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that they reached the conclusion that it contained errors. Mr Ayre was unsure
if the document discussed was in fact Strategy Summary Log.288
248.

Although some parts of his evidence were qualified, Mr Ayre’s ability to give
this much of an account of how Strategy Summary Log was prepared shows
he had at least some involvement with the document.

Mr Malone
249.

Mr Malone had no recollection of seeing Strategy Summary Log and was
unable to explain its purpose.289

250.

The only assistance Mr Malone could provide the Commission was to
comment that he had seen Mr Drury working on a computer in the flood
operations centre at the time Strategy Summary Log was probably written.290
It struck Mr Malone as unlike Mr Ayre to have written a document like
Strategy Summary Log or to have sent the email to Mr Tibaldi signed Rob, as
Mr Malone believed Mr Ayre’s practice was to write his name and position on
all emails and to send documents to all of the flood engineers when he
circulated them.291

Mr Drury
251.

Mr Drury denied having any recollection of being involved in the creation of
Strategy Summary Log, although accepted he was in the flood operations
centre at around the time it was probably created.292 He said he had no
recollection of the document, would not have known how to create it and
would not know where to find the flood event log that likely formed the base
of the document.293 He said that he had no recollection of sending the email
signed ‘Rob’ that attached Strategy Summary Log and pointed to the fact he
had sent an email from another email account around the time that email was
sent.294
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Exhibit 1048, Statement of Rob Ayre, 30 January 2012 [p9: line 53].
Transcript, Terrance Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5307: line 4].
290
Transcript, Terrance Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5307: line 41].
291
Transcript, Terrance Malone, 4 February 2012, Brisbane [p5307: line 46].
292
Transcript, Robert Drury, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5605: line 13].
293
Transcript, Robert Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5504: line 54].
294
Transcript, Robert Drury, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5505: line 20; p5603: line 24].
289
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Mr Allen
252.

The emails indicate that Mr Allen’s involvement with Strategy Summary Log
was as the recipient of an email on 17 January 2011. Mr Allen gave evidence
that he recalled having seen the document and the yellow lines that referred to
W strategies295 sometime in the period 15 to 17 January 2011.296

Mr Borrows
253.

Mr Borrows had no recollection of ever seeing Strategy Summary Log.297

Mr Navruk
254.

Mr Navruk was the flood officer on duty at the time Strategy Summary Log
was probably created on 15 January 2011. He finished his shift at 7.00pm, 298 a
few minutes after the first email circulating Strategy Summary Log was sent.

255.

Mr Navruk said that he believed he had not created the document, but could
not rule out having assisted in its creation.299 He did not recall having worked
on the document, but thought that creating a copy of the flood event log and
removing some of the rows was the type of task a flood engineer might have
asked him to do.300 He would not have entered the strategies into the
document, but might have provided the modified document to someone else to
do so.301 Mr Navruk commented that if he had been asked to perform the task
of assigning strategies, he would have done it by reference to lake levels to
determine when W1 was exceeded.302 (An approach apparently not adopted by
the author of Strategy Summary Log).

256.

Mr Navruk’s view was that if he did assist in the creation of the document, he
must have done so at the request of one of the three duty engineers who was at
the flood operations centre at that time or Mr Drury.303
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Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [5918: line 31].
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5919: line 24].
297
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5958: line 4].
298
Transcript, Albert Navruk, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5966: line 15].
299
Transcript, Albert Navruk, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5975: line 37].
300
Transcript, Albert Navruk, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5976: line 18, 27; p5977: line 37].
301
Transcript, Albert Navruk, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5976: line 27; p5977: line 37].
302
Transcript, Albert Navruk, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5983: line 2].
303
Transcript, Albert Navruk, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5976: line 48].
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Mr Van Blerk
257.

Mr Van Blerk was the flood officer on duty at the times of the 1.03 pm and
6.06 pm emails that circulated Strategy Summary Log on 17 January 2011.304
Mr Van Blerk had no recollection of having seen Strategy Summary Log305
and said that he did not send either of the emails.306

The other flood officers
258.

None of the other flood officers recalled having seen Strategy Summary Log
or having sent an email that attached it.307

Conclusions on the strategy summary log
259.

Mr Ayre was the only witness before the Commission who was able to
provide some explanation for the likely origin and use of Strategy Summary
Log. He was clear that he was not the sole author of the document, and indeed
it may be unlikely that he was. However, he was tentative and variable in his
account as to whether he was responsible for the initial circulation of it on the
evening of 15 January 2011. That email was signed ‘Rob’ and was presumably
sent by either Mr Drury or Mr Ayre, the only two ‘Rob’s’ with access to the
email account from which the email was sent at that time. Mr Drury’s firm
denial and seemingly valid explanation must be contrasted with Mr Ayre’s
account, which betrays at least some knowledge about the document and is
relevantly inconsistent. General conclusions about Mr Ayre’s credibility will
also be relevant to the resolution of this issue. It seems probable that Mr Ayre
was the author of the email. The suggestion that Mr Ayre customarily signs off
using his full name rather than just ‘Rob’308 does not advance the analysis. It is
clear that on occasions Mr Ayre does use the sign off ‘Rob’309 and no attempt
was made to isolate the context in which ‘Rob’ sent the email to Mr Tibaldi on
15 January 2011 as being one in which he would certainly not have signed off
in this fashion.
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Exhibit 1139, Statement of Petrus Gerhardus Louw Van Blerk, 30 January 2012 [p2: para 6(c)].
Transcript, Petrus Gerhardus Louw Van Blerk, Brisbane, 11 February 2012 [p6030: line 53].
306
Transcript, Petrus Gerhardus Louw Van Blerk, Brisbane, 11 February 2012 [p6031: line 26].
307
Transcript, David Pokarier, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5987: line 37]; Transcript, Kim Hang, 10 February
2012, Brisbane [p6002: line 2]; Transcript, Richard Stephens, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5999: line 20];
Transcript, John West, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p6007: line 23]; Transcript, Neville Ablitt, 9 February 2012
Brisbane [p5861: line 57]; Transcript, Mark Tan, Brisbane 11 February 2012 [p6037: line 37].
308
Transcript, Rob Ayre, Brisbane, 11 February 2012 [p6116: line 27].
309
Transcript, Rob Ayre, Brisbane, 11 February 2012 [p6121: line 21].
305
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260.

The question as to who actually authored Strategy Summary Log is more
difficult to resolve. Mr Ayre was the only person who professed any
recollection as to the origin of the document, but he attributed authorship to
either a flood officer or Mr Drury, acting under Mr Ayre’s instructions. Mr
Drury was firm in saying that he had no recollection of having been involved.
None of the flood officers could recall having created it, although Mr Navruk
was open to the possibility that he might have assisted in creating the
document and removing the rows unrelated to strategy choices.

261.

Mr Ayre and Mr Malone both thought that the document was unlikely to have
been authored by a flood engineer and a contrary finding cannot be made with
certainty. However, at a minimum, it seems clear that Strategy Summary Log
was prepared with the involvement of Mr Ayre. The degree to which he was
involved does not matter – even his being aware of the document gives rise to
further questions.

262.

It is striking that the exercise of preparing Strategy Summary Log was
undertaken at all, given that the relevant strategy decisions were made only a
few days earlier. If conscious choices as to strategies had been made by the
engineers there would have been no need to undertake a textual analysis of the
flood event log to identify which strategies had been used. For the period
under investigation, there really were only two transitions of relevance, and
one of those – to W4 – was, as Mr Ayre explained, being dealt with elsewhere
to the Strategy Summary Log exercise. On this version of events, the author of
Strategy Summary Log was left only the need to establish what happened, and
when, at the point W1 was exceeded. Determining the point at which that
occurred ought to have been simplicity itself; one glance at the lake level
information would have established when W1 was left behind. Mr Ayre was
on duty when W1 was exceeded. It is interesting, to the point of concern, that
Mr Ayre did not volunteer that he had the answer to the principal question he
had apparently asked to be investigated. One word from Mr Ayre could have
resolved the entire issue, at least for the decisions made on his shift on 8
January 2012. Given that Strategy Summary Log was prepared during a flood
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event at a time that resources were already heavily strained, it is very difficult
to accept that it was created out of interest or as a checking exercise.
263.

Even if it is accepted that the decision was made to commit considerable
amounts of what was, by then, scarce energy to resolving a question Mr Ayre
could have answered in a few words, it is strange that Mr Ayre apparently then
sent, or at allowed to be sent, the spreadsheet to Mr Tibaldi without first
reviewing it. If Mr Ayre had made a conscious decision to bypass W2 a week
earlier, then with even a cursory scan of Strategy Summary Log he would
have identified the errors shown in bright yellow highlighting.

264.

As for the other documents being prepared at this time, the energy applied to
preparing Strategy Summary Log on 15 January 2011 contrasts starkly with
the lack of concern for recording strategies prior to this date. It demonstrates
knowledge of the importance of presenting a record of strategy choices for
review by senior management and external parties.

265.

It is significant that someone, probably Mr Ayre, thought the document
sufficiently useful to send it to Mr Tibaldi on the evening of 15 January 2011,
while Mr Tibaldi was drafting the Minister’s report. It is also significant that
Mr Tibaldi then recirculated it to Mr Ruffini later that night and that someone,
probably Mr Ruffini, then sent it to Mr Drury and Mr Allen on 17 January and
subsequently forwarded the email to Mr Ruffini’s personal address. The
inference is open that all of the recipients of Strategy Summary Log read it,
particularly those who recirculated it. A number of points follow from this.

266.

These multiple circulations suggest that it was a document that was regarded
as more useful than, as Mr Ayre suggested, simply an uninformed person’s
best attempt at extrapolating the strategies used based solely on the flood event
log. Something immediately recognisable by a flood engineer as nonsensical
would not be circulated in that fashion. The fact that it was distributed by at
least one and perhaps three of the flood engineers suggests it had more
currency than that.
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267.

It is also relevant that there appears to have been no contemporaneous
rejection of Strategy Summary Log, aside from the fact its contents were not
reflected in the brief to the Minister. There are no reply emails dismissing its
worth, nor amended drafts correcting errors. Mr Ayre claims that there was an
oral discussion amongst the engineers about a document that may have been
Strategy Summary Log in which they concluded that it should be rejected.
None of the other engineers profess to having any recollection of the
document at all, let alone a considered discussion of its contents. If Mr Ayre’s
account of this conversation is truthful, it is remarkable that no one else
remembers it. If Mr Ayre’s account is not true, that conclusion should also be
added to the material relevant to his credibility.

268.

At the very least, this document, and the existence of other different accounts
of the strategies used in Mr Malone’s Summary of Manual and the Minister’s
brief, point clearly towards a finding that there was no shared understanding
amongst the engineers as to the time at which strategies had been implemented
during the January 2011 flood event. In particular, there was probably no
understanding, and certainly no common understanding, of whether anything
and if so what, had occurred when strategy W1 was ‘exceeded’. All this
supports the proposition that for some periods the engineers operating
Wivenhoe dam simply did not know whether they were in W2 or W3 and,
accordingly, were in breach of the Manual.

269.

A further conclusion follows. Mr Ayre’s decision to commit limited resources
towards identifying which strategies had been in use, either by drafting
Strategy Summary Log himself or delegating it to Mr Drury or a flood officer,
shows that Mr Ayre was aware that there was a need to have such a record,
that one did not already exist and that a record could not be created simply by
asking the other engineers what they had done. A version of events would
have to be reconstructed.

The briefing note to the Minister
270.

The Minister for Natural Resources, Mines and Energy and Minister for
Trade, Mr Stephen Robertson, requested a briefing note about the January
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2011 flood event and Wivenhoe dam operations prior to the Emergency
Cabinet Meeting on 17 January 2011.
271.

That briefing note was provided to the Minister by the chief executive of the
SEQ Water Grid Manager, Mr Barry Dennien, through the Director-General of
DERM, Mr John Bradley on 17 January 2011.310 The briefing note had five
attachments. Relevantly for the Commission’s purposes, Attachment A was a
ministerial briefing note from Seqwater; Attachment D was the Flood
Mitigation Manual compliance review by Mr Brian Cooper, and Mr Cooper’s
curriculum vitae.311

272.

Attachment A, Seqwater’s ministerial briefing note provides information to
the Minister about 4 topics: background information on Wivenhoe dam, flood
operations, the flood mitigation manual, the regulatory context and the flood
event report. The last section sets out Seqwater’s intention to produce a
comprehensive flood event report in accordance with its obligation under the
Wivenhoe manual, and attaches a report titled ‘January 2011 Flood Event
Report’ which it recommends should be utilised ‘…in the short term…as the
basis for communications and discussion.’312

273.

The genesis of this ‘January 2011 Flood Event Report’, and others’ awareness
of its content, is relevant to the matters currently under consideration by the
Commission because it contains an account of when the strategies under the
manual were used during the event. That account is contained in a table under
the heading ‘Event Decision Making’, an extract of which appears below:313

DATE AND TIME

FLOOD EVENT MILESTONE

15:00 07/01/2011

Wivenhoe releases commence, with operational strategy W1 in use.

(Friday)

Rainfall for the next four days is estimated to be between 140mm and
300mm, with a forecast for rain easing on Tuesday 11 January 2011.
All bridges downstream of the dam with the exception of Fernvale
Bridge and Mt Crosby Weir Bridge are expected to be inundated for a

310

Exhibit 11, Statement of Stephen Robertson, 1 April 2011, Annexure SR-12 [p1].
Exhibit 11, Statement of Stephen Robertson, 1 April 2011, Annexure SR-12 [p2].
312
Exhibit 11, Statement of Stephen Robertson, 1 April 2011, Annexure SR-12, Attachment A [p12].
313
Exhibit 11, Statement of Stephen Robertson, 1 April 2011, Annexure SR-12, Attachment A, ‘January 2011
Flood Event Report’ [p7-9]. Rows prior to 7 January and after 11.00 am on 11 January have been removed.
311
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number of days.
06:00 09/01/2011

Moderate to heavy rain periods forecast until Tuesday, but both

(Sunday)

Wivenhoe and Somerset dam levels were falling slowly, with
Somerset at 1.27 m AHD above FSL and Wivenhoe 1.58 m AHD
above FSL.

15:30 09/01/2011

Following significant rain during the day a meeting of Duty Engineers

(Sunday)

is held. The QPF issued at 16:00 indicates 50mm to 80mm over the
next 24 hours. Based on this forecast, it is anticipated that dam levels
can be held to a maximum of 3.50 m AHD above FSL in Somerset
and 5.5 m AHD above FSL in Wivenhoe. However, by 19:00 it was
apparent that both Fernvale Bridge and Mt Crosby Weir Bridge would
be inundated by the combined dam releases and Lockyer Creek flows
and that the operational strategy had progressed to W2.

06:30 10/01/2011

Rainfall continued during the night and based on rainfall on the

(Monday)

ground it was apparent the operational strategy had progressed to
W3.

06:30 10/01/2011

Rainfall continued during the day but based on rainfall on the ground,

(Monday)

operational strategy W3 remained in use. However it was apparent
that any further heavy rain would result in progression of the
operational strategy to W4.

08:00 11/01/2011

Rainfall continued during the night with isolated heavy falls in the

(Tuesday)

Wivenhoe Dam catchment area and based on rainfall on the ground it
was apparent the operational strategy would soon progress to W4
with Wivenhoe Dam exceeding 8.00 m AHD above FSL. The objective
now was to limit outflows and subsequent flood damage to urban
areas, while ensuring the structural safety of the dam.

11:00 11/01/2011

Rapid inflows were experienced in Wivenhoe Dam, with the dam

(Tuesday)

rising almost a metre in eight hours. Releases were increased until
the dam level stabilised in accordance with Strategy W4. Computer
models were not reflecting actual dam inflows due to intense point
rainfalls in the immediate catchment around the dam. Falls are
estimated to be similar to those experienced at both Toowoomba and
Upper Lockyer the previous day and are falling outside and between
existing rain gauges.
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274.

The table clearly suggests that the strategies were actually employed at the
times indicated.

Production of the briefing note
275.

The flood event log records a teleconference between Mr Malone (then the
duty engineer), Mr Ayre, Mr Tibaldi, Mr Drury, Mr Allen, Mr Borrows, Mr
Bradley and Mr Robert Reilly (General Manager of the Office of the Water
Supply Regulator, DERM) at 2.00 pm on 15 January 2011. The flood event
log records that the teleconference was to discuss a report for the Minister by
close of business on Sunday 16 January 2011.314

276.

Mr Drury gave evidence that it was left to the flood operations centre and him
to put the report to the Minister together.315 The flood event log records Mr
Drury arriving at the flood operations centre at 5.00 pm.316 Mr Malone and Mr
Ayre had been there since the 2.00 pm teleconference.317 (Mr Malone was the
duty engineer on shift.318) Mr Ruffini was on shift from 7.00 pm that evening
until 7.00 am on 16 January.

277.

Mr Drury, Mr Ayre, Mr Tibaldi and Mr Malone had a discussion about what
each of them would do to prepare the briefing note.319 None of those persons
could recall exactly what each of them did. Some of them may have been
involved in the production of the Strategy Summary Log, which is discussed
above. The evidence suggests that:
a. Mr Tibaldi wrote the text of the ‘January 2011 Flood Event Report’,320
including the table extracted in part above. It appears he completed the
table between 6.34 pm on 15 January when he sent a version to Rob
Drury that did not include the table,321 and 9.10 pm on 15 January went
he sent a draft to, Mr Borrows, Mr Drury, Mr Ruffini, Mr Malone, his

314

Exhibit 23, Unredacted flood event log, entry for 2.00pm, 15 January 2011.
Transcript, Robert Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5499: line 30].
316
Exhibit 23, Unredacted flood event log, entry for 5.00pm, 15 January 2011.
317
Transcript, Albert Navruk, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5972: line 55].
318
Exhibit 24, Seqwater, January 2011 Flood Event, Report on the Operation of Somerset Dam and Wivenhoe
Dam, 2 March 2011 [p35].
319
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5198: line 30].
320
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5067: line 10].
321
Exhibit 1095, Email, John Tibaldi to Rob Drury titled ‘Full document - JT Draft – 02’, 6.34pm, 15 January
2011.
315
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own Seqwater email account and the Duty Engineer email account.322
As Mr Tibaldi has no memory of 15 January,323 there is no evidence of
how he went about creating this document.
b. Mr Drury stated that he was involved in pulling together parts of the
‘front of the briefing note’.324 He says he did not discuss the use of
strategies with any of the flood engineers during the production of the
briefing note.325
c. Mr Malone did some modelling work to produce the graphs on page
4.326
d. Mr Ayre spent time gathering background documents327 and adding
comments and annotations of gate directives to a gate operations
spreadsheet relevant to the morning of 11 January 2011.328
278.

Mr Ruffini was not involved in preparing the briefing note during the evening
of 15 January because he was the duty engineer.329

Awareness of the briefing note – flood engineers
279.

Mr Tibaldi provided a draft version of the ‘January 2011 Flood Event Report’
section of the briefing note by email to the other flood engineers and the Duty
Engineer email account at 9.10 pm, 15 January 2011.330 A further draft was
sent to the Duty Engineer account and Mr Ayre and Mr Ruffini’s work
accounts at 6.42 am on 16 January 2011.331 A further draft was then sent to the
same recipients at 8.17 am on 16 January 2011.332 Those emails included a
table identical to that which appeared in the final briefing note. The Duty
Engineer email account was also sent copies of later versions of the whole

Exhibit 1053, Email, John Tibaldi to Peter Borrows, Rob Drury, John Ruffini, John Tibaldi, Terry
Malone, Rob Drury, Duty Seq, 9:10pm, 15 January 2011.
322
323

Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5064: line 17]; [p5066: line 40].
Transcript, Robert Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5500: line 1-39].
325
Transcript, Robert Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5504: line 7-30].
326
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5324: line 15].
327
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5199: line 20-50].
328
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5200: line 23].
329
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5407: line 20-50].
330
Exhibit 1053, Email, John Tibaldi to Peter Borrows, Rob Drury, John Ruffini, John Tibaldi, Terry
324

Malone, Rob Drury, Duty Seq, 9:10pm, 15 January 2011.
331
332

Email, John Tibaldi to Duty Engineer, John Ruffini, Rob Ayre, 6.42am, 16 January 2011.
Email, John Tibaldi to Duty Engineer, John Ruffini, Rob Ayre, 8.17am, 16 January 2011.
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briefing note, by Peter Allen at 11.58 am on 16 January,333 and by Peter
Borrows at 3.59 pm334 and 4.28 pm335 on 16 January 2011.
280.

Mr Ayre said he could not recall reading the version of the Ministerial briefing
note which was sent to him at 9.10 pm.336 John Tibaldi had sent it to the Duty
Engineer account but Mr Ayre was not on shift until 7.00 am this next
morning (16 January).337 Mr Ayre was sent that and other drafts to his
SunWater email account and the Duty Engineer account during 16 January.
Mr Ayre said he was concentrating on operating the dams during his shift.338
He later said that he focussed on the Tuesday morning section of the report
and was unlikely to have read the rest.339 He agreed it was not a lengthy
document.340

281.

The inference is open that Mr Ayre did in fact read the brief on 15 or 16
January 2011. He ought to have had access to it in more than one email
account; it was an important document to go to the responsible Minister; he
was a senior flood operations engineer and involved in directing the strategy
for the event; and he was specifically requested to be at the teleconference.341

282.

Mr Malone says that he had a minor role in the production of the material for
the Minister.342 He said he was concentrating on operating the dam, as he was
on shift until 7.00 pm on 15 January.343 He said he could not recall seeing a
copy of the brief at the time.344 He recalled meeting with Mr Borrows, Mr
Tibaldi and Mr Ayre on 16 January 2011 about the briefing note, but said that
even at that stage he did not familiarise himself with the briefing note.345 He

333

Exhibit 1065, Email, Peter Allen to Sent to Rob Drury, Peter Borrows, Duty Seq, John Bradley, Barry Dennien,
Daniel Spiller, Micahel Lyons, Elaina Smouha, Peter Allen, Mike Foster, Bob Reilly, 11.58am, 16 January 2011.
334
Exhibit 1067, Email, Peter Borrows to recipients, including Bob Reilly, Rob Drury, Duty Seq, John Bradley,
Barry Dennien, Dan Spiller, Peter Allen, 3.59pm, 16 January 2011.
335
Exhibit 1069, Email, Peter Borrows to recipients, including Bob Reilly, Rob Drury, Duty Seq, John Bradley,
Barry Dennien, Dan Spiller, Peter Allen, 4.28pm, 16 January 2011.
336
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5203: line 20].
337
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5203: line 20].
338
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5203: line 52] - [p5204: line 39]; Exhibit 1049, Seventh
Statement of Robert Ayre, 1 February 2012 [p9: para 64].
339
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5204: line 36].
340
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5204: line 50].
341
Exhibit 23, unredacted event log, entry for 12.12pm, 15 January 2011.
342
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5321: line 22].
343
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5320: line 30-58].
344
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5308: line 43].
345
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5321: line 50].
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accepted that he ‘could have’ read it.346 The inference is open, for the reasons
expressed above in respect of Mr Ayre, and the added reason of his meeting
with Mr Borrows, that Mr Malone did read the brief on 15 or 16 January 2011.
283.

Mr Ruffini said that he never saw a draft of the briefing note.347 He said he
was not involved in discussions with Mr Tibaldi, Mr Malone or Mr Ayre about
it.348 He said he was exhausted and had many other pressing concerns
including from his full time role at DERM.349 He accepts that he was sent the
document four times, but says he never opened it.350 This is in stark contrast
with his evidence about the strategy summary log, where he stated that
although he does not recall it, he ‘can’t imagine [he] wouldn’t have opened it
up and at least glanced at it’ because it was in his email inbox.351 The
inference is clearly open that Mr Ruffini looked at the ministerial briefing note
before it was finalised.

Awareness of the briefing note – others
284.

Numerous drafts of the report were circulated to many persons involved in the
agencies relevant to the operation of Wivenhoe dam: Seqwater, SEQ Water
Grid Manager, DERM and the Minister’s office. In evidence, some claimed
they had not opened or read the document. The state of the evidence for each
person is as follows:
a. Mr Robertson said he read the ‘January 2011 Flood Event Report’
section of the briefing note.352
b. Mr Smith had no recollection of ever receiving the briefing note.353
c. Mr Dennien said he read the Seqwater section of the briefing note, but
did not read the table of event decision making in any detail354 (of
which part is extracted above)

346

Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5322: line 20].
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5411: line 55].
348
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5412: line 5].
349
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5412: line 20].
350
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5412-5413].
351
Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5408: line 10].
352
Transcript, Stephen Robertson, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5788: line 29-45].
353
Transcript, Ken Smith, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p6025: line 2].
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d. Mr Spiller said he would have read through the entire document when
he received it by email from Mr Borrows at 4.28pm on 16 January
2011.355
e. Mr Borrows said he read the Seqwater contribution to the briefing note
in its entirety.356
f. Mr Pruss said he read the briefing note and glanced through the
attachments. He recalled the fact that there was a table which detailed
when each strategy had been used.357
g. Mr Drury said he glanced through the final briefing note, but would
not have gone through the details or questioned any of the data or
information inserted by the flood engineers.358
h. Mr Bradley, then Director-General of DERM received several versions
of the Ministerial Briefing note, and was involved in its preparation.359
He forwarded the preliminary draft of the briefing note to the
Minister’s office at 10.33pm on Sunday 16 January 2011, and met with
the Minister the following morning when the report was tabled.360

Conclusions on Ministerial briefing note
285.

The times recorded for the use of particular strategies under the manual in the
briefing note are inconsistent with the Summary of the Manual document, the
Strategy Summary Log and, as will be explored in the next section, the flood
event report dated 2 March 2011.361

286.

Mr Tibaldi gave evidence that it was not surprising that the table was ‘wrong’
in the briefing note, given the circumstances in which it was created; it was
written in ‘two hours’ and he hadn’t slept for a long time.362 He gave evidence
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Transcript, Barry Dennien, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5671: line 40-50].
Transcript, Daniel Spiller, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5630: line 32].
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Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6050: line 50] – [p6051: line 20].
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Transcript, Robert Drury, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5504: line 39]; [p5509: line 32]..
359
Exhibit 390, Statement of John Bradley, 4 April 2011, Annexure JNB-30; Exhibit 1150, Statement of John
Bradley, 1 February 2012 [p4: para 21]
360
Exhibit 1150, Statement of John Bradley, 1 February 2012 [p4: para 22].
361
Exhibit 24.
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that to reflect accurately when strategies had been employed, he would have to
complete the exercise he did to create the March report (a thorough
consideration of all the objective evidence), which he did not do to produce
this document.363
287.

Mr Robertson gave evidence that he assumed the briefing note to be correct,
but wouldn’t have been surprised if the account of the event changed between
his briefing note and the formal flood event report.364 He recognised the short
timeframe in which the briefing note was required to be completed and the
fact that the flood engineers had completed it during a stressful, difficult time,
while they were still managing a flood event.365 He gave evidence that quite
regularly, initial information given in a briefing note might change upon a
more detailed review.366

288.

There was some evidence before the Commission that some of the flood
engineers were in a fragile state, physically and emotionally, at the time they
were required to produce the briefing note.367 Mr Tibaldi became emotional in
the witness box when asked to recall the events of 15 January 2011.368 He said
‘there was to be a press conference and they wanted one of the flood engineers
to go and I just couldn't go, I just couldn't. Sorry. I just can't remember that
day.’369 He said that he was not operating at a level where he could write
something of the nature of a briefing note for a Minister.370Mr Drury gave
evidence that he knew the engineers were ‘pretty tired’.371

289.

While those matters might go some way to explaining errors on behalf of the
original author of the document, they do not explain why those errors were
allowed to remain until the finished brief was presented to the Minister. All
four flood engineers were sent numerous drafts of the briefing note. The
briefing note was destined for the Minister; it was an important document. The
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Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5067: line 41].
Transcript, Stephen Robertson, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5790: line 2-50].
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flood engineers were, by now, keenly aware that their conduct would be
judged – this was the first formal account of how they used the strategies
during the event. All of them must have recognised that it was important that
this document be accurate.
290.

As for the other documents being prepared at this time, the energy applied to
preparing the brief for the Minister on contrasts starkly with the lack of
concern for recording strategies prior to this date. It demonstrates knowledge
of the importance of presenting a record of strategy choices for review by
senior management and external parties.

291.

Against this background, it is difficult to accept the oral testimony of Mr
Malone, Mr Ayre and Mr Ruffini that they did not open the documents
emailed to them. As stated above, it is open to infer, in the face of this
testimony that they did read versions of this document. All versions they
received included the ‘erroneous’ references to strategy W2 being invoked at
7.00pm on 9 January and W3 being implemented at 6.30am on 10 January. If
they had read that section, and knew it to be incorrect, they would surely have
raised it with the other flood engineers or with Mr Drury or Mr Borrows. Their
failure to comment on the brief must therefore indicate that they thought that
the attribution of strategies to times was correct (or at least it was not so
plainly wrong as to warrant comment). This supports the inference that none
of them knew which strategies had been used during the event, at least until
the implementation of W4 on Tuesday 11 January.

292.

A further matter arises from this Ministerial briefing note. If the flood
engineers did, honestly, consider that the March flood event report was
accurate and that this briefing note was produced in error, it is surprising that
they did not take steps to identify those errors to the Minister, the SEQ Water
Grid Manager and Seqwater management. It is not enough to produce a report
which contradicts the briefing note and present it to those persons – efforts
should have been made to correct the record as soon as it was found to be
false: in this case, if the flood engineers are to be believed, when Mr Tibaldi
discovered that W2 was not used during the flood event.
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Conclusions from Summary of Manual, Strategy Summary Log and
the brief for the Minister
293.

Mr Malone’s Summary of Manual, the Strategy Summary Log and Mr
Tibaldi’s brief for the Minister were all written and reviewed over the three
days from 15 January 2011 to 17 January 2011. All three exercises came to
different conclusions about the times at which the different strategies were
engaged. There is no evidence on their face to suggest that they are iterations
of a single draft. Although several individuals had the opportunity to review
all three documents, no one has professed a recollection of having done so.
Collectively, these documents point towards a number of findings:
a. All of the flood engineers were aware of the need to present a record of
the strategies used in the January 2011 flood event. They were
prepared to dedicate scarce resources to compiling that record.
b. None of the flood engineers felt able to rely on their own, or each
others’, recollections of the strategies that were used to prepare the
record. The events were then very recent and memories were yet to
fade. This strongly suggests they accepted that none of them knew
which strategy they were in during the flood event, at least until they
reached W4.
c. Despite knowing that they were preparing a reconstruction of events,
they framed the language of their drafts as if it was a record of what
had actually occurred. This was done to give the impression to senior
management and external reviewers that clear conscious choices had
been made about the strategies used during the flood event.
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6. The creation and approval of the March report
Evidence as to states of mind – 24 January to 1 February 2011
Responsibility for the report
294.

After the flood event concluded on 20 January 2011, Seqwater turned attention
to the need for a flood event report as required by section 2.9 of the Wivenhoe
manual. Mr Tibaldi was the primary author of most of the report; in particular
he wrote sections 2 (Flood Event Summary) and 10 (Manual Compliance),372
which contain the information about the use of each of the strategies under the
manual. Mr Malone said he wrote parts 5, 6, 8 and 9 of the report.373 Mr Ayre
said that he wrote parts 5 and 7.374

295.

Mr Tibaldi and Mr Malone were in the flood operations centre full time during
the period of the production of the report.375 Mr Tibaldi gave evidence that he
started work on the report on 24 January 2011376 and was working on it up
until the end of February 2011.377 He was drafting sections of the report.378 Mr
Malone provided data to Mr Tibaldi to use for his parts of the report,379 and
gave advice to him as to the analysis of that data.380

296.

Mr Ruffini was not often in the flood operations centre while the report was
being written; he had responsibilities to fulfil within his full time role with
DERM.381 There are different accounts of Mr Ayre’s presence in the flood
operations centre. Mr Tibaldi gave evidence that Mr Ayre was in the flood
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Exhibit 1036, Eleventh Statement of John Tibaldi, 1 February 2012 [p1: para 4]; Exhibit 55,
Transcript of Interview of John Tibaldi with Commission Staff, 29 March 2011 [p6: line 10]; Exhibit
1075, Statement of Terrence Malone, 1 February 2012 [p1: para 3]; [p2: para 4]; Exhibit 1048, Sixth
Statement of Rob Ayre, 30 January 2012 [p4: para 22].
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Exhibit 1075, Statement of Terrence Malone, 1 February 2012 [p2: para 4].
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Exhibit 1048, Sixth Statement of Rob Ayre, 30 January 2012 [p10: para 64, 71].
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Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5023: line 40].
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Interview with Commission Staff, 29 March 2011 [p44: line 44]; Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February
2012, Brisbane [p5023: line 52].
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operations centre only occasionally, and that he was busy with work for
SunWater.382 Mr Ayre gave evidence that he was offline from his usual job at
SunWater and was tasked, full time, to the production of the flood event
report;383 he still had some responsibilities to SunWater but was operating out
of the flood operations centre for a large portion of his time.384 Mr Malone
said that Mr Ayre was in the flood operations centre ‘on and off’.385
297.

Mr Tibaldi said that he did not give drafts of the reports to the other flood
engineers until he thought it was in a state suitable to distribute.386 Between 24
January and 1 February, he created that draft.

Mr Tibaldi’s production of a draft for circulation
298.

The methodology adopted by Mr Tibaldi for the production of his parts of the
report was the subject of much evidence. In his statement to the Commission,
Mr Tibaldi stated that he looked at source data available to him in the flood
operations centre to prepare drafts of the report.387 Mr Tibaldi said in evidence
that the data he would have used included the situation reports,388 lake levels,
release rates,389 technical situations report, directives and the flood event
log.390 He said he completed the draft for distribution primarily using that data,
although he opines that he would have had conversations with the other flood
engineers about it.391 He thought that starting with the facts was the best
process.392

299.

It cannot be suggested that Mr Tibaldi should have written the report entirely
from his own personal recollections of what occurred: he was on duty for only
96 of the 324 hours in the flood event, and had only two shifts prior to the time
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Exhibit 1036, Statement of John Tibaldi, 1 February 2012 [p2: para 8]; Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2
February 2012, Brisbane [p5023: line 52].
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at which strategy W4 was applied.393 He also said that when he started to
prepare the report, he did not have a clear recollection of events that occurred
during the flood event.394
300.

He agreed that he did not ask for, nor have reference to, the personal
recollections of the other flood engineers during his production of the draft
report to be circulated to the others.395 When asked why it was that he did not
ask the other flood engineers what strategy they were using, he said he did not
think that was a good process. He said that he did not think it was a good
process for the flood engineers to be ‘sitting around sort of throwing in ideas’
for him to draft into the report.396 He gave evidence that the flood event was
an emotional time and that all the flood engineers had suffered from lack of
sleep. He asked, rhetorically, how they would remember what happened?397
How good would their recollection of events be?398 He said that a draft report
would allow the other flood engineers to test themselves against the data.399
Specifically, he agreed that he did not ask Mr Ayre, who was the flood
engineer on shift at 8.00 am on 8 January whether he transitioned to W3 at that
time.400

301.

It is clear that Mr Tibaldi was writing his parts of the report by reference to the
data only, and not the peronsal recollections of those who were on shift at key
times. He described what he was doing in many different ways:
a. reconstructing the transitions between strategies W1, W2, W3 and W4
with the benefit of the data401
b. ‘attributing strategy labels’402
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c. drawing an inference as to which strategy applies from the objective
circumstances403
d. ‘tr[ying] to match the strategy transitions against the data’404
e. finding out which strategies were ‘applicable’ at each stage of the
flood event by reference to the data, including lake level and release
rates405
f. writing down, based on the facts, what he believed to have occurred406
g. trying to write down what actually occurred.407

302.

The application of this methodology is demonstrated in the drafts of the flood
event summary (which was to become section 2 of the report) produced by Mr
Tibaldi between 24 January and 1 February 2011. Those drafts show, and Mr
Tibaldi confirmed in evidence,408 that as he looked at more data, his
understanding of when each strategy was used in the flood event changed. He
said he wrote down initial thoughts and considerations to test against the
available information.409 He frequently emailed drafts from the email account
at the flood operations centre to his Seqwater email account. The drafts show
the progression of his understanding of when the transitions between strategies
were made.

303.

A draft sent by Mr Tibaldi at 4:35pm on 24 January 2011 shows:410
a. transition to W2 occurred at some time between 3.00 pm on 7 January
2011 and 2.00 pm on 8 January 2011411
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b. transition to W3 occurred at some time between 7.00 pm on 9 January
2011 and 1.00 am on 10 January 2011412
c. transition to W4 occurred at some time between 4.00 am on 11
January 2011 and 10.00 am on 11 January 2011.413
304.

In a draft sent by Mr Tibaldi at 4.37 pm on 25 January 2011, the transition
between W2 and W3 was amended to occur between 2.00 pm on 9 January
2011 and 7.00 pm on 9 January 2011,414 an earlier time than that recorded in
the 24 January 2011 draft.

305.

A draft sent by Mr Tibaldi at 3.41pm on 28 January 2011 was the first draft
that connected the transition from W1 to W2 with the lake level exceeding
68.5 metres. It identified the time period during which the transition occurred
as between 9.00 am on 7 January 2011 and 3.00 pm on 7 January 2011, but
included the words “Transition from Strategy W1 to W2 once it becomes
apparent that the Wivenhoe Dam level is likely to exceed 68.5 metres”.415

306.

A draft sent at 4.22 pm on 31 January 2011 is the first which indicates that W2
is bypassed.416 It indicates a transition from W1 to W3 at some time between
3.00 pm on 7 January 2011 and 2.00 pm on 8 January 2011.417 Mr Tibaldi
must have, between this draft and earlier drafts, determined from the data that
the conditions of W2 were never satisfied during the event (see section 7.2,
below). He agreed that his understanding would have changed between drafts
because he accumulated more data about the situation.418 While Mr Tibaldi
changed that part of the draft to indicate that W2 was bypassed, this draft was
sent before the whole document had been amended to take into account the
discovery: on later pages, it indicates that W2 was in force at 1.00 am 9
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January 2011,419 and then states that the transition from W2 to W3 occurred at
7.00 pm on 9 January 2011.420
307.

Mr Tibaldi’s statement also includes one draft of the section that became
section 10 in the March report (Flood Management Strategies and Manual
Compliance). It was sent at 4.21 pm on 31 January 2011, one minute before
the draft of the flood event summary indicated above. It states that it was not
possible to meet the intent of W2 and so W3 adopted for use at 8.00 am on 8
January 2011.421 That document appears to be the first draft of section 10 of
the report.422

Concern about transition to strategy W2
308.

The progression of the drafts above indicate that, in particular, Mr Tibaldi
changed his view about when the change was made from strategy W1, and
what happened when it did.

309.

Mr Tibaldi said that he believes that he recorded W2 as being used in early
drafts because the strategy selection flowchart in the manual requires the
transition from W1 to W2 when the maximum flow at Lowood is expected to
be below 3500 m3/s and the maximum flow at Moggill is expected to be below
4000 m3/s.423 Both those conditions were met when the lake level exceeded
68.5 metres, the trigger for a transition from W1 to W2 or W3. He considered
that the flowchart does not allow a transition to W3 in those circumstances.424
On the other hand, the amount of water being released from the dam at the
time the lake level exceeded 68.5 metres was too high for W2 to be in use.425

310.

Strategy W2 requires the maximum flow in the Brisbane River at Lowood to
be the lesser of the natural peak flow (excluding Wivenhoe Dam releases) or
3500 m3/s and the maximum flow in the Brisbane River at Moggill to be the
lesser of the natural peak flow (exceeding Wivenhoe Dam releases) or 4000
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m3/s.426 To keep the flow at Moggill and Lowood within those limits at 8.00
am on 8 January 2011 would have required a significant reduction of releases
from Wivenhoe Dam. The release at that time was 927 m3/s.427 The predicted
peak natural flow at Lowood and Moggill at 7.00am on 8 January 2011 was
530 m3/s and 690 m3/s, respectively.428 To stay within the confines of strategy
W2 would involve releases from Wivenhoe Dam, added to the expected flow
at Moggill at the time the dam releases reached Moggill being below 690 m3/s.
That would clearly involve a significant reduction in the release rates judged
appropriate at that time by the flood engineers.429
311.

From this analysis, Mr Tibaldi believed the dam was not being operated under
strategy W2 at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011.430 Since the lake level had
exceeded 68.5 metres, he concluded that the dam must have been operating in
W3.431

312.

Having come to the conclusion that the releases from the dam indicated it was
being operated in W3 from 8.00 am on 8 January, Mr Tibaldi was faced with a
dilemma. He was concerned that the flowchart had not been followed.432 In the
end, he decided that there was no non-compliance with the intent of the
manual because reducing releases from Wivenhoe to the amount allowed by
W2 would not have been sensible at that time.433

313.

In his eleventh statement on 1 February 2012, Mr Tibaldi said that he had
discussed this issue with Mr Allen.434 In oral evidence, he also said he was
fairly certain he would have raised it with Mr Ayre when discussing an
advanced draft with him.435 Mr Tibaldi said that he would not have raised it
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early in the drafting process because he was concerned that the error (being
the inconsistency between the flowchart and the conditions of W2 in the
manual) was his error.436
314.

Mr Ayre, in his statement dated 30 January 2012, recalled that whilst in the
flood operations centre and working on the report, Mr Tibaldi had said to him,
that he had realised from the data that the ‘criteria of W2 could not technically
have been achieved’.437 Mr Ayre said that he agreed with Mr Tibaldi.438 Mr
Ayre could not recall whether other flood engineers were involved in that
discussion.439

315.

In oral evidence, Mr Ayre expanded upon this account. He said he was in the
flood operations centre with Mr Tibaldi and Mr Malone; that Mr Tibaldi was
looking at something on his computer screen and said words to the effect ‘we
didn’t implement strategy W2’.440 Mr Ayre looked at what Mr Tibaldi was
looking at and agreed with him.441 Mr Ayre agreed in oral evidence that he
had worked out that they had not been in W2 from the flow rates; he had
recognised that the release at that time was in excess of the naturally occurring
flow at Lowood.442

316.

When it was suggested to him that he surely did not need to look at data to
know that he had not implemented W2, Mr Ayre said that it was a couple of
weeks after the event and he didn’t necessarily recall what happened with
clarity.443 He said his agreement indicated that Mr Tibaldi had just discovered
what actually happened as he, Mr Tibaldi, was not on shift at the time of the
transition from W1 to W3.444 He denied that they were trying to make the data
fit to how it ought to have been.445
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317.

Mr Ayre’s claim to not recall with clarity what happened during the flood
event is to be contrasted with his purported recall of events evinced in
statements submitted to the Commission, and his evidence in public hearings
of the Commission in April 2011. He said then that he was in strategy W3 at
8.00 am on 8 January 2011.446 (This statement is referred to above in Part 3
evidence of strategy choice.)

318.

Mr Malone said that he was not aware of any difficulties encountered by Mr
Tibaldi in respect of W2, but thought he might have discussed it with Mr
Ayre.447 Mr Ruffini recalled that there was some conversation about an
inconsistency in the transition to W2 but could recall no details; he thought Mr
Tibaldi had discussed it with Mr Ayre.448

319.

Mr Tibaldi also said that he raised the issue with Mr Allen. He agreed that he
must have explained, in general terms, how he was writing the report; that he
was trying to work out which strategy had been applicable.449 He said he did
not go into detail because Mr Allen would be one of the people judging the
report.450 He recalled in his statement that Mr Allen said words to the effect
‘just give us the facts John, and this is what you will be judged on’.451

320.

Mr Allen could not recall a conversation with Mr Tibaldi about the transition
to W2 when he gave oral evidence to the Commission,452 but did not rule it
out. 453 He could remember Mr Tibaldi asking him what he should put in the
report, to which he said he replied ‘everything’.454 He could also remember a
conversation with Mr Tibaldi about the flowchart in the manual, but thought
that might have been during the revision of the manual in 2011.455 He said that
there would be no basis for Mr Tibaldi to discuss W2 with him;456 the part he
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was most interested in was the transition to W4.457 When it was put to him that
a conversation occurred about the transition to W2 and that he had said ‘just
give us the facts John, and this is what you will be judged on’, Mr Allen gave
evidence that he would have said ‘just give us the facts’, but said he would not
have said ‘that is what you will be judged on’.458 The latter phrase, he said,
was not something he would tend to say.459

States of mind of flood engineers regarding the flood event report
What the report is
321.

Mr Tibaldi said in his first statement to the Commission that the report
provided a ‘fair and accurate account of the events’ of the January 2011 flood
event.460 In oral evidence, he confirmed he still held the view that the report
accurately reflected the events that happened.461

322.

If the report did reflect accurately the selection of strategies during the January
2011 flood event, it would only be by a coincidence. Mr Tibaldi’s
methodology for the creation of the report, with its focus on lake levels and
release rates, was a perfect way to go about creating a blueprint for what
should have occurred had the engineers complied with the manual. However,
strategies under the manual involve, importantly, a state of mind. The data is
incapable of establishing what in fact an engineer’s primary consideration was
at any point in time. The only way to so determine whether a strategy was
selected, and therefore what primary consideration was engaged, is by
reference to evidence which establishes the state of mind of the engineer on
shift. As noted above, in part such evidence might be direct, in the form of a
statement from that engineer, or indirect, and involve inferences drawn from
the fact of practices in place, or from things said and done at the time. Mr
Tibaldi did not have regard to any such evidence. If he had, it ought to have
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been unnecessary for him to engage in reasoning to conclude that strategy W2
was not used during the event.
323.

Another reason that any reconstruction such as that undertaken by Mr Tibaldi
must be unreliable is because it takes no account of the discretion able to be
exercised by the flood engineers under the manual. Mr Tibaldi acknowledged
that his approach assumed there had been no prediction as to lake level.462 The
manual allows for strategy W2 or strategy W3 to be implemented when the
predicted lake level is between 68.5 metres and 74.0 metres.463 If any engineer
chose to exercise this discretion, it would be impossible to discern that from
lake levels and releases retrospectively.

324.

This method of reconstruction also carries with it the risk of displacing each
engineer’s actual recollection of what occurred, as was noted above in part 3.

325.

To the extent that it purports to record the adoption or implementation of
strategies pursuant to the manual, the report is fundamentally misleading.

Mr Tibaldi’s state of mind
326.

The conversation with Mr Ayre about his ‘discovery’ that W2 was not
implemented sheds light on Mr Tibaldi’s state of mind, and the collective state
of knowledge about strategies. Mr Tibaldi must have known that Mr Ayre
would not be able to tell him when the transition was made out of W1, nor to
which strategy he had transitioned. If he had thought Mr Ayre had a
recollection, he would have asked. Instead, the process followed is consistent
with Mr Ayre’s most recent oral evidence that there was no reason for him, on
Saturday 8 January 2011, to distinguish between W2 and W3.

327.

When Mr Tibaldi told Mr Ayre what he had worked out, Mr Ayre had to look
at the data to confirm Mr Tibaldi’s view. If Mr Ayre had known, as he
subsequently represented, that he had transitioned to W3 from W1 at 8.00 am
on 8 January, his response to Mr Tibaldi’s discovery would surely have been
as simple as ‘yes, I did’. The need for any conversation on the topic must have
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made it clear to Mr Tibaldi that Mr Ayre did not know when he had
transitioned out of W1, if at all, and if he did, whether he had transitioned to
W2 or W3.
328.

Knowing that, Mr Tibaldi must have been cognisant that a statement in the
flood event report that a transition was made from W1 to W3 at 8.00 am on 8
January was not an accurate record of that which was done by the engineer on
duty at that time.

329.

It follows that he must have known the March Report was misleading. To
assert that W3 was “adopted for use” at 8.00 am on 8 January flies in the face
of all Mr Tibaldi must have known by then about the absence of any evidence
to suggest that Mr Ayre did any such thing. The “adoption” was a concept
arrived at by Mr Tibaldi, and even then only after many drafts. Further, and
irrespective of whether he was physically in possession of the ministerial
briefing note when he was writing the March report, the inference that he
knew the two were contradictory is inevitable – he wrote both of them.

Knowledge and involvement of the other flood engineers
330.

Mr Tibaldi was only in the flood operations centre for 24 hours of the 120
hour period from the start of the flood event to when strategy W4 was
implemented.464 Mr Tibaldi agreed that given that he wasn’t there for many of
the decisions about which he would be writing; the other three flood engineers
must have understood he was going to write it by reference to records and
data.465

331.

Although Mr Tibaldi was the primary author of the parts of the report that
described in detail when strategies were implemented, all of the flood
engineers were involved in the creation of the report. Mr Malone agreed that
the exercise was collective: all were contributing.466 Mr Ayre described it, in
his evidence in April 2011, as a team effort.467
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Opportunity to raise concerns with the content of the drafts
332.

When drafts of any part of the report were completed, the author would make
it available to the other flood engineers for review and comment.468 This was
usually done in hard copy. When Mr Ayre and Mr Ruffini visited the flood
operations centre, he would show them drafts.469 The flood engineers would
review the drafts and make comments – sometimes they would all meet and
other times they would discuss their comments with Mr Tibaldi alone.470

333.

Mr Tibaldi said that he did not give drafts of the reports to the other flood
engineers until he thought it was in a state suitable to distribute.471 Mr Tibaldi
said that he thought all drafts distributed would have shown the transition from
strategy W1 to strategy W3 at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011;472 they did not see
the early drafts which included the use of W2. Certainly, all of the drafts
attached to the statements of the other three flood engineers on this topic did
not indicate that W2 had been engaged.

334.

Mr Tibaldi has no recollection of any of the other three engineers disagreeing
with the version of events that a transition was made from W1 to W3,
bypassing W2, at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011.473

Endorsing the report
335.

Toward the end of the process, all of the flood engineers were given the option
to sign a document stating that they agreed with the contents of the report. Mr
Ruffini signed it,474 while Mr Ayre475 and Mr Malone476 did not. Mr Ayre said
he did not agree with some parts of the report, giving the full supply level
section as an example.477 Mr Malone said that he did not sign because he did
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not feel he had enough time to vet the report.478 Both Mr Malone and Mr Ayre
said they felt no difficulty in reporting any concerns they had with the content
of the report.479 In any case, both Mr Malone and Mr Ayre warranted the
accuracy of the report to this Commission.480

Rob Ayre
336.

Mr Tibaldi said that he would have discussed with Mr Ayre the process by
which he was producing the report because Mr Ayre was a senior flood
operations engineer.481

337.

Mr Ayre gave oral evidence that he was aware of the way in which Mr Tibaldi
was describing which strategies were applicable in the event.482 Mr Ayre
stated in his seventh statement that the strategy labels are ‘generally only
attributed after the event as part of the reporting process’.483 In respect of the
March flood event report, he states:484
92. The statements made in Section 10 of the Flood Event Report were
made on the basis of a rigorous assessment of all available and necessary
information that is relevant to make such a judgment.
93. The attribution of times at which the various strategies were applied
was based upon a comprehensive set of modelling [sic] information
which had been compiled for the report with corroboration of the Flood
Engineer or Engineers involved.
94. It became apparent during that assessment that earlier interpretations
of the attributions of the times that various strategies were applied were
in error.

338.

In respect of drafts of the report, Mr Ayre said that his practice was to make
handwritten notes on hard copy drafts provided to him for review and then
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meet with the author of the section to discuss his comments.485 He received an
early draft of section 2 of the report; it did not cover the whole of the flood
event and indicated no transition out of W1.486 The last time period covered by
this draft was 3.00 pm on 7 January to 2.00 pm on 8 January, but there is no
transition included in that time period.487 The next draft he received, and to
which he made handwritten notes on 2 February, indicated a transition from
W1 to W3, bypassing W2, at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011.488 Mr Ayre was able
to identify and provide two drafts of the Executive Summary, four drafts of
section 2 that he had received and recalled reviewing sections 10 and 19.489
339.

Mr Ayre agreed that he did not dissent from the proposition put in draft reports
given to him by Mr Tibaldi that the transition from W1 to W3 had taken place
at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011.490

340.

Mr Ayre stated in his first statement to the Commission,491 and confirmed in
his sixth492 and seventh493 statements, that he considered the report to be an
‘accurate record’ of the January 2011 flood event. He confirmed that again in
oral evidence.494 In evidence, Mr Ayre said that the process of writing reports
in the past was a retrospective exercise.495 However, he disagreed with the
proposition that the March report was, in effect, a labelling exercise and not a
reflection of the flood engineers’ state of mind.496

341.

That position cannot be reconciled with the fact that he knew that Mr Tibaldi
was reconstructing the event from the data, and so could not be determining
the state of mind of the engineer on duty. Given that the key moment in time,
8.00 am on 8 January 2011, was a time that Mr Ayre was on shift, and that he
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knew he had not consciously been in W3 or W2 at that time, he must have
been aware that the definitive ascription of W3 to that time was false.
342.

In sum, Mr Ayre was complicit in Mr Tibaldi’s presentation of the March
flood event report as a purported account of the strategies actually used during
the event because he:
a. believed, as evidenced by his actions from 15-17 January 2011 and
discussed above in section 5 that there was a need to present a record
of the strategies used in the flood event
b. knew how Mr Tibaldi was going about creating the report, in that he
was reconstructing what would have happened had the flood engineers
complied with the manual
c. knew that Mr Tibaldi’s method would satisfy the need for a record of
strategies used and prove the flood engineers to be in compliance with
the manual
d. must have known, from his involvement in preparing accounts between
15 and 17 January 2011, that none of the engineers had an actual
recollection of the strategies that had been used, and when they were
used. In particular, he must have known that he did not bypass W2 and
adopt W3 at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011
e. knew that Mr Tibaldi’s conclusions about the adoption of strategy W3
at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011 were false
f. did not indicate, to anyone, at any stage, when he had an obligation to
do so, that the draft report was false in what it recorded about the move
from W1, and misleading in what it purported to be
g. endorsed the report, and the effect of it in his statements to and
evidence before the Commission.
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Terry Malone
343.

Mr Malone was in the flood operations centre for the period during which Mr
Tibaldi wrote sections 2 and 10 of the report. Mr Tibaldi said that, naturally,
he would have had some conversations with Mr Malone about the parts Mr
Tibaldi was writing, although he could not recall any specific conversations.497

344.

When asked whether he knew what Mr Tibaldi’s approach to the creation of
the report was, the following exchange ensued:
You knew how he was going about the report? You knew what his
methodology was, to go back and look at all the data and make sure that
strategies, changes of strategies were entered at the times when the data
suggested that they should have been? You knew that was his
methodology?-- He was going through the logs and everything, like trying
to make sure it was all - he gleaned that was - that's what happened.
Well, it's what should have happened, isn't it?-- No.
He was going back and making sure that the log read the way it should
have happened?-- No. No, the log wasn't changed.
No. Well, he was writing the report to indicate that strategies were
changed at a time when the manual suggested they should have been
changed?-- No, I don't see it that way.
You don't see it that way?-- I see it as that's the times they were
implemented.
That's the times that they should have been implemented?-- No, that's the
times they were implemented.
Okay. Didn't you just tell me a little while ago that you weren't even sure
at the time, no-one was really sure about when W2 or W3 was in play?-That's true.
There's absolutely no doubt in the March report, is there, that W2 was
bypassed?-- That's what it says.
Yes. That's what the March report records very clearly, but that's not the
state of mind of anyone at the time, was it?-- Not directly, no.498

345.

Mr Tibaldi said that Mr Malone may have seen some of his early drafts in the
flood operations centre, but could not recall sharing them with him.499 Mr
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Malone said that toward the completion of the report, he took home a hard
copy of the whole report to read. He identified a number of duplications or
inconsistencies within the report which he discussed with Mr Tibaldi.500 There
is no suggestion that he indicated any concern with the accuracy of those parts
of the report that indicate a transition from W1 to W3 at 8.00 am on 8 January
2011. Mr Malone stated in his first statement to the Commission that he
considered the report a ‘fair and reasonable reflection’ of the January 2011
flood event.501
346.

As stated above, it is clear from his actions between 15 and 17 January that Mr
Malone was necessarily aware of the need to create a record of the strategies
that were used.

347.

Mr Malone rejected the proposition that the report did not record conscious
engagement of strategies.502 Later in cross examination, though, Mr Malone
admitted that the March report does not reflect the state of mind of anyone at
the time decisions were allegedly made.503 It should be inferred from that, his
presence in the flood operations centre while Mr Tibaldi was writing the
report, and his understanding that Mr Tibaldi was looking through the log and
other evidence that he knew how Mr Tibaldi was reconstructing the use of
strategies. He must have realised that Mr Tibaldi completing the report in this
way would result in a record of strategies actually used which would indicate
that the flood engineers complied with the manual.

348.

He did not raise any concerns with any draft of the report, even though those
draft reports indicated that he was in strategy W3 during his shift between 7.00
am and 7.00 pm on 9 January 2011. Mr Malone’s admitted uncertainty about
whether W2 or W3 was in place has already been noted.504 He did not suggest
changes or make comments on this part of the report, which he knew could not
be true. He did not make comment that other parts of the report in respect of
the strategy in place during the shifts of other engineers must also not be true,
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as none of them had a clear recollection of when strategies were used. He
endorsed the final report in his evidence before the Commission.
349.

By his actions, Mr Malone was involved, with the other three flood engineers,
in the presentation of a false account of the flood event. The successful
presentation and acceptance of this report as an accurate representation of that
which actually occurred could not have been achieved without Mr Malone’s
endorsement. Had he expressed any reservation to anyone, about the lack of
knowledge as to whether W2 or W3 had been applicable, then the report could
not successfully have been presented in the form that it was.

John Ruffini
350.

Mr Tibaldi said that he imagined he would have discussed the process of
producing the report with Mr Ruffini when he dropped into the flood
operations centre, but he could not recall specific conversations.505 He agreed
that as a matter of logic, he would have told Mr Ruffini how he was writing
the report.506

351.

Mr Ruffini said that he understood that Mr Tibaldi was looking at the
information available to work out what strategy they were in. Then Mr Tibaldi
asked the other flood engineers to confirm that it matched up with their
recollection.507 Mr Ruffini told Mr Tibaldi that it did match up with his
recollection,508 but also gave this evidence:
Is that Mr Tibaldi asked you whether this matched your recollection and----?-- Words to that effect, yeah. He just asked us to confirm the accuracy
of what he had written and as I said, I looked at the material, I looked at,
you know, the spreadsheets that I had been using and things like that and
said, "Yeah, that matches my" - you know, jogging my memory.509

352.

Mr Ruffini gave evidence that he read drafts of sections 1, 2, 10 and 19 of the
March report in the flood operations centre.510 He said he also sometimes took
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home electronic versions of the report to read. He annexed two such versions
to his statement, one of which included track changes. He said that although
he could not be sure, the track changes might have been made by him; he had
saved the current version of the report from the flood operations centre
computers onto a data stick to take home to review.511 He said he reviewed
and endorsed the accuracy of sections 2, 10 and 19 of the March report.512 He
identified section 2 and 10 of the report as ‘critical bits’; parts that he had gone
through ‘pretty well’.513
353.

Mr Ruffini knew that Mr Tibaldi was creating the report by reference to data
only and not personal recollections of the flood engineers. He was aware,
because of the activities undertaken between 15 and 17 January 2011 that
there was a need for a report that set out when strategies were undertaken. He
must have realised that Mr Tibaldi’s method for the creation of the report
would satisfy this need, while also concluding that there had been compliance
with the manual.

Evidence to the Commission
354.

The purpose of producing a misleading flood event report must have included
a desire to preclude a finding from this Commission, Mr Allen, the dam safety
regulator, or others, that the flood engineers had not complied with the manual
in their operation of the dam in the January 2011 flood event. To achieve that
purpose required all of them to maintain the fiction that the flood event report
was an accurate account of what happened. This was maintained in their
statements and evidence to the Commission. Had any of them raised any
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Transcript, John Ruffini, 6 February 2012, Brisbane [p5458: line 25-58].
Exhibit 1078, Statement of John Ruffini, 30 January 2012 [p3: para 19]; [p4: para 25]; [p4: para 29].
513
Exhibit 43, Transcript of Interview with Commission Staff, 29 March 2011 [p45: line 11].
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concern as to the accuracy of the account given, their common objective could
not have been achieved. They have all then, by maintaining the accuracy of
the flood event report in their statements and oral evidence to the Commission
under oath or affirmation, intentionally misled the Commission. The precise
identification of offences which may have been committed against Chapter 16
of the Criminal Code is a matter for another agency. It appears to the
Commission that the following statements might be sufficient to warrant such
an agency examining the possibility that offences under that chapter may be
constituted by:
a. in respect of Mr Ayre
i. any and all evidence given that the flood event report is an
accurate account of events that actually occurred, for example:
Exhibit 1049, Seventh Statement of Rob Ayre, 1 February 2012
[p18: para 95]; Transcript, Rob Ayre, 4 February 2012,
Brisbane [p5292: line 49].
ii. any and all evidence given that he was in strategy W3 and had
the primary consideration of protection of urban areas from
inundation from 8.00 am, 8 January 2011 to the end of his shift
at 7.00 pm, 8 January 2011, for example: Exhibit 17, Statement
of Robert Ayre, 23 March 2011 [p84: para 384]; Exhibit 20,
Statement of Rob Ayre, 11 April 2011 [p25: para 120].
b. in respect of Mr Tibaldi
iii. any and all evidence given that the flood event report is an
accurate account of events that actually occurred, for example:
Exhibit 51,Statement of John Tibaldi, 25 March 2011 [p : para
34].
iv. any and all evidence given that he was in strategy W3 and had
the primary consideration of protection of urban areas from
inundation during his shift from 7.00 pm on 8 January 2011 to
7.00 am on 9 January 2011, for example:
1851296
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c. in respect of Mr Malone
v. any and all evidence given that the flood event report is an
accurate account of events that actually occurred, for example:
Exhibit 45, Statement of Terrence Malone, 25 March 2011 [p7:
para 25]

Mr Borrows and Mr Pruss: Seqwater’s oversight and governance
355.

In the course of the Commission’s investigation a number of issues were
identified with the systems and processes used in the creation of the March
2011 report during and following the January 2011 flood event. Responsibility
for systems, processes and governance arrangements rests with Seqwater’s
management.514

356.

Mr Borrows, Seqwater’s chief executive officer, has ultimate responsibility for
the management of Seqwater’s operations,515 a role that includes risk
management.516 Mr Pruss, who in January 2011 was Seqwater’s Executive
General Manager – Water Delivery, had overall management responsibility for
the operation of Wivenhoe and Somerset dams.517

Identification of different accounts
357.

Mr Borrows and Mr Pruss both received copies of conflicting accounts of the
strategies used in the January 2011 flood event. They each received518 and
read519 copies of the brief to the Minister on 16 January 2011; Mr Borrows

514

South East Queensland Water (Restructuring) Act 2007 [s15, s31].
Exhibit 393, Statement of Peter Borrows, 1 April 2011 [p1: para 3].
516
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5944: line 29].
517
Exhibit 427, Statement of Jim Pruss, 4 April 2011 [p2: para 19].
518
Exhibit 393, Statement of Peter Borrows, 1 April 2011 [p6: para 46-47].
519
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5958: line 27]; [p5959: line 4]; Transcript,
Jim Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6050: line 31].
515
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attended the meeting with the Minister to discuss the brief.520 Neither
identified the discrepancies between the account of strategies used in the
Minister’s brief and the March 2011 flood event report, or with any other
account they had been provided with.
358.

It is unfortunate that neither identified these discrepancies. Both had a
sufficient level of knowledge and closeness to the operations such that it is
reasonable to think they might have noticed them. Mr Borrows was generally
familiar with the W strategies and had read the manual prior to the January
2011 flood event.521 Mr Pruss was responsible for overseeing the drafting of
the March 2011 report; the account of the strategies used and how they
complied with the manual must have been regarded as a critical part of that
report.

359.

On balance, their failure to identify the differences should not be characterised
as anything more than unfortunate. Neither Mr Pruss nor Mr Borrows was a
technical expert,522 nor did they profess to be closely involved with the
substance of the March 2011 report. To the extent they bear any responsibility
for the different accounts not being identified, it is because of the weaknesses
in the processes for which they were responsible, rather than the adequacy of
their personal reviews of the documents.

Communications between the Flood Operations Centre and Seqwater
management
360.

The lack of any formal protocol governing communications between the flood
operations centre and Seqwater management during the January 2011 flood
event is a matter of concern. Mr Pruss said he had no communications with the
flood operations centre during the January 2011 flood event523 as all
communications were handled by Mr Borrows and Mr Drury.524 By contrast,
Mr Borrows said that he had relatively frequent contact with the flood

520

Exhibit 393, Statement of Peter Borrows, 1 April 2011 [p6: para 47].
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5947: line 33].
522
Mr Borrows trained as a civil engineer. Exhibit 393, Statement of Peter Borrows, 1 April 2011 [p1:
para 8]. Mr Pruss holds a Bachelor of Science: Exhibit 427, Statement of Jim Pruss, 4 April 2011 [p2:
para 9].
523
Exhibit 427, Statement of Jim Pruss, 4 April 2011 [p5: para 43].
524
Exhibit 427, Statement of Jim Pruss, 4 April 2011 [p5: para 43].
521
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operations centre;525 the flood event log records that Mr Burrows was involved
in 11 calls on 11 January 2011 alone.526 The strain caused by the number of
calls (which were not solely from Mr Borrows) to the flood operations centre
on this day was considered by the Commission in its Interim Report.527
361.

When questioned, Mr Borrows explained that there are no systems or
protocols in place which dictate when it is appropriate for the Seqwater chief
executive officer to contact the flood operations centre.528 Similarly, there is
no system to determine when information on the work of the flood operations
centre should be provided by the chief executive officer to the board of
Seqwater. Mr Borrows was able to point to a general Seqwater protocol about
communications during emergencies, 529 but it is not specific to flood events,
and is framed in terms of actual, rather than potential, dangers.530 The primary
mechanisms for information to be given to the board in January 2011 were ad
hoc arrangements, such as special briefings or phone calls, rather than formal
systems.531

362.

There are obvious advantages to a formal protocol being put in place. It would
ensure that sufficient information is available to senior management to allow
them to take relevant decisions and inform interested parties, and also ensure
that the engineers in the flood operations centre are not overwhelmed by
constant requests for updates.

Procedures for the creation of the flood event report
363.

Particular issues arising with the production of the March 2011 flood event
report are discussed in Part 7.

525

Exhibit 393, Statement of Peter Borrows, 1 April 2011 [p5: para 39-40]; Transcript, Peter Borrows,
10 February 2012 [p5944: line 51].
526
Exhibit 23, Flood event log [p19-25]; Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane
[p5945: line 5].
527
Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry, Interim Report, 1 August 2011 [p69-70].
528
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5944: line 51].
529
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5945: line 10].
530
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5946: line 8].
531
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5947: line 15].
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364.

The obligation to create a flood event report is imposed by the manual.532 In
revision 7, the version of the manual in force at the time of the January 2011
flood event, that responsibility is imposed on Seqwater.533 (In previous
versions the responsibility was on the Senior Flood Operations Engineers.534)
The report must be submitted to the “Chief Executive”, who is defined as the
Director-General of the Department of Environment and Resource
Management.535 Because the obligation is imposed on Seqwater as a corporate
entity, it is the responsibility of Seqwater management to ensure that a full,
complete and accurate report is prepared.

365.

Mr Borrows acknowledged that at the time of the January 2011 flood event
there was no system in place for the creation of flood event reports.536
Similarly, as far as Mr Borrows was aware, there was no process for formal or
informal debriefs of staff following flood events to capture their observations
and lessons learned.537

366.

Following the January 2011 flood event Seqwater management recognised
that a process would have to be designed to ensure that the flood event report
was produced within the time allowed.538 In the past, Seqwater had contracted
the preparation of flood event reports to Sunwater.539 Mr Borrows noted that
the report “took on a different form and function to…the previous ones”. Mr
Pruss commented that compared to previous reports, the January 2011 flood
event report “was a wholly different beast; so we had to really develop a
process on the go.”540 This recognition was appropriate and important.

532

Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures at Wivenhoe and Somerset Dams, Version 7,
November 2009 [section 2.9].
533
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures at Wivenhoe and Somerset Dams, Version 7,
November 2009 [p8: section 2.9].
534
Exhibit 34, Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe and Somerset
Dams, Version 6, December 2004 [p13: section 2.9].
535
Exhibit 21, Manual of Operational Procedures at Wivenhoe and Somerset Dams, Version 7,
November 2009 [p2: section 1.2].
536
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5951: line 9].
537
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5949: line 56].
538
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5951: line 9].
539
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5950: line 28].
540
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6052: line 5].
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367.

The main step taken by the board and Mr Borrows to impose structure on the
report’s preparation541 was to remove Mr Pruss from his usual duties and
dedicate him to developing a governance structure and process for the writing
of the report.542 In Mr Borrow’s view, Mr Pruss’s role involved, perhaps
among other things:
a. ensuring that the report was delivered by the mandated deadline543
b. ensuring that a rigorous analysis was done of the contents544
c. leading a working group with internal and external participants to
develop the governance structure for the report.545

368.

Mr Pruss explained that he volunteered for the process of organising the flood
event report.546 Mr Pruss understood his role as building a governance process
around the writing of the flood event report. It was intended to be a facilitative
and supportive role directed to ensuring that approvals were given at the right
time and that interested parties could become involved.547 It included
managing the timetable for scoping, drafting, reviewing and editing the
report.548 Somewhat surprisingly, none of the processes that were devised
were recorded in writing.549

369.

Considerable resources were dedicated to Mr Pruss’ efforts. The overall team
involved in the production of the report seems to have been sizeable: Mr Pruss
was dedicated to assisting in governance processes for the report and he was
assisted by a “small administrative and advisory team”.550 Mr Pruss also
involved technical experts, a legal team and a communications team.551

541

Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5951: line 9].
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5947: line 15]; [p5951: line 35].
543
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5947: line 15].
544
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5951: line 41].
545
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5952: line 9].
546
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6051: line 48].
547
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6053: line 1].
548
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6053: line 14].
549
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6053: line 30].
550
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6055: line 55].
551
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6055: line 55].
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370.

However, it is a matter of some concern that, while resources were dedicated
to ensuring that the report would be delivered in a timely manner, relatively
little support was given to the flood engineers. Their role was, plainly, the
most significant part of the report writing. Mr Pruss appears to have
recognised this; he explained that he understood that:552
what the engineers were doing was collating the information,
producing the report, doing the quality check, doing the data checks on
the information and getting it to us in a form that we could then start to
put some shape around.

371.

Little or no thought seems to have been given to whether the engineers needed
assistance with their function. When asked, Mr Pruss said he gave no thought
to allocating a person to assist the flood engineers in their task.553 No
consideration was given to the risk of self-bias by the engineers in their
reporting – the peer reviewers were seen as a sufficient check against this
possibility.554

372.

A greater concern is that Mr Pruss did not make any enquiries about the
methodology being used by the engineers in preparing the report. Mr Borrows
said that he was not aware that Mr Tibaldi’s methodology for preparing the
report was to assess the data and work out the strategies to be used in the
report by reference to that data.555 Mr Pruss said that he did not ask any
questions of Mr Tibaldi about how he was going about recording the strategies
shown in the report and whether they were by reference to actual recollections
or a reconstruction from the data.556 It is surprising that the flood event report
did not include an explanation of the methodology used in compiling its key
sections; it is alarming that methodology was not discussed at all by Seqwater
management.

552

Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6056: line 23].
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6056: line 29].
554
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6056: line 48].
555
Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5955: line 54].
556
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6057: line 7].
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373.

Measures should be put in place to ensure that proper support and oversight
mechanisms are put in place around both the substantive and procedural
aspects of drafting large flood event reports. Seqwater was right to recognise
that the January 2011 flood event report was a different “beast” from any
previously tackled; it should have understood that this meant careful thought
would need to be given not only as to how the process should be managed, but
also as to how the substance of the report was going to be compiled.

374.

The Commission may not be well placed to make recommendations about
precisely which mechanisms should be put in place; this is principally a matter
for Seqwater management. Seqwater should consider engaging consultants
with expertise in the production of large reports following significant events.
Measures that might be considered for similar future reports might include:
a. ensuring appropriate systems are in place to ensure the recollections of
flood engineers and other parties are recorded immediately after the event,
perhaps by engaging an external party to interview the flood engineers and
other parties
b. ensuring that a methodology for writing the report is set out clearly in
advance, in writing, and that the final report includes a statement of that
methodology
c. putting in place systems to ensure that senior management have sufficient
understanding of both the methodology and process by which the report is
prepared to allow themselves to be satisfied that these are appropriate.

The peer review process
375.

The failings in the peer review process are discussed in Part 9.

376.

Mr Borrows did not know whether Seqwater had a formal process for
obtaining peer reviews.557 All evidence points towards the approach having
been ad hoc.

377.

Mr Borrows appears to have regarded the peer reviewers as one of the external
resources that were made available to assist in drafting the flood event

557

Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5959: line 43].
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report.558 This perception is reflective of the way that the peer reviewers were
asked to work. For example, some of the peer reviewers attended meetings to
discuss the writing of the report.559 Mr Pruss said that he saw the meetings as a
useful opportunity for the peer reviewers to meet the parties while allowing
them to provide challenge to the flood engineers.560
378.

Involving external experts in the drafting of the report was useful step.
However, the value of an independent expert as a peer reviewer is
compromised if that expert also participates in the drafting of the document
that they are asked to review. This might be an acceptable trade off if there is a
shortage of suitable experts or if time or resources are constrained, but it is
troubling that in this instance there seems to have been no conscious
evaluation of whether this was the right approach.

379.

A further matter of concern is that the peer reviewers, in both their advisory
and review capacities, were not provided with complete copies of all material
that was intended to go into the report. Mr Pruss appeared to accept that he
was responsible for this aspect of the process, saying that was responsible for
the peer reviewers in an “administration, escalation-type role”, for “logistics
and…documentary” matters561 and for “the administrative side” of providing
documents to the peer reviewers.562 (He was not, however, personally in
control of the documents.563)

380.

The failure to provide all relevant documents to the peer reviewers suggests
systemic weaknesses. Mr Pruss disagreed with this contention when it was put
to him, arguing that in a report in excess of 1300 pages a few missing
documents was not an issue of systemic concern.564 This may be true on most
occasions. However, the fact that documents omitted in this instance include
two of the very few that made specific reference to W strategies amply

558

Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5959: line 39]; [p5953: line 1].
Exhibit 1085, Meeting invite, organised by Brooke Foxover with attendees, 8 February 2011;
Exhibit 1087, Meeting invite, organised by Jim Pruss with attendees, 18 February 2011.
560
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6055: line 7]; [p6055: line 24].
561
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6061: line 35].
562
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6062: line 22].
563
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6063: line 26].
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demonstrates the potential for a few missing documents to compromise the
integrity of the process as a whole.
381.

The Commission should recommend that Seqwater consider putting in place a
formal procedure for ensuring that, insofar as it is possible, when peer reviews
are obtained they are sought from appropriately qualified experts who have no
involvement in the drafting of the document to be reviewed, access to all
relevant materials, and sufficient time to consider those materials. These
potential recommendations are discussed further in Part 9.

States of mind of government officials
Peter Allen
382.

Mr Allen is the person who reviews a flood event report when it is submitted
to DERM under the Wivenhoe Manual. There is no legal requirement for a
review, but Mr Allen considers it part of his duties.565

383.

Prior to the production of the flood event report from 24 January to 2 March
2011, Mr Allen:
a. had a personal understanding of the strategies which had been
employed during the event – this came from his contact with the flood
operations centre
b. knew that an account of the strategies used during the flood event had
been given to the Minister
c. knew that there was, in the Strategy Summary Log, an account of the
strategies used during the flood event
d. knew that there was, in the Summary of Manual document prepared by
Mr Malone, an account given of the strategies used.

Awareness of the methodology for the March flood event report
384.

Mr Allen did not see a copy of the draft reports; he first saw the report when it
was provided to DERM on 2 March 2011.566 He was not involved in drafting

565

Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5904: line 5].
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any part of the report. He gave evidence that he might have visited the flood
operations centre ‘on the odd occasion’ while Mr Tibaldi was writing the
report.567
385.

When asked whether he was aware that Mr Tibaldi was looking back at the
data to work out which strategies had been used, Mr Allen said he ‘expected’
him to do that to write the report, as there was no time to record strategies
during the event.568 When asked the same question later on in his evidence he
responded ‘No, I couldn’t – I couldn’t say that. I don’t believe I was ever told
that by Mr Tibaldi.’569 Further on again in his testimony, this exchange occurs:
Mr Allen, I just wanted to make a few things - make a few things clear.
You were aware, of course, that the March report was going to be relied
upon as a record of what actually happened during the flood event?-Yeah, most certainly. I mean, that's what you would have to rely on.
Are you aware that the suggestion will be made that the net effect of the
March report is misleading. For example – I mean, you look askance, but,
for example, to the extent it records that W2 was bypassed and W3 was
definitively adopted at 8 a.m. on the 8th of January?-- I am aware that
there is some controversy over that, yes.
All right. And the suggestion will be made that it reads the way it does and
is misleading because of the method adopted in writing it?-- Apparently
so.
Right. And the suggestion will be made that you were clearly aware of the
method which was being adopted for the writing of the report?-- Yes,
yeah.

386.

It is likely that Mr Allen had a conversation with Mr Tibaldi about Mr
Tibaldi’s dilemma regarding the transition out of W1. Mr Tibaldi said that he
must have described, in general terms, that he was trying to work out which
strategy had been applicable.570 Mr Allen could not recall what was said in this
conversation.

387.

Mr Allen was aware of the practice of retrospectively putting strategy labels
onto an account of a flood event; that is the process that had been followed in
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Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5919: line 56].
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5920: line 10].
568
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5921: line 12].
569
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5923: line 43].
570
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5034: line 45 – p5035: line 26].
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the past.571 He said that he had ‘no issue’ with that process because ‘the data is
there on record’.572 He agreed that the process of the retrospective application
of strategy labels meant that the report would be an account of what the
primary consideration of the engineer ‘ought to have been’ rather than what it
was.573 Mr Allen said that it was inevitable that a report would be that, unless
the flood engineers wrote down their primary consideration at the time.574
388.

The overall effect of this evidence is that Mr Allen was aware, at the time he
received the March report, that it was a reconstruction – from data – of the
strategies that ought to have been engaged, and not an account of the strategies
actually engaged, nor of primary considerations actually held.

Review of the March flood event report
389.

The report was delivered to DERM on 2 March 2011. Mr Allen had not, by
the time he gave evidence on 10 February 2012, read the report in full, but he
had read the bulk of it.575 He agreed that soon after seeing the report, he would
have been aware that the account of strategies used during the event included a
transition from W1 to W3, bypassing W2, at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011.576

390.

Given his knowledge of how the report was created, Mr Allen must have
realised that the March flood event report was misleading to the extent that it
purported to be an account of the strategies that were actually put in place.

391.

Mr Allen agreed that the way the manual is written requires the adoption of a
single strategy at one time.577 He agreed that the adoption of the strategy by a
flood engineer must be conscious.578 Therefore, he must also have been aware
of the fact that the report, as constructed, did not establish that the flood
engineers had not breached the manual.

571

Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5923: line 54; p5928: line 55].
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5924: line 1].
573
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5924: line 10].
574
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5924: line 14].
575
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5924: line 19].
576
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5924: line 32].
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Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5904: line 56].
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Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5905: line 31].
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392.

Mr Allen has not completed his review of the flood event report. He said in his
statements to the Commission that he expected the review to be finalised by
June 2012;579 that he had not had sufficient time to devote to a detailed review
of the report as a result of his ongoing dealings with this Commission and
implementing the recommendations contained in this Commission's interim
report.580 When it was put to him that the Commission had not required
anything of him between 17 May and 1 August 2011, he said that he was
doing modelling to try and understand the event.581 When asked about his time
between September and November, he said he had been busy with the
Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset Dam Optimisation Study.582 He denied the
suggestion that he was reluctant to perform the review because he knew the
process adopted for its creation was inappropriate.583

393.

The failure of Mr Allen to complete the review in a timely manner is
unfortunate. It has meant, as he accepted in cross-examination, that any dam
safety issues which arise from the review will not be dealt with before the end
of the 2011/2012 wet season.584

Reconciliation of inconsistent accounts
394.

When asked how he reconciled what was in the report with his prior
knowledge of the strategies they used as communicated by him to Mr Cooper,
Mr Allen said he didn’t do a comparison.585 He gave evidence that he didn’t
cross-check the report against the Ministerial briefing note, the Strategy
Summary Log or the Summary of Manual document, but considered he would
have to when he was making an assessment of them.586 He said he would
reconcile the differences by going through the documents in detail and

579

Exhibit 1099, Statement of Peter Allen, 3 February 2012 [p3: para 12].
Exhibit 1128, Statement of Peter Allen, 12 September 2012 [p5: para 12(g)].
581
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5928: line 20-34].
582
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5928: line 36].
583
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5928: line 49].
584
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5928: line 1].
585
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5924: line 39].
586
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5927: line 10].
580
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discussing them with others,587 and would raise them in his report and to his
Director-General now that the issue had been raised with him.588
395.

Mr Allen’s evidence that he did not realise the discrepancies between the
March report, the earlier accounts of the strategies used and his own
understanding as communicated to Mr Cooper is difficult to accept. He has
significant experience with the operation of Wivenhoe Dam and the manual;
the January 2011 flood event was the biggest event in the dam’s history. It
defies logic that after expressing a belief that W2 was used during the event,
and seeing three earlier accounts that said the same, he would not have been
greatly intrigued by a report which indicated that it was bypassed.

Independence
396.

In his evidence in May 2011 and in February 2012, Mr Allen said that he felt
he was able to independently review the flood event report.589 Against Mr
Allen’s contention is the evidence that:
a. he knows all of the flood engineers fairly well;590 in fact he considers
them all friends or acquaintances591
b. he operated the dam with some of them in flood events in the 1990s592
c. he had personal knowledge of what was occurring during the flood
event (see Contemporaneous evidence: Allen’s email)
d. he has acquiesced over many years to the production of flood event
reports which retrospectively apply strategy labels to events that
occurred
e. he has done nothing to act upon the inconsistency between the March
Report and other accounts of which he is aware.

587

Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5927: line 18].
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5927: line 28-38].
589
Transcript, Peter Allen, 16 May 2011, Brisbane [p2090: line 11].
590
Transcript, Peter Allen, 17 May 2011, Brisbane [p2131: line 37].
591
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5929: line 33].
592
Transcript, Peter Allen, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5905: line 54].
588
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397.

Mr Allen’s assertion that he can remain independent is unacceptable. He
should have nothing to do with the review of this, or any other flood event
report produced by the engineers who were involved in the production of the
March report. Mr Allen states that DERM had engaged an independent
engineer, from engineering company SMEC, to participate in and observe the
review and if needed, provide an independent assessment.593 That person, or
any other independent and appropriately qualified person, could start this task
immediately to ensure it is completed before the 2012/2013 wet season.

Other individuals
The Premier, the Minister and Directors-General
398.

The Premier, the Honourable Anna Bligh MP, has provided a statement in
response to a requirement of the Commission.594 She has attached to that
statement more than 300 pages of contemporaneous documents. Nothing in
those documents, or any of the other evidence before the Commission,
suggests that the Premier knew about the discrepancies between the accounts
given by the flood engineers.

399.

As noted above, Mr Robertson received the briefing note. His evidence was
that he received and read the March report.595 He did not notice the differences
between the March report and the ministerial briefing note.596 That evidence
should be accepted.

400.

As also noted above, Mr Smith did not recall having received the briefing
note.597 Mr Smith did not believe he knew at the time that the manual referred
to operational strategies W1 to W4.598 His evidence was that he did not read
the March report in great detail and would not have paid any attention to when
the strategies were said to be triggered in that report.599

593

594

Exhibit 1128, Statement of Peter Allen, 12 September 2012 [p5: para 12(d)].

Exhibit 1150, Statement of Anna Bligh, 6 February 2012.
Transcript, Stephen Robertson, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5791: line 20].
596
Transcript, Stephen Robertson, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5791: line 29].
597
Transcript, Ken Smith, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5463: line 16].
598
Transcript, Ken Smith, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5449: line 43].
599
Transcript, Ken Smith, 10 February 2012, Brisbane [p5461: line 24].
595
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401.

The Commission has obtained statements from four people who filled the role
of Director-General of DERM. As noted above, Mr Bradley, while in the
position of Director-General of DERM, was involved in the preparation of the
Minister’s briefing note.600 James Reeves is the current Director-General.601
Terry Wall acted as Director-General for one day from 10 January 2011 to 11
January 2011.602 Ms Best acted as Director-General during the January 2011
floods until Mr Wall took over on 10 January 2011.603 None of these four was
aware of discrepancies in the accounts of when different strategies were
engaged until the reporting in The Australian on 23 January 2012.604

402.

Ms Bligh, Mr Robertson, Mr Smith, Mr Bradley, Mr Reeves, Mr Wall and Ms
Best were not in positions that would necessitate a sophisticated level of
knowledge of the manual, such that it could be expected that discrepancies
between the flood engineers’ accounts would be apparent to them. They were
necessarily dependent upon receiving accurate information from others.

403.

Seqwater did not have in place a system that would bring to the attention of
people in positions with supervisory responsibility the emergence of
significant discrepancies between the initial and subsequent accounts of the
flood engineers as to which manual strategies they were operating under.
There are potentially far-reaching consequences for the State of a failure to
comply with the manual. Seqwater should have had in place adequate systems
for monitoring compliance with the manual and alerting those with
responsibility to the possibility of non-compliance.

SEQ Water Grid Manager
404.

Mr Dennien said that he “skimmed” the table of event decision making in the
Seqwater section of the briefing note but did not read it in any detail.605 His
evidence on 8 February 2012 was that he had only read the March report “a

600

Exhibit 390, Statement of John Bradley, 4 April 2011, Annexure JNB-30; Exhibit 1150, Statement
of John Bradley, 1 February 2012 [p4: para 21].
601
Exhibit 1150, Statement of James Reeves, 1 February 2012 [p1: para 2].
602
Exhibit 1150, Statement of Terry Wall, 2 February 2012 [p1: para 2-3].
603
Exhibit 1150, Statement of Debbie Best, 1 February 2012 [p2: para 9].
604
Exhibit 1150, Statement of Debbie Best, 1 February 2012 [p4: para 23]; Exhibit 1150, Statement of
Terry Wall, 2 February 2012 [p2: para 9-10]; Exhibit 1150, Statement of John Bradley, 1 February
2012 [p3: para 15-16]; Exhibit 1150, Statement of James Reeves, 1 February 2012 [p2: para 8-10].
605
Transcript, Barry Dennien, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5671: line 40-50].
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couple of weeks ago”.606 He had read the Commission’s interim report but did
not look in detail at the sequence of events in relation to strategy adoption set
out in that report.607
405.

Mr Spiller said that he was confident that he would have read the entire
briefing note.608 He did not notice the discrepancy between the strategy
changes recorded in the briefing note and his understanding at the time as to
which strategies were in operation.609 His evidence was that he “had a very
cursory view of the March report”.610 He could not specifically recall having
read the part of the March report that recorded a change to W3 at 8.00 am on 8
January 2011.611 His evidence seemed to suggest that he had noticed some
inconsistency between the findings in the Commission’s interim report and his
understanding as to strategy changes.612 However, he had attributed this
inconsistency to his lack of specific knowledge and the ambiguity as to events
noted in the interim report.613

406.

It is unfortunate that Mr Dennien and Mr Spiller did not identify and report to
anyone the discrepancy between the information they received from Seqwater
as to strategy and the strategy decisions ultimately reported by Seqwater.
However, their role is not to supervise Seqwater. No criticism is made of them
for failing to vet more carefully the relevant reports and bring the
inconsistencies to the attention of others.

606

Transcript, Barry Dennien, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5672: line 10].
Transcript, Barry Dennien, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5672: line 32].
608
Transcript, Daniel Spiller, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5630: line 32].
609
Transcript, Daniel Spiller, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5632: line 28].
610
Transcript, Daniel Spiller, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5631: line 38].
611
Transcript, Daniel Spiller, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5635: line 20].
612
Transcript, Daniel Spiller, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5637: line 28].
613
Transcript, Daniel Spiller, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5637: line 48].
607
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7 Peer reviews of the March report
407.

Term of reference paragraph 2(f) encompassed ‘an assessment of compliance
[of the operation of Wivenhoe Dam] with the operational procedures relating
to flood mitigation and dam safety’.

408.

In its first submission to the Commission, Seqwater asserted that it had
managed the flood event in accordance with the Wivenhoe manual.614 In
particular, Seqwater represented that:
a. in releasing water from the dam, Seqwater had ‘acted carefully and in
compliance with the terms of the approved flood mitigation manuals which
outline the operational procedures to be followed during flood events’615
b. the contents of the March report, on which Seqwater relied for the
purposes of the submission, showed that ‘operational decisions were
carefully considered and made in accordance with the manual’.616 The
submission referred explicitly to section 2 and section 10 of the March
report.

409.

In the submission, Seqwater informed the Commission that it had
commissioned independent peer reviews of the operational decisions made
during the flood event617 and provided reports prepared by Emeritus Professor
Colin Apelt, Mr Greg Roads and Mr Leonard McDonald.618 Seqwater
provided a report by Mr Brian Shannon with a supplementary submission to
the Commission on 4 April 2011.619

410.

The reports of the peer reviewers addressed the question of compliance with
the Wivenhoe manual. The reviews were based on the information contained
in the March report.

411.

The peer reviewers’ reports addressed two questions:
a. Was the release of water from Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset Dam during
the January 2011 Flood Event in accordance with the Wivenhoe manual?

614

Opening submission by Queensland Bulk Water Supply Authority trading as Seqwater [para 28].
Opening submission by Queensland Bulk Water Supply Authority trading as Seqwater [para 34].
616
Opening submission by Queensland Bulk Water Supply Authority trading as Seqwater [para 187].
617
Opening submission by Queensland Bulk Water Supply Authority trading as Seqwater [para 188].
618
Opening submission by Queensland Bulk Water Supply Authority trading as Seqwater, Attachment 29.
619
Supplementary submission by Seqwater, Attachment 27.
615
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b. Based on the information contained in the March report, were there any
aspects relating to the operation of Wivenhoe Dam and the operation of
Somerset Dam during the January 2011 Flood Event not in accordance
with the manual?
412.

When more is understood about the way the report was written, and the nature
of the information omitted from it, the qualification that the opinion be ‘based
on the information contained’ in that report assumes some significance.

413.

Seqwater’s supplementary submission discussed the conclusions of the peer
reviewers.620 The submission noted that:
a. Professor Apelt concluded that the release of water from Wivenhoe and
Somerset dams was in accordance with the Wivenhoe manual.621
b. Mr McDonald concluded that the release of water from Wivenhoe and
Somerset dams was in accordance with the Wivenhoe manual with one
possible exception, which related to the decision to bypass strategy W2.622
c. Mr Roads concluded that the Wivenhoe and Somerset dams were operated
in accordance with the Wivenhoe manual but identified two possible minor
deviations from the manual, which, Mr Roads said, ‘may [have been] due
to a lack of clarity in the manual rather than non-compliance’.623
d. Mr Shannon concluded that ‘Overall, the manual was followed closely
during the whole flood event’.624

414.

Seqwater, in the supplementary submission, sought to refute each of the
suggestions of non-compliance.

415.

The Commission asked Mr Babister to review Seqwater’s March report and
the reports of the peer reviewers other than Mr Shannon’s report and to answer
the following question: Were the releases from the Somerset and Wivenhoe
dams in accordance with the flood manual?625 In answering that question, Mr

620

Supplementary submission by Seqwater [p43-45: para 175-193].
Supplementary submission by Seqwater, Attachment 24; Exhibit 410, Review of Seqwater Document ‘January
2011 Flood Event’ by Colin Apelt, 9 March 2011.
622
Supplementary submission by Seqwater, Attachment 25; Exhibit 412, Report of Leonard McDonald, ‘Flood
event of January 2011 – Wivenhoe Dam water releases – compliance with manual’, 10 March 2011.
623
Supplementary submission by Seqwater, Attachment 26; Exhibit 413, Report of Greg Roads, ‘Review of the
operation of Wivenhoe and Somerset Dams during the Jan 2011 Flood Event’, 9 March 2011.
624
Supplementary submission by Seqwater, Attachment 27; Exhibit 411, Report of Brian Shannon, ‘Review of
Dam Operations Brisbane River Floods – January 2011’.
625
Exhibit 407, WMA Water, Report to the Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry, Final Report, May 2011
[p1].
621
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Babister relied upon the three independent reports he had reviewed. His
response to the question was:
Three independent reviews found that the dam releases were in accordance
with The Manual. Minor deviations were observed that were attributed to
ambiguity within The Manual.626
416.

Mr Babister referred to the ‘consensus finding of the three assessments of
compliance’. Each of the ‘possible non-compliance issues’, he noted, ‘were
attributed to ambiguity or inconsistency within The Manual’.627 Mr Babister
did not depart from, or take issue with, the opinions expressed in the three
reports he had reviewed.

417.

On this basis, the Commission accepted the opinions of the four peer
reviewers. Their reports were tendered into evidence. The Commission
thought it sensible at that time not to focus resources on investigating further
the question of compliance beyond the points dealt with in the interim report.

418.

In this third hearing, however, the Commission had cause to examine the
process by which the peer reviewers had formed their opinions. That
examination has found a number of flaws in the review process.

419.

The reviews were completed in a short period of time. Professor Apelt, Mr
Roads and Mr Shannon had about a month to do their reviews. They did the
bulk of their work on draft versions of the March report.628 Mr Shannon
submitted his report on the same day the March report was published. Mr
McDonald only received a copy of the final report on 4 March 2011. He
submitted his report on 10 March 2011.

420.

As a result of the short timeframes, the peer reviewers focussed on particular
sections of the report:

626

Exhibit 407, WMA Water, Report to the Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry, Final Report, May 2011
[p48: para 167].
627
Exhibit 407, WMA Water, Report to the Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry, Final Report, May 2011
[p24: para 88].
628
Transcript, Greg Roads, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5764: line 35]; Transcript, Colin Apelt, 8 February 2012,
Brisbane [p5722: line 14, 35]; Transcript, Brian Shannon, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5816: line 57 – p5817: line
8].
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a. Mr Roads had particular reference to sections 2, 9 and 10 and also to the
modelling results in Appendix A.629
b. Professor Apelt gave particular attention to the executive summary and
sections 2, 9, 10 and 19.630
c. Mr McDonald read and studied the executive summary and sections 1 to 5,
9, 10 and 11.631
d. Mr Shannon based his ‘assessments on the summary reports’.632 He did not
look at the appendices in any detail.633
421.

Mr Roads indicated that Mr Tibaldi had said in a teleconference on 9 February
2011 that it would not be possible to review the entire report in the time
available and that he should review sections 9 and 10 of the draft report.634

422.

Each of the peer reviewers had accepted there was a transition to strategy W3
at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011.635 That information was contained in sections 2
and 10 of the March report. Mr McDonald said that he assumed the statements
in the March report – section 2 in particular – were accurate and matched the
content in the appendices.636 He did not undertake any comparison of the
information in the body of the report with the source material in the
appendices.637

423.

The methodology by which Mr Tibaldi prepared the Seqwater report – and
concluded that the transition to W3 occurred at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011 –

629

Exhibit 413, Report of Greg Roads, ‘Review of the operation of Wivenhoe and Somerset Dams during the Jan
2011 Flood Event’, 9 March 2011 [p2]; Transcript, Greg Roads, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5761: line 1; p5762:
line 8; p5767: line 37-p5768: line 8].
630
Transcript, Colin Apelt, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5727: line 12]; Exhibit 410, Review of Seqwater
Document ‘January 2011 Flood Event’ by Colin Apelt, 9 March 2011 [p3].
631
Exhibit 412, Report of Leonard McDonald, ‘Flood event of January 2011 – Wivenhoe Dam water releases –
compliance with manual’, 10 March 2011 [p2]. See also Transcript, Leonard McDonald, 7 February 2012,
Brisbane [p5562: line 8-18; p5571: line 12].
632
Transcript, Brian Shannon, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5823: line 22].
633
Transcript, Brian Shannon, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5817: line 19-28; p5822: line 4].
634
Transcript, Greg Roads, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5753: line 53; p5754: line 28; p5755: line 25]; Exhibit
1110, Greg Roads – teleconference notes, 9 February 2011.
635
Transcript, Leonard McDonald, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5560: line 5]; Transcript, Colin Apelt, 8 February
2012, Brisbane [p5727: line 57 – p5728: line 10]. Transcript, Brian Shannon, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5819:
line 34]. Mr Roads said he accepted ‘that as the water level fell over the line [the flood operations engineers] were
automatically in W3, whether they liked it or not’ (Transcript, Greg Roads, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5768: line
43]). In his report, Table 3.1 sets out ‘the date and time when Seqwater transitioned into each strategy’. It shows
that strategy W3 was engaged at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011 (Exhibit 413, Report of Greg Roads, ‘Review of the
operation of Wivenhoe and Somerset Dams during the Jan 2011 Flood Event’, 9 March 2011 [p2-3].
636
Transcript, Leonard McDonald, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5560: line 5; p5562: line 9; p5568: line 51];
Exhibit 412, Report of Leonard McDonald, ‘Flood event of January 2011 – Wivenhoe Dam water releases –
compliance with manual’, 10 March 2011 [p2].
637
Transcript, Leonard McDonald, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5560: line 22-48].
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was not explained to the peer reviewers.638 They ought to have been made
aware of it. Mr Tibaldi’s methodology ensured that the relevant sections of the
report (on which the reviewers focussed) showed that strategies were adopted
in accordance with the Wivenhoe manual. (The possible issues of noncompliance that Mr Roads and Mr McDonald identified resulted from
particular interpretations of the manual.) So the question of compliance with
which the Commission is now concerned simply was not considered by the
peer reviewers.
424.

Had Mr McDonald been aware of the process by which Mr Tibaldi determined
when W3 was engaged, it might have made a difference to his approach to his
review.639

425.

The peer reviewers were not given the situation report sent on 8 January 2011
at 5.53 pm – it was omitted from the March report. Professor Apelt and Mr
Roads received draft versions of the report which did not contain the flood
event log entry on 9 January 2011 at 3.30 pm; the entry does appear in
Appendix M of the March report. It is not known whether the draft Mr
Shannon received also omitted the log entry – he disposed of the draft when he
received the final report. It is likely, though, that Mr Shannon received the
same draft material as Professor Apelt and Mr Roads. In any event,
Mr Shannon had not seen the entry before it was shown to him when he gave
his evidence. The omissions of such important documents, although curious,
may have been the result of inadvertence. Even so, it reveals a deficiency in
the process by which Seqwater briefed the experts.

426.

The final report was released on 2 March 2011. Seqwater did not bring to the
attention of the experts any differences between the drafts and the final report,
such as the inclusion of the log entry on 9 January 2011.640

427.

Mr Shannon and Mr Roads said, however, they did not have any regard to the
flood event log in Appendix M, or to the situation reports in Appendix E.641

638

Transcript, Greg Roads, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5761: line 12]; Transcript, Leonard McDonald, 7
February 2012, Brisbane [p5562: line 34]; Transcript, Colin Apelt, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5732: line 3].
639
Transcript, Leonard McDonald, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5563: line 1-13].
640
Transcript, Brian Shannon, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5817: line 12].
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Mr Roads focussed on the modelling in Appendix A. Mr Shannon assumed
that the information in the appendices was reflected in the body of the
report.642 Professor Apelt did refer to the situation reports and flood event log,
but focussed mainly on the model results.643
428.

It is apparent that Professor Apelt had some regard to the flood event log in
the draft on which he worked: he wrote in by hand dates in the log for 8 and 9
January 2011 because those dates were missing. He drew that issue to Mr
Tibaldi’s attention.644 That particular problem was rectified in a second draft
given to Mr Roads and Professor Apelt on or about 24 February 2011.
(Mr Shannon said he only received one draft report. It is not known which
version he received.) The omission of the 3.30 pm log entry, however, was not
rectified in the second draft report.

429.

Mr McDonald only received a copy of the final report (on 4 March 2011), but,
because of the limited time he had to complete his review (by 10 March 2011),
he did not closely examine the appendices. He did not notice the 3.30 pm entry
in the flood event log in Appendix M.

430.

Each of the peer reviewers considered the information contained in either or
both of the situation report and the flood event log entry as relevant. Had they
seen one or both of the documents when undertaking their reviews, the
apparent inconsistency with the proposition that the dam was operated in
strategy W3 from 8.00 am on 8 January 2011 would have caused them to ask
questions of Seqwater.645

431.

Those concessions mean that some qualifications now apply to the peer
reviewers’ opinions as to compliance.

641

Transcript, Greg Roads, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5767: line 37-p5768: line 8; p5772: line 43, line 55];
Transcript, Brian Shannon, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5819: line 45; p5823: line 16].
642
Transcript, Brian Shannon, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5823: line 20].
643
Transcript, Colin Apelt, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5721: line 40 – p5722: line 5].
644
Transcript, Colin Apelt. 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5730: line 25].
645
Transcript, Leonard McDonald, 7 February 2012, Brisbane [p5561: line 51-55; p5562: line 19-31]; Transcript,
Colin Apelt, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5729: line 27-41; p5731: line 36-56]; Transcript, Greg Roads, 9
February 2012, Brisbane [p5771: line 50-57]; Transcript, Brian Shannon, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5824: line
1-13].
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432.

It should be acknowledged, though, that each of the peer reviewers has
maintained his view that the releases made from the dam were appropriate.
That is not to the point now under consideration. The releases,646 even if
appropriate, do not of themselves determine the strategy under which the dam
was being operated. They certainly do not confirm whether a transition was
made to W3 at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011.

433.

There are some other unsatisfactory – and concerning – aspects of the peer
review process. In some instances, there appears to have been no clear division
between the preparation of the report and the review of it. Two of the peer
reviewers attended meetings about the production of the report. Professor
Apelt attended the first meeting that was held about the preparation of the
report (on 3 February 2011).647 Issues relating to the content of the report were
certainly discussed at a second meeting he attended (on 8 February 2011).648 A
note Mr Ayre took at that meeting indicates that there was some discussion
about the flood event summary in section 2 of the report, and the need to show
that the flood engineers had satisfied the Wivenhoe manual.649

434.

Mr Shannon attended a meeting about the report on 18 February 2011, at
which he raised an issue about the exercise of discretion and compliance with
the manual.650 A note of the meeting indicates that Mr Shannon made a
suggestion to the effect of ‘if you did step outside [the] manual, show you did
what was necessary’.651 Mr Pruss – who had responsibility for preparation of
the report and the peer review process – said he was ‘comfortable’ that Mr
Shannon was ‘challenging’ the flood engineers in this way.652 Mr Pruss failed
to recognise the problems associated with the merging of the process of

646

Other than those associated with W4.
Exhibit 1084, Meeting invite, organised by Jim Pruss, with attendees, and agenda attached – Technical Report
Discussion, 3 February 2011; Transcript, Colin Apelt, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5716: line 11-42]; Transcript,
James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6053: line 1-43]; Transcript, Robert Ayre, 11 February 2012, Brisbane
[p6113: line 20].
648
Exhibit 1085, Meeting invite, organised by Brooke Foxover with attendees, and agenda attached – Technical
Report Discussion, 8 February 2011; Transcript, Colin Apelt, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5719: line 17-34];
Transcript James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6054: line 25-55]. See also Transcript, Robert Ayre, 11
Feburary 2012, Brisbane [p6113: line 34].
649
Exhibit 1147, Handwritten notes of Robert Ayre, provided to QFCI in a letter dated 9 February 2012;
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6110: line 48].
650
Transcript, Brian Shannon, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5825: line 55 – p5826: line 56].
651
Exhibit 1088, Email from Chloe Cross to John Tibaldi with 18 Feb Meeting notes attached, 21 February 2011,
8:26 am; Transcript, Brian Shannon, 9 February 2012, Brisbane [p5826: line 55].
652
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6055: line 3-33].
647
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production of the report and the process of reviewing it; the possibility that Mr
Shannon may have been contributing – even if only indirectly – to a report he
was engaged to review.
435.

There was a difference in the evidence of Professor Apelt and Mr Pruss as to
the scope of Professor Apelt’s role. Both were asked to comment on an email
Mr Pruss’s assistant had sent Professor Apelt (on 7 February 2011) thanking
him for his availability to ‘assist Seqwater with the report and submission for
the Commission of [Inquiry]’. Professor Apelt denied that he had given that
assistance to Seqwater; he said ‘it would be quite ridiculous for me to help
construct [the report] and then review it’.653 Mr Pruss, on the other hand, said
the email was consistent with his general understanding of Professor Apelt’s
engagement.654 There was, at the least, an unfortunate lack of clarity as to
Professor Apelt’s role (and, it seems, also that of Mr Shannon).

436.

Independence is essential to a credible review process. There is insufficient
evidence to conclude that, in this case, the review process lacked
independence – but enough to raise questions about it. The email Mr Roads
sent to Mr Malone (and the other flood engineers) on 17 January 2011, before
he was engaged by Seqwater, in particular, is noted.655 In that email, Mr Roads
expressed a view that the flood engineers had done ‘a great job’. He also said
in the email:
‘I advised Barton yesterday that you guys will need to get on the front foot
with [Hedley Thomas]. It shouldn’t be me!’

437.

It is not suggested that the email indicates Mr Roads was unable to, and did
not, apply his mind objectively to the review he undertook. Such comments,
however, have the capacity to cast doubt on the independence of the review
process; as well as on the wisdom of Seqwater’s engaging someone who had
made such comments publicly to perform an independent review.

653

Transcript, Colin Apelt, 8 February 2012, Brisbane [p5717: line 39-50]. In his reply to the email, Professor
Apelt did not respond to the point.
654
Transcript, James Pruss, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6055: line 50].
655
Exhibit 1071, Email from Greg Roads to Terry Malone, 17 January 2011, 9:11 am; Transcript, Greg Roads, 9
February 2011, Brisbane [p5773: line 50 – p5774: line 29].
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438.

Seqwater engaged peer reviewers as part of its approach to dealing with the
Commission.656 The process formed part of Seqwater’s presentation of
information to the Commission, undoubtedly with the intention of satisfying
the Commission that Wivenhoe Dam was operated in accordance with the
Wivenhoe manual. That process was flawed in a way that should not be
repeated. It lacked professionalism and rigour. Very little was done to ensure
the review process was independent.

439.

Any such process in the future should:
a. be co-ordinated by someone independent of those who wrote the report
b. involve strict information management techniques
c. ensure sufficient time and resources are allowed for a thorough and
meaningful review
d. document all contact between those whose actions are under review and
the reviewers.

656

Exhibit 1131, Email chain, Peter Borrows to various, 18 January 2011, 9:05 am; Transcript, Peter Borrows, 10
February 2012, Brisbane [p5960: line 18 – p5961: line 17].
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8 Mr Cooper’s report
440.

Mr Murdoch SC asked each of the flood engineers about his awareness of
Mr Cooper’s report. Each had received it and read it.

441.

Mr Ruffini said he received a copy of Mr Cooper’s report but he could not
recall when he received it or any of its details (except that ‘the focus was on
the top end, the W4 issues’). He did not have any recollection of his
disagreeing with Mr Cooper’s report.657

442.

Mr Malone said he read Mr Cooper’s report during the flood event. He did not
recall details of the report but did recall ‘there were some questions’ about the
content of the report as to ‘the application of strategies’. Nothing caused him
to raise any concerns about the report; he saw ‘nothing’ in the report that was
‘untoward’ or that ‘stood out’ as requiring his attention. He did, however,
discuss the report with Mr Tibaldi when he read it and pointed out that it
seemed Mr Cooper had not interpreted the manual correctly. He said that
when the report ‘came in’ he and Mr Tibaldi ‘looked at it’.658 He thought Mr
Tibaldi had taken the ‘lead role’ in raising issues with Mr Cooper’s report; any
errors, he said, were corrected by the writing of the March report.
a. Mr Tibaldi said he received Mr Cooper’s report in February 2011, when he
was writing the flood event report. He read it when it was provided to him.
He recalled that he did not agree with Mr Cooper’s ‘use of strategies’ – he
thought the report was incorrect in that respect – but he did not do
anything to correct it, as he was in the process of writing his own report.659
b. Mr Ayre said he saw Mr Cooper’s report about a week or two after Mr
Cooper delivered it (on 12 January 2011), ‘when we were producing the
report’. When he read it, he said, he ‘recognised’ that some of Mr
Cooper’s descriptions of the use of strategies ‘perhaps’ were not as he
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Transcript, John Ruffini, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6075: line 45 – p6077: line 11].
Transcript, Terry Malone, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6095: line 5 – p 6096: line 35].
659
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6127: line 53 – p6128: line 37].
658
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‘recollected the event’.660 He did not express that view, however, because
he considered it would be addressed in the flood event report.661
c. The significance of Mr Cooper’s report is that it contains the following
statement:
‘…for the last day or so before yesterday’s big rise, Strategy W2
would be in place…’
d. Mr Cooper’s report is also significant because it formed part of the
briefing given to the Minister on 16 January 2011. Specifically, nobody
involved in the preparation of the briefing had any issue with giving
Mr Cooper’s report to the Minister; quite the opposite.
e. As already noted, a teleconference about the briefing to the Minister
occurred at 2.00 pm on 15 January 2011, in which Mr Ayre, Mr Tibaldi,
Mr Drury, Mr Allen, Mr Borrows and Mr Reilly participated.
f. Mr Cooper’s report may have been discussed at this early stage. There is a
reference to Mr Cooper in ‘discussion points’ for the 2.00 pm
teleconference, which Mr Spiller sent to the Duty Engineer email address
on 15 January 2011 at 2.21 pm.662 The reference is ‘Get more
comprehensive report from Brian Cooper?’.
g. Mr Malone was the duty engineer at the time. At 1.31 pm that day, Mr
Allen sent Mr Cooper’s report to Duty Engineer email address.663 The
email was addressed to ‘Terry’. It said, ‘Terry… This should be what you
want’, indicating that the email followed some discussion about
Mr Cooper’s report. The email was forwarded from the Duty Engineer
account to Mr Malone’s email address 10 minutes later.664
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He also said, ‘in terms of the peak release on the Tuesday I think that was reasonable…’
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6112: line 41 – p6113: line 15].
662
Exhibit 1061, Email, Dan Spiller to Duty Engineer, 2.21 pm, 15 January 2011.
663
Email, Peter Allen to Duty Engineer, 1.31 pm, 15 January 2011.
664
Email, Duty Engineer to Terry Malone, 1.41 pm, 15 January 2011.
661
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h. That course of events is consistent with Mr Malone’s oral evidence on the
topic. The inference is open that Mr Malone read Mr Cooper’s report at
that time – and discussed it with Mr Tibaldi, who also read it at this time.
Mr Tibaldi has no memory of this period.665
i. At 5.07 pm on 15 January 2011, Mr Drury sent an outline of the
‘ministerial brief’ to the Duty Engineer email address.666 The outline
indicated that the brief would contain a section about Mr Cooper’s ‘Flood
Mitigation Manual compliance review’, for which SEQ Water Grid
Manager was assigned responsibility. The outline also indicated that the
section on Seqwater’s report to the chief executive would or should
‘Reflect Brian Cooper’s compliance review’.
j. At 2.03 am on 17 January 2011, Mr Borrows sent Mr Drury, Mr Pruss and
the Duty Engineer email address copies of the final ministerial brief, the
final draft of the Seqwater briefing note for distribution, the Seqwater
flood event report and Mr Cooper’s report (and other documents).667 The
email was addressed to ‘Jim, John & Rob’ – presumably ‘John’ was Mr
Tibaldi.
k. The evidence establishes that all four flood engineers were aware of the
content of Mr Cooper’s report. Mr Malone and Mr Tibaldi had read it
when the Ministerial briefing note was being prepared; Mr Ayre and Mr
Ruffini probably saw it then too, but at least read it by the time they
reviewed the March flood event report. It is unsurprising that they did not
quibble with Mr Cooper’s report at the time they were preparing the
Ministerial briefing note – both reports are broadly consistent in that they
include the use of W2. Their failure to object to Mr Cooper’s account of
events at that time adds further weight to the evidence outlined in part 5
that, as at 15 to 17 January, all four flood engineers thought that they had
used strategy W2.
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Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5064: line 17; p5066: line 40].
Exhibit 1062, Email, Rob Drury to Duty Engineer, 5:07 pm, 15 January 2011.
667
Exhibit 393, Statement of Peter Borrows, 1 April 2011, Attachment PB-12 (Email, Peter Borrows to
Rob Drury, Jim Pruss and Duty Engineer, 2.03 am, 17 January 2011).
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l. It is surprising, however, that none of the flood engineers chose to correct
the record, if, as they claim, the accurate version of events is that contained
in the March flood event report. They were aware that at least the Minister,
Seqwater’s management and officers of the SEQ Water Grid Manager and
DERM had the report and might rely on it. Active steps should have been
taken by them to correct the impression given by Mr Cooper’s report, if it
was wrong.
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9 Implications for the Wivenhoe manual
443.

The evidence heard in the Commission’s third set of hearings has some
implications for the longer term review of the Wivenhoe manual.

444.

First, there is some confusion as between the flood engineers as to when and
how strategy W2 should be implemented and as to how the choice between
strategy W2 and W3 should be made.668 Particularly, some, if not all of the
flood engineers, did not appreciate at the time of the January 2011 flood that
W2 was not a transition strategy between W1 and W3.669 If strategies of the
form of W2 or W3 are chosen as part of the longer term review of the
Wivenhoe manual, their criteria and conditions should be written so as to
avoid these problems in the future.

445.

Second, the term ‘inundation of urban areas’ poses some difficulty. Mr
Malone accepted that the term could refer to wide range of circumstances.670
He said that he relied on the manual which prescribed the limit of urban
damage to be a flow in the Brisbane River of 4 000 m3/s.671 Mr Tibaldi said
that some urban damage occurs with flows as low at 1 600 or 1 900 m3/s,
including the inundation of bike paths and inundation of low lying houses.672
Mr Ayre described the impact of a flow of 1 600 m3/s in the Brisbane River on
tide heights as a consideration relevant to the protection of urban areas.673
What exactly constitutes urban inundation must be defined with precision
given its importance in the manual; the protection of urban areas from
inundation is the second-highest flood mitigation objective and is required to
be the primary consideration in the mind of the flood engineer operating the
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See for example Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5055: line 10-55];
Transcript, John Ruffini, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6073: line30]; [p6074: line 1 - p6075: line 35];
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6094: line 35-55]; Transcript, Rob Ayre,
11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6105: line 21 – p6106: line 5].
669
See, for example, Mr Tibaldi’s difficulty in determining whether the flood engineers had used
strategy W2. See also Transcript, John Ruffini, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6074: line 1 – p6075:
line 35]; Transcript, Rob Ayre, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6111: line 25 – p6112: line 32];
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 11 February 2012, Brisbane [p6126: line 45 – p6127: line 40].
670
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5316: line 38 – p5317: line 30].
671
Transcript, Terrence Malone, 5 February 2012, Brisbane [p5316: line 38 – p5317: line 30].
672
Transcript, John Tibaldi, 2 February 2012, Brisbane [p5124: line 4].
673
Transcript, Robert Ayre, 3 February 2012, Brisbane [p5190: line 55 – p5191: line 10].
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dam in strategy W3. If this term is to be used in the manual prepared as part of
the longer term review, it should be precisely defined.
446.

If the definition involves diverse concepts, then some attempt must be made to
relate those concepts back to the strategies, such that flood engineers can reach
a clear understanding of their objectives and primary considerations.
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10 Significance of failure to comply with this aspect of the
manual
447.

These hearings have been concerned with whether there was non-compliance
with part of the Wivenhoe manual, but not any part of the manual which set
gate release strategy. The part of the Wivenhoe manual with which the
Commission has been concerned is that which demands the selection of an
overall strategy. Each strategy contains a “primary consideration” and sets an
upper limit for the amount of water that may be released while that strategy is
in place. The primary consideration informs the considerable discretion which
reposes in the flood engineers in choosing the amount of water to be released
from the dams.1 The exercise of that discretion will involve judgment calls.2

448.

Last year, the Commission received a report from Mr Babister of WMAwater
modelling the effects of a number of different gate opening scenarios to show
the effect such scenarios would have on maximum river heights in the
Brisbane River relative to the strategy used in January 2011.3 That July 2011
report was provided to the parties last year, and submissions were received in
relation to it.

449.

In February 2012, the Commission received a further report from WMAwater.
This further report4 expands upon one of the model scenarios the subject of Mr
Babister’s July 2011 report, and reports on the results of two new model
scenarios. This report models the outer limit to which such scenarios can run.5

450.

The new scenarios model increased releases from 8.00 am on 8 January 2011.
The first models releases of 4 000 cubic metres per second and the second
models releases increased so as to cause the flow at Moggill to be 4 000 cubic
metres per second.

451.

As may be expected, both of those scenarios show some decrease in flood
heights downstream. However, as also may be expected with outer limit
scenarios, neither scenario is realistic.6 The new scenarios rely on releasing
water from the dam and substantially raising flood levels long before it was
known that there was going to be a serious flood.7 Between 11.00 am on 8
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January 2011 and 1.00 pm on 9 January 2011, both of these strategies would
have involved dam outflows that are almost double the peak dam inflow
observed until that point. That would have the effect of the dam operating as a
flood amplification dam rather than a flood mitigation dam.8 Mr Babister
concluded that these scenarios are not practical and are highly risky.9 If, for
example, the rest of the rainfall did not eventuate, the early release of such
large quantities of water would have made the flooding significantly worse.
452.

In considering the significance of the failure to comply with the Wivenhoe
manual, these model results must be weighed against three salient points.

453.

Firstly, the model results have limitations:
a. They are only illustrative. In his evidence Mr Babister acknowledged
that “models do have some uncertainty in them”.10
b. They do not demonstrate the outcomes for the infinite range of
possibilities that exist.11

454.

Secondly, while the increase of releases at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011 to the
maximum permissible under strategy W3 may have been impractical, had the
flood engineers appreciated, at that time, that they were in strategy W3, it is
possible they may have exercised their discretion with respect to releases
differently.

455.

As was acknowledged by Mr Roads:
a. when operating the dam, the flood engineer has to appreciate what
strategy he is in12
b. the big difference between strategies W1 and W3 is the maximum
releases – the flood engineer is capable of increasing discharges to
3500 m3/s, rather than limiting outflows to 1900 m3/s13
c. while on Sunday morning, 9 January 2011, the flood engineers were
“pretty much releasing what they should have been”, by Sunday
afternoon “maybe we should have taken down the bridges a bit
earlier”.14
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456.

Mr Babister also acknowledged that it was practical to have higher releases on
the afternoon of 9 January 2011 than that which occurred.15

457.

Mr Tibaldi volunteered in evidence that, had greater releases been made at an
earlier time, the extent of the flooding which ultimately occurred might have
been reduced;16 as much was also acknowledged by Mr Babister.17

458.

Regardless of whether the flood engineers would have ultimately exercised
their discretion to make greater releases at an earlier time, they were not acting
in accordance with the manual if they were operating under a false constraint
about the maximum level of flows that could be achieved.

459.

Thirdly, the non-compliance of the kind disclosed by the evidence has
significance to the issue of public confidence. It is necessary, in order to
maintain public confidence in the systems which operate during floods, to
ensure that any report on the manner in which a dam is operated during a flood
is accurate.
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11 Concluding comments
460.

There are no systems or protocols in place regarding when it is appropriate for
the Seqwater chief executive officer to contact the flood operations centre.

461.

There is no system to determine when information on the work of the flood
operations centre should be provided by the chief executive officer to the
board of Seqwater.

462.

Mr Ayre did not, at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011, consciously engage with the
requirements of the manual insofar as they related to adoption of strategies.

463.

On 8 January and for at least part of 9 January 2011, there had been no
conscious engagement of strategy W3.

464.

To the extent that it is possible now to work out whether any, and if so which
strategies were engaged, it would seem, on the evidence, that as at 5.53 pm on
8 January 2011, Mr Ayre was operating the dam in strategy W1.

465.

There is nothing to suggest that any change to this strategy was made prior to
3.30 pm on Sunday 9 January.

466.

A clear appreciation of the fact that W3 was applicable on 9 January may have
promoted a more aggressive approach to releases that day.

467.

It is not possible, now, to reach any clear and settled conclusion about the
engineers’ states of mind as regards strategies prior to the adoption of W4. But
all indications are that the engineers were just getting on with the management
of the dam, without reference to the manual and without recognising they
would need to later explain their actions by reference to the manual.

468.

The failure to engage strategies as required was a breach of the Manual.

469.

It was apparent to all flood engineers that:
a. there was no record of strategies kept during the event
b. no coherent account of strategies existed in the period 15 – 17 January
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c. there was a need for such an account to be created in order to represent
compliance with the manual and to meet the expectations of others
470.

By 17 January 2011, Mr Malone understood W2 to have been engaged.

471.

By 17 January, Mr Tibaldi understood W2 to have been engaged.

472.

By 17 January, Mr Ayre was aware of the existence of the strategy summary
log, Mr Malone’s summary of the manual, and the Minister’s brief. He must
have been aware of the content of those documents and that they positively
contradicted any move to W3 at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011. He expressed no
dissent and took no steps to correct this.

474.

All engineers were aware of the method adopted by Mr Tibaldi in writing the
report.
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477.

Mr Ayre, in particular, knew that the Report was misleading because he was
present at 8 am on 8 January, and if he had any state of mind at all about
Strategies, he still believed W1 was applicable at 5.53 pm that day. If that is
not so then, at best, he did not appreciate whether he was applying W2 or W3,
since his perception was that he had no particular reason to choose between
them.

478.

The presentation of the March report was, prima facie, a dishonest dealing
with information. At the very least, it represented that strategy W3 had been
adopted for use at 8.00 am on 8 January 2011, when it had not. It purported to
be an actual and accurate record of strategy adoption; it was not.
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481.

The degree of suspicion is sufficient to warrant the continued investigation of
this matter by a law enforcement agency which has at its disposal investigative
techniques to which the Commission does not have access. Given that the
relevant parties were public officials at the time of the events, the Crime and
Misconduct Commission would be the appropriate agency to which the
matters should be referred. That agency should consider the matters identified
in Part 6 Evidence to the Commission.

Suggestions for the making of recommendations by the Commission
482.

Building on the Interim Report, it is essential that contemporaneous records
are kept of choice of strategy. Those records should also record the reasons
why a strategy is chosen.

483.

The process by which flood event reports are written needs to be overhauled,
so as to ensure:
a. sufficient resources are dedicated to the task
b. sufficient time is permitted for undertaking the task
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c. the reports are prepared by someone who played no role in the operation of
the dam during the flood event
d. the peer review process is undertaken by ensuring:
i. all relevant information is provided to the peer reviewer
ii. sufficient time is permitted for the peer review to take place
iii. independence of the peer reviewers.
484.

Seqwater should ensure that proper support and oversight mechanisms are put
in place around both the substantive and procedural aspects of drafting flood
event reports. Seqwater should consider engaging consultants with expertise in
the production of reports following significant events to advise on these
mechanisms. Measures to be considered should include:
e. ensuring appropriate systems are in place to ensure the recollections of
flood engineers and other parties are recorded immediately after the event,
perhaps by engaging an external party to interview the flood engineers and
other parties
f. ensuring that a methodology for writing the report is set out clearly in
advance, in writing, and that the final report includes a statement of that
methodology
g. putting in place systems to ensure that members of senior management
have sufficient understanding of both the methodology and process by
which the report is prepared to allow themselves to be satisfied that these
are appropriate.

485.

The Commission should recommend that, in the longer term review of the
Manual of Operational Procedures for Flood Mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam and
Somerset Dam, Seqwater should ensure that:
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a. if strategies of the form of strategy W2 and W3 in Revision 7 are included
in the revised manual, when and how they should be implemented are
clearly described
b. if the concept of ‘urban inundation’ is relevant to the operation of the dam,
it should be defined. If the definition involves diverse concepts, then those
concepts should be related back to the strategies, such that flood engineers
can reach a clear understanding of their objectives and primary
considerations.
486.

DERM should ensure that a sufficiently independent and appropriately
qualified person immediately starts the task of reviewing the March report to
ensure that the review is completed before the 2012/2013 wet season.

487.

The Crime and Misconduct Commission investigate whether the conduct of
Mr Tibaldi, Mr Ayre, Mr Malone
a.

relating to:

preparation of documents surrounding the January 2011 flood event,
including the 17 January 2011 report to the Minister, the 2 March 2011
flood event report, statements provided to the Commission

b. oral testimony given to the Commission
evidences offence/s against Chapter 16 of the Criminal Code, and/or official
misconduct under the Crime and Misconduct Act 2001 committed by any, or
all, of the named persons.
488.

Seqwater should ensure that accurate information/briefings are provided to the
Queensland Government. If Seqwater becomes aware that any information
provided to the Queensland Government is inaccurate, it must advise the
Queensland Government of the error as soon as possible and provide the
corrected information in a timely and meaningful way.

489.

Seqwater should establish a protocol for communications between Seqwater
management and the flood operations centre during a flood event, including a
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protocol which ensures that operating strategies at Wivenhoe Dam are
accurately communicated to management during a flood event.
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